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Abstract
Schema integration is the process of consolidating several source schemas to
generate a unified view, called the mediated schema, so that information scat-
tered in the sources can be served uniformly from the mediated schema.
Schema integration occurs in many scenarios such as data integration, log-
ical database design, data warehousing and schema evolution. To make the
mediated schema useful for data interoperability tasks, mappings between the
source schemas and the mediated schema have to be derived.
Previous approaches fall short in two aspects. First, the identification of
inter-schema relationships (i.e., schema matching) is usually mixed with the
process of combining and restructuring schemas (i.e., schema merging). The
coupling of schema matching and schema merging results in increased com-
plexities and human interventions in the schema integration process. Second,
the schema mappings are either conceptual alignments between entity types
or syntactical correspondences between attributes. Neither of the two map-
ping languages is able to express complex relationships among several mod-
eling constructs. Logical schema mappings in the form of data dependencies
are able express such complex relationships but are less explored for schema
merging.
In this thesis, we propose a new approach to schema merging using logical
schema mappings, more specifically tuple-generating dependencies(tgds) and
equality-generating dependencies (egds). We provide well founded semantics of
schema merging under two scenarios: view integration and data integration.
Based on the formal characterization of the schema merging problem, we
develop a schema minimization approach which generates minimal mediated
schemas with the same query answering capacity as the source schemas. We
study the complexity of the proposed algorithms and show that the schema
minimization problems are intractable in the general case. However, we have
identified syntactical constraints on the input mappings which ensure that the
proposed algorithms are in PTIME. In addition, we have implemented the
schema merging algorithms in a prototype. The evaluation on real world and
synthetic data sets shows the applicability and scalability of the approach.
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Zusammenfassung
Schemaintegration ist das Zusammenfu¨hren von einer Menge von Quell-
schemata in ein einheitliches, integriertes Schema, damit man auf Informa-
tionen aus unterschiedlichen Datenquellen u¨ber das integrierte Schema ein-
heitlich zugreifen kann. Schemaintegration ist in vielen Szenarien notwendig,
z.B. Datenintegration, logischer Datenbankentwurf, Data-Warehouse-Systeme
und Schemaevolution. Damit das integrierte Schema fu¨r den Austausch von
Daten genutzt werden kann, mu¨ssen die Datentransformationen zwischen
Quellschemata und integriertem Schema formal in Mappings definiert wer-
den.
Bisherige Ansa¨tze sind vor allem in zwei Aspekten eingeschra¨nkt. Ers-
tens ist die Erkennung von Beziehungen zwischen Schemata (Schema Match-
ing) oft vermischt mit dem Prozess der Zusammenfu¨hrung und Restruk-
turierung der Schemata (Schema Merging). Trotzdem haben sich Schema
Matching und Schema Merging als zwei unabha¨ngige Forschungsbereiche
weiterentwickelt. Zweitens werden Mappings als konzeptuelle Beziehungen
zwischen Entita¨tstypen oder als syntaktische Korrespondenzen zwischen At-
tributen dargestellt. Keine dieser beiden Mapping-Sprachen kann komplexe
Beziehungen zwischen mehreren Modellierungskonstrukten ausdru¨cken. Lo-
gischen Mapping-Sprachen in der Form von Datenabha¨ngigkeiten ko¨nnen
diese komplexen Beziehungen darstellen, jedoch wurden diese Sprachen fu¨r
die Schemaintegration bisher nur selten eingsetzt.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir einen neuen Ansatz fu¨r das Zusammenfu¨hren
von Schemata mit logischen Mappings, insbesondere Tuple-Generating De-
pendencies (TGDs) und Equality-Generating Dependencies (EGDs), vor.
Wir stellen eine wohlbegru¨ndete Semantik fu¨r die Schemaintegration in zwei
Szenarien vor: Datenintegration und View-Integration. Basierend auf der for-
malen Beschreibung des Schema-Merging-Problems entwickeln wir ein Schema-
Minimierungsverfahren, das minimale, integriete Schemata generiert, die die
gleiche Menge von Anfragen beantworten ko¨nnen wie die Quellschemata. Des
Weiteren untersuchen wir die Komplexita¨t der vorgeschlagenen Algorithmen
und zeigen, dass das Schema-Minimierungsproblem hartna¨ckig im allgemeinen
Fall ist. Jedoch haben wir syntaktische Einschra¨nkungen auf den Eingabe-
Mappings identifiziert, die sicherstellen, dass die vorgestellten Algorithmen zu
PTIME geho¨ren. Daru¨ber hinaus haben wir die Algorithmen in einem Pro-
totyp implementiert. Die Evaluierung mit realen und generierten Testfa¨llen
zeigt die Anwendbarkeit und Skalierbarkeit des Ansatzes.
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Part I
Introduction

1Introduction
1.1 Metadata Management and Schema Integration
The ever-growing number and size of schemas of real world data sets make
(semi-)automatic management of metadata inevitable. According to a report
by Brodie and Liu [Brodie and Liu, 2010], a typical Fortune 100 company has
about 10,000 different databases, and a typical relational database is made of
100 to 200 tables, each containing between 50 to 200 attributes. With such
a scale of database size, and such a vast number of databases, manual man-
agement and integration are no longer feasible, and hence (semi-) automatic
management of schemas is highly desired and necessary.
Real world data usually reside in different data sources, in different struc-
tures. It is highly desirable to achieve data interoperability, so that data from
different data sources can be linked, integrated, and used together. Brodie
and Liu [2010] report that data integration accounts for 40% of the cost of
software projects.
In order to handle the recurring common tasks encountered in real world
metadata management, Bernstein proposes an algebra on metadata called
model management [Bernstein et al., 2000b; Bernstein, 2003], in which models
(aka. schemas) and mappings are treated as first-class citizens. Operators are
defined to manipulate models and mappings. Important operators in model
management include Match (finding correspondences between schemas) [Rahm
and Bernstein, 2001], Compose (given two mappings from A to B, and from
B to C, computing a third mapping from A to C) [Fagin et al., 2005c], Invert
(given a mapping from A to B, compute a mapping from B to A) [Fagin et al.,
2008], and Merge (given two related schemas, compute an integrated schema)
[Batini et al., 1986].
The Merge operator corresponds to the schema integration process. Schema
integration is the process to consolidate multiple inter-related heterogeneous
schemas into a unified view, called the mediated schema. Schema integration
is a central task in Enterprise Information Integration [Halevy et al., 2005a],
a practical task in the industry. Schema mappings are also constructed during
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the integration process between the mediated schema and the input schemas.
The mediated schema together with the output mappings allows the integra-
tion of data from multiple data sources.
Schema integration is a multi-step process [Batini et al., 1986] that re-
quires a lot of human interventions. A typical schema integration process
may need to first import heterogeneous schemas into a common data model.
Then comparisons are carried out to identify the inter-relationships among
schemas. Finally, the inter-relationships and the input schemas are taken to-
gether to perform schema restructuring and merging. The second step (Match)
has nowadays evolved into an independent research area, called schema match-
ing [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]. The schema restructuring and merging step
(Merge) is called schema merging in this thesis.
Model management has undergone a revision in [Bernstein and Melnik,
2007], which is called Model Management 2.0. The new understanding regards
schema mappings as more important than schemas, as most applications have
to involve multiple data sources and mappings state the relationships be-
tween sources. Moreover, the schema mappings need to be formal mappings
with instance level semantics, so that they can be directly utilized for generat-
ing executable code in data integration, data exchange or data warehousing.
However, formal schema mappings are still not exploited enough for schema
merging [Bernstein and Melnik, 2007; Doan and Halevy, 2005].
1.2 Motivating Examples
Integration of multiple schemas can be valuable in many contexts. Building
a data integration system requires integrating the local schemas to create
a global schema for queries. In database design, a database schema can be
obtained by integrating a set of desired user views [Biskup and Convent, 1986;
Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994]. Bernstein and Melnik describe in [Bernstein
and Melnik, 2007] a scenario of schema evolution, in which an existing view
is merged with another view representing newly incorporated information to
construct an augmented view over an evolved database. In data warehousing,
multiple data marts can be merged into a single materialized view to reduce
maintenance costs.
We show several scenarios in which an integration of schemas is desired.
1.2.1 Data Integration
Data integration [Ceri and Pelagatti, 1984; Ullman, 1997; Lenzerini, 2002;
Halevy et al., 2006b; Haas, 2007] is the scenario in which overlapping data
reside in several local data sources, and are linked to a single mediated schema,
while queries are posted against the mediated schema. A classical virtual data
integration architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.1, in which n data sources
are integrated.
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Fig. 1.1. Data Integration
Each data source has a wrapper which exports the local data to conform
to a database schema Si (1 ≤ i ≤ n), called the local schema. There exists
a unified virtual view G, called the mediated schema (aka. global schema),
which each local schema Si is mapped to. Data integration systems allow
users to query a single schema to access answers from multiple overlapping
data sources.
In order to be able to process queries over the mediated schema, mappings
between the local schemas and the mediated schema are formulated, usually
in the form of logical rules. Lenzerini [Lenzerini, 2002] describes a general
syntax of the mappings as qs  qg, in which qs is a query over a local schema,
qt is a query over the mediated schema, and  corresponds to inclusion (⊆)
or equal (=). A data source is called sound wrt. the mapping, if it contains a
subset of all the possible facts. Therefore, the mapping is in the form qs ⊆ qg.
A data source is complete wrt. the mapping, if it contains all the possible
facts, which leads to a mapping in the form of qs = qg.
The most popular approaches to mappings in data integrations are Global-
As-View (GAV) mappings [Ullman, 1997; Garcia-Molina et al., 1997], Local-
As-View (LAV) mappings [Levy et al., 1996], and Global-Local-As-View
(GLAV) mappings [Friedman et al., 1999]. GAV mappings define each relation
in the mediated schema as a view over the local schemas. LAV mappings define
each relation in a local schema as a view over the mediated schema. GLAV
mappings are an extension of GAV and LAV, and allow stating correspon-
dences of views over the local schemas and views over the mediated schema.
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GLAV mappings can be specified as source-to-target tuple-generating depen-
dencies [Fagin et al., 2005a].
The data integration systems follow a schema-first approach [Franklin
et al., 2005]. That is, the mediated schema should exist before any map-
pings can be established between the data sources and the mediated schema.
Therefore, an interesting problem is how to generate a mediated schema from
multiple local schemas.
1.2.2 View Integration
In database design, view integration [Biskup and Convent, 1986; Spaccapietra
and Parent, 1994; Li and Quix, 2011] is a process to integrate multiple desired
user views V1,V2, . . . ,Vn into a unified logical schema S (see Figure 1.2). The
mediated schema S is then used to store underlying data, while the input user
views V1, V2, . . . , Vn are supported as views over the mediated schema.
V1# V2# Vn#……#
S#
Fig. 1.2. Database Design via View Integration
The central task of view integration is how to merge the multiple given
user views into a mediated schema that has all the necessary information to
support all the user views.
1.2.3 View Merging
In [Bernstein and Melnik, 2007] a situation similar to view integration is
described in the schema evolution scenario. Figure 1.3 illustrates the scenario.
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Fig. 1.3. View Merging in Schema Evolution
A schema S originally has a view V, with the mapping denoted by S V . At
some point of time, it evolves into another schema S′. A mapping S S′ exists
between the original schema and the evolved one. The original view V is kept
intact, and a new mapping S′ V is established during the evolution process.
Suppose the new information in S′ but not in S is extracted as a view V′ over
S′. It is desired to merge the existing view V with the new information V′ to
achieve an augmented view V′′.
1.2.4 Peer Data Management System
Peer Data Management Systems (PDMSs) [Gribble et al., 2001; Bernstein
et al., 2002; Bonifati et al., 2010; Halevy et al., 2005b] are an approach to
managing a collection of loosely coupled autonomous databases in a peer-
to-peer manner. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, each peer Pi has a (possibly
empty) local storage and a peer schema Si. A PDMS aims at decentralized
flexible data sharing. Similar to file-sharing P2P systems, peers in PDMS are
free to join and quit. Different from unstructured P2P file sharing, structured
mappings between a peer’s schema and one or more neighbors have to be
established in order for the peer to be able to share data. The mappings can
be specified in a similar way as data integration, namely, as GAV, LAV, or
GLAV mappings.
Queries are posed against a local schema and answers are accumulated
from both local storage and reformulated queries answers from other peers
reachable via some mapping path.
However, as also observed in [Zhao et al., 2011], query proposed by users
are against a particular peer schema and hence data not covered by the peer
schema cannot be accessed. Therefore, it is useful to consider a procedure to
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Fig. 1.4. Structure of Peer Data Management System
generate a mediated schema as a query interface from multiple peers, so that
users can access more information. Such a procedure should use all and only
the available peer mappings.
In Piazza [Halevy et al., 2005b], storage schemas are differentiated from
peer schemas, in which the former is how data are stored while the latter is
how queries can be posed. Peer mappings in Piazza then associate the peer
schemas, not the storage schemas. A peer schema may contain information
not stored at the peer. It is then interesting to ask how to design the peer
schema, especially the part covering information not stored in the storage
schema. Schema merging can be made use of in this scenario. Storage schemas
of several neighboring peers can be merged to create a peer schema.
1.3 Mappings in Schema Integration
There is a large body of existing view/database integration methods [Spac-
capietra and Parent, 1994; Buneman et al., 1992; Spaccapietra et al., 1992;
Batini et al., 1986; Hull, 1997]. Most of the approaches use inter-schema asser-
tions that align entity sets on an intensional level. Spaccapietra et al. [1992]
propose a representative approach for this line of approaches. While being
quite comprehensive in terms of merging conceptual models, their approach
has several limitations.
First, their mappings are interpreted as set inclusion relationships between
the real world objects modeled by the concepts. However, there are scenar-
ios when only value based relationships hold. For example, we consider two
schemas, one storing a single relation Funding(amount, sponsor, projName, year)
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and the other storing a single relation Project(name, year, primaryInvestigator).
One possible mapping is piname,year(Project) ⊇ piprojName,year(Funding).
Such a containment relationship is only on the data level and there is no
set inclusion relationship between the real world object sets of Funding and
Project.
Second, the concept alignments are restricted to be one-to-one. Suppose
we are merging a series of relations R1, R2, . . . , Rn, and a view relation V .
The mapping can be represented by saying the join of the base relations is
equivalent to the view relation. However, such a mapping is 1) value based
and 2) many-to-one.
Third, the conceptual merging approach cannot make use of expressive
many-to-many mappings widely used in today’s model management opera-
tors. Formal schema mappings expressed as tuple-generating dependencies
[Abiteboul et al., 1995] are widely advocated and widely used in other model
management operators such as Compose [Fagin et al., 2005c] and Invert [Fagin
et al., 2008]. Such formal schema mappings are ubiquitously utilized in data
integration [Lenzerini, 2002], data exchange [Kolaitis, 2005], and data ware-
housing [Calvanese et al., 2001]. There are automatic algorithms [Miller et al.,
2000; Popa et al., 2002] for constructing such formal schema mappings.
Attribute correspondences are also used in the literature as input map-
pings [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009; Sarma et al., 2008] for
schema integration. An inherent issue about using correspondences is that
the correspondences lack concrete semantics. Therefore, such a line of work
have the flexibility of interpretations of the input mapping, and meanwhile
does not guarantee a formal semantics on the instance level.
1.4 Research Questions
A natural question is whether we can make use of expressive mappings in the
form of constraints such as tuple-generating dependencies and thus achieve a
schema merging process with formal semantics. We call such a process con-
straint driven schema merging. In this thesis, we focus on schema merging in
the relational model.
In summary, the following research questions are central in a constraint-
driven schema merging approach.
• Are constraints usable for schema merging? State-of-the-art approaches
to schema merging either use a quite tailored mapping language on the
intensional level of concept alignments, or use pseudo mappings without
precise semantics. Moreover, it is not straightforward what it means for
schema merging when a many-to-many correspondence is specified in the
input mapping. Is it possible to also utilize such expressive mappings in
schema merging?
• What is the formal semantics of the schema merging process? When inter-
schema relationships are expressed as formal schema mappings, are we
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able to describe the semantics of the schema merging process on the in-
stance level?
• Can we apply a constraint-driven schema merging approach to schema
integration problems in practice? There are different flavors of schema in-
tegration tasks such as data warehousing, data integration and view inte-
gration. A one-size-fits-all solution does not seem to be feasible. Therefore,
it is natural to ask whether the constraint-driven approach can be used
for such real world problems.
• How complex is the constraint-driven schema merging process? Can we
perform schema merging efficiently?
1.5 Contributions of the thesis
In this thesis, we study the semantics, algorithms and complexity of merging
relational schemas using logical schema mappings. Our contributions are in
the following aspects.
Expressive Logical Mapping Language for Schema Merging: Most of the
early approaches (as surveyed in [Batini et al., 1986]) to schema integration
focused more on the conceptual design of the mediated schema and used con-
ceptual alignment of entities as input mappings. Logical constraints were first
used in [Biskup and Convent, 1986; Casanova and Vidal, 1983], but joins are
not allowed. However, schema mappings resulting from an automatic process,
either the schema mapping process or other mapping manipulation operations,
are complex expressions involving multiple relations. Therefore, an expressive
mapping language is crucial for a merging approach to be applicable in a model
management workflow. In view of this, the input mappings in our approach
are specified as tuple-generating dependencies (tgds) and equality generating
dependencies (egds), with the only restriction that the input mapping con-
straints admit a terminating chase [Abiteboul et al., 1995]. Chase termination
is in general undecidable, but there are sound syntactic conditions ensuring
it (e.g., see [Fagin et al., 2005a]). With such an expressive language, we are
able to make use of query containment constraints, as well as query equiva-
lence constraints. This extends the expressiveness of mapping languages such
as those used in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983; Biskup and Convent, 1986; Pot-
tinger and Bernstein, 2008]. Input schemas usually are shipped together with
integrity constraints (ICs) that reveal the internal relationships within the
schemas. Such information is quite crucial in terms of describing the seman-
tics of a schema. Our approach treats source integrity constraints as first-class
citizen and they are seamlessly incorporated in the input mappings.
Modeling of Schema Integration Problems: A formal semantics of the
schema integration problems is established for both view integration and data
integration. For view integration, the instance-level semantics is modeled as
properties of the mediated schema together with the two view supporting
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mappings from the mediated schema to the input schemas. The formal def-
inition of a valid Merge as in [Melnik, 2004] (Definition 4.2.4) and [Arenas
et al., 2010b] requires the mediated schema to retain all and only the infor-
mation of the source schemas. They do not consider minimizing schema size,
and produce a mediated schema of the same size as the input. The formal-
ism is extended in Chapter 6 to incorporate considerations on the size of the
mediated schema, resulting in a characterization of Minimal Merge. For data
integration, we provide in Chapter 7 a logical characterization of the seman-
tics of schema merging under open world assumption (OWA). The adoption of
OWA is essential because real world data sources are independently developed,
and their extensions, i.e., explicitly stored data, usually do not conform to any
inter-schema logical constraints. Query preservation is then with respect to
certain answers [Abiteboul and Duschka, 1998], i.e., answers supported by all
possible worlds of the incomplete databases. Such a characterization allows
minimization to be performed.
Minimization Approach to Schema Merging: We propose a minimization-
based approach to schema merging, which takes mapping constraints as hints
for revealing redundancies on the schema level. Our algorithms construct min-
imal invertible conjunctive views over the input schemas under constraints.
Both collapsing relations and removing redundant attributes are supported
in our approach. For view integration, algorithms are provided for mediated
schema construction, output view definition mapping generation, and rewrit-
ing input constraints to the mediated schema. For data integration, we pro-
vide algorithms to generate minimal mediated schemas in a double exchange
paradigm. The mediated schemas that are complete regarding certain an-
swers of conjunctive queries. Query answering is supported over the mediated
schemas. We also provide a query rewriting procedure inspired by inverse
rules algorithm [Duschka and Genesereth, 1997], when egds are not present
and tgds are weakly acyclic.
Complexity Analysis: Complexity analysis is provided for basic decision
problems involved in schema merging. We show that invertibility of views
is NP-hard with respect to the size of input constraints, while minimality is
coNP-hard with respect to the size of input constraints. We identify syntactical
constraints on the input mappings which allow schema minimization to be
performed in PTIME. When considering merging incomplete data sources in
the data integration scenario, an output mapping from the data sources to a
mediated schema is said to be complete, if it export query answers that are
certain in all possible worlds of the source instance. However, it is undecidable
whether an arbitrary output mapping is complete or not.
Indirect Merge and Incremental Merge: In spite of the ability to perform
both n-ary merge and binary merge, our schema minimization approach can
also be adapted/ extended to handle schema merging via indirect mappings,
and incremental merging of multiple schemas. The former is useful when merg-
ing two schemas related via a third schema but without direct mapping in
between, such as merging views over the same database schema. The latter
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is useful when we would like to perform schema merging in a dynamically
enriched environment.
Merging Nested Relational Schemas: With the proliferation of XML schemas,
merging nested schemas is definitely an interesting problem. We consider
an extension of our minimization approach to merging nested relational
schemas.We are able to show that for arbitrary nested relational models, query
preservation, i.e., target rewritability of source queries, does not imply invert-
ibility any more. However, for nested relational schemas in partitioned nor-
mal form (PNF) [Abiteboul and Bidoit, 1986], query preservation is stronger
than invertibility. Therefore, we provide a schema minimization algorithm for
nested relational schemas in PNF.
Evaluation on Real World Data Sets: Last but not least, we have imple-
mented and tested our framework on real world data sets and a workload gen-
erated from a schema mapping benchmark which summarizes most common
mapping scenarios in practice. We report the results on the expressiveness of
the mapping language, the effectiveness of redundancy reduction due to min-
imization, and the runtime performance over some typical schema mapping
scenarios.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Background on the preliminaries
of relational schemas, schema mappings, query rewriting and query answering
are given in Chapter 2. The state of the art of schema merging approaches
is reviewed in Chapter 3. We then consider the modeling issues pertaining
to schema merging in Chapter 4, in which we focus on two most important
properties of view schemas, namely invertibility and minimality. Chapter 5
provides algorithms for minimizing schemas under constraints. In Chapter 6,
we describe a minimization approach to relational view integration, produc-
ing minimal invertible views from a given mapping system. Relational data
integration is then studied in Chapter 7. Our approach generates minimal me-
diated schemas for queries. Output mappings are constructed in such as way
as to ensure all queries over the sources can be answered over the mediated
schemas. We describe the architecture and implementation of our prototype
MINIMUM in Chapter 9. Experiments results are then reported in Chapter
10. Complexities about the basic decision problems are discussed in Chapter 8.
In particular a tractable special case is identified. We then extend our schema
merging approach to the nested relational data model in Chapter 11, in which
a merging algorithm for schemas in partitioned normal form is described. Fi-
nally, we summarize our work in Chapter 12 and discuss some possible further
directions.
2Preliminaries
In this chapter, we review the basic notions useful for understanding our
merging approach.
2.1 Schemas, Views and Queries
We first review the relational model described by Codd [Codd, 1983].
Definition 2.1. A relational schema S is a finite set of relation symbols
{R1, R2, . . . ,
Rn} , each with a fixed arity. An instance of a schema associates each relation
symbol R in the schema with a set of tuples, all of the same arity as R. We
denote by Inst(S) the set of all instances of a schema S. For an instance I
and a relation symbol R, we denote RI the tuples associated to R in I, called
the relation R in I.
If presented in a two dimensional table, an instance contains a table for each
relation symbol, each row of a table represents a tuple, and the number of
columns in a table is the arity of the relation symbol. An instance is also
called a database.
A view of a schema S is simply a named query over S. A view schema
contains a finite set of views.
Definition 2.2. A conjunctive query (CQ) over a schema is a query of the
form
Q(x1, x2, . . . , xn)← ∃y1, . . . , ymΦ
in which Φ is a conjunction of relational atoms, y1, y2, . . . , ym are existential
variables, x1, x2, . . . , xn are free variables. A relational atom is of the form
R(d1, . . . , dk) with R being a relation symbol and each d1, . . . , dk being either
a constant or a variable from {x1, x2, . . . , xn, y1, y2, . . . , ym}. In particular, we
call the atom Q(x1, x2, . . . , xn) the head of the query, and Φ the body of the
query. Each relational atom in Φ is called a subgoal.
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Conjunctive queries represent a fragment of relational algebra that is most
frequently used in practice, namely select-project-join queries.
In the following, we use vectors of variables (e.g., x) to denote explicitly
enumerated variables (e.g., x1, x2, . . . , xn) for brevity. For instance, a conjunc-
tive query of the form
Q(x1, x2, . . . , xn)← ∃y1, . . . , ymΦ
is represented as:
Q(x)← ∃yΦ
Similarly, a tuple of constants a1, a2, . . . , an is denoted by a. We constantly
use x, y, z, . . . for variables, and a, b, c, . . . for constants.
A tuple t is said to be an answer to a query Q over a database I, if there
exists a valuation v of variables, such that v sends each atom in the body of
Q to a tuple in I. The answer of a query Q over a database I is then
Q(I) = {t : ∃v I |= v(body(Q))}
Definition 2.3. A union of conjunctive query (UCQ) is a set of conjunctive
queries of the same head relation.
A first order query (FO) is a query expressible by first order logic:
{x : φ(x)}
where x are a set of variables, and φ(.) is a first order formula without func-
tions, with the only free variables being x. Since negations arise in first order
formula, the semantics of an arbitrary first order query can be flawed. It is
necessary to restrict the queries to be domain independent or safe [Ullman,
1988]. We refer interested readers to the references [Ullman, 1988; Abiteboul
et al., 1995] for details.
In database community, first order queries are also called relational calcu-
lus. It is known that safe relational calculus has the same expressive power as
relational algebra [Codd, 1972; Ullman, 1988; Abiteboul et al., 1995].
Definition 2.4. A Datalog rule is a rule of the form
P (x)← φ(x,y)
where P is a relation and φ a conjunction of relational atoms. The variables
x are called distinguished variables, while y are called existential variables. A
Datalog program is a finite set of Datalog rules over the same schema. Rela-
tion symbols that appears only in the body of rules are called the extensional
database (EDB), while relation symbols appearing in the head of rules are
called the intensional database (IDB). A Datalog query is a Datalog program
with a designated output relation from the IDB predicates.
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The model theoretical semantics of a Datalog program P over a given
extensional database I is defined as the minimal model of the program P that
is a super set of I [Ceri et al., 1990]. The answer of a Datalog query is then
the content of the output relation in the minimal model.
The operational semantics of Datalog program is based on the concept of
fixpoint. Let Tp be the immediate consequence operator defined as follows:
TP(I) = I ∪{P (a) : P (x)← φ(x,y) ∈ P ∧ I |= ∃yφ(a,y)}. Then a fixpoint is
an instance I satisfying TP(I) = I. The least fixpoint is the smallest fixpoint.
The model theoretical semantics and operational semantics coincide, i.e.,
a minimal model is a least fixpoint and vice versa.
It is obvious that Datalog query can express recursions such as transitive
closure of a graph.
2.2 Data Dependencies and Schema Mappings
Database schemas are usually shipped with so-called integrity constraints,
which are rules revealing the internal relationship within a database schema.
In this section, we introduce the generalized syntax for constraints and later
use them for schema mappings.
Definition 2.5. A tuple generating dependency (tgd), is a query containment
constraint in the form of:
∀x∀y[φ(x,y)→ ∃zψ(x, z)]
where φ and ψ are conjunctions of atoms and x, y and z are mutually disjoint
sets of variables. It is full, if there are no existential variables on the right
hand side, otherwise it is an embedded tgd.
A popular example of tgd is the foreign key constraint in relational databases.
Please note that there is another logically equivalent form expressing tgd
as
∀x[∃yφ(x,y)→ ∃zψ(x, z)]
When specified in such a form, a tgd can be easily recognized as a containment
constraint over two conjunctive queries.
Definition 2.6. An equality-generating dependency (egd) has the form
∀x[φ(x)→ xi = xj ]
where φ(x) is a conjunction of atoms, and xi, xj are variables in x.
Egds are a generalization of the well known functional dependencies [Codd,
1971]. The most prominent use in databases is the key constraints.
For brevity, we usually omit the quantifiers, if they are clear from context.
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When specified over one schema S, data dependencies restrict the space
of valid instances of the schema.
A database I is legal wrt. a set of data dependencies Σ over S, if it satisfies
the dependencies I |= Σ, i.e., ∀σ ∈ Σ : I |= σ.
Definition 2.7. A schema mapping M between two schemas S and T, is
a triple (S,T, Σ), where Σ is a set of data dependencies over S ∪ T. The
instances of M, denoted by Inst(M) is a subset of the Cartesian product of
the instances of the two schemas, i.e., Inst(M) = {(I, J) : I ∈ Inst(S1)∧J ∈
Inst(S2) ∧ (I, J) |= Σ}.
A schema mapping can be seen as a bipartite schema with constraints. There-
fore, we talk about instances of a schema mapping.
When the direction of a schema mapping is emphasized, such as in data
exchange, S is called the source schema, T is called the target schema.
Definition 2.8 (s-t tgds). A source-to-target tuple-generating dependencies
(s-t tgd) is:
∀x[∃yφ(x,y)→ ∃zψ(x, z)]
where φ is only over atoms from the source schema, ψ is only over atoms from
the target schema.
Example 2.9. Let’s consider a scenario of mapping two relational schemas on
financial information. The source schema S consists of two relations:
Grant(Grantee, PrimaryInvestigator,Amount, Project)
Project(Name, Y ear)
The target schema T also consists of two relations:
Financial(AID,Amount, Y ear)
Funding(PrimaryInvestigator,Organization,AID)
A schema mapping M can then be specified as a triple (S,T, Σ), with Σ
consisting of a single s-t tgd:
Grant(g, pi, amount, pj), P roject(pj, y)→Financial(aid, amount, y),
Funding(pi, g, aid)
Definition 2.10. Global-As-View (GAV) mappings are schema mappings ex-
pressed by full s-t tgds. Local-As-View (LAV) mappings are schema mappings
expressed by s-t tgds such that the premise of each s-t tgd is a single atom.
Global-Local-As-View (GLAV) mappings are schema mappings expressed by
s-t tgds.
When a schema mapping is specified in a set of full s-t tgds (GAV), then
it is straightforward to split it into an equivalent set of full s-t tgds, in which
each rule has a single atom in the consequence.
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2.3 Solution, Homomorphism and Universal Solution
We assume there are two domains, one countably infinite set C for constants,
and another disjoint countably infinite set N for labelled nulls (aka. vari-
ables). An incomplete database contains tuples that contain both constants
and variables. The incomplete databases here correspond to v-tables in the
terminology of Imielinski and Lipski [1984].
Definition 2.11 (Homomorphism). Let I and J be incomplete databases
over the same schema. A homomorphism h is a function from N∪C to N∪C
satisfying:
• h leaves constants intact, i.e., ∀c ∈ C : h(c) = c;
• for each R(α) ∈ I, with α being a tuple containing both constants and
variables, it holds R(h(α)) ∈ J .
It is denoted as I
h−→ J . We denote by I → J that I can be mapped to J by
some homomorphism.
Definition 2.12 (Solutions). Let M be a schema mapping from S to T,
and I be an instance of S. The solutions of I with respect to M, denoted by
SolM(I), is:
SolM(I) = {J : J ∈ Inst(T), (I, J) ∈ Inst(M)}
It is abbreviated as Sol(I), if the mapping is clear from context. A solution
is called a universal solution if there is a homomorphism from it to any other
solution [Fagin et al., 2005a]. A universal solution that has no homomorphism
to a subset of itself is called a core [Fagin et al., 2005b]. It is known that the
core is unique up to isomorphism when it exists.
Example 2.13. Consider the schema mapping described in Example 2.9. Now
suppose a source database I is as follows:
Grant :
Grantee PI Amount Project
c1 ’Smith’ 20k p1
c1 ’Ron’ 29k p2
c2 ’Miller’ 30k p3
Project :
Project Year
p1 2009
p2 2010
p3 2012
A possible target database J can be as follows, with nulli denoting a labelled
null.
Financial :
AID Amount Year
null1 20k 2009
null2 29k 2010
null3 30k 2012
Funding :
PI Org AID
’Smith’ c1 null1
’Ron’ c1 null2
’Miller’ c2 null3
The target instance J is a solution for I with respect to M, since (I, J)
satisfies all the data dependencies in M. Another possible solution K can be
as follows:
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Financial :
AID Amount Year
null1 20k 2009
null1 29k 2010
null3 30k 2012
Funding :
PI Org AID
’Smith’ c1 null1
’Ron’ c1 null1
’Miller’ c2 null3
’Steve’ c3 null4
The instance K is still a solution, but it is not universal as J cannot be
homomorphically embedded into K. It is easy to see that K can be embedded
into J via the homomorphism sending both null1 and null2 to null1. In fact,
J is a universal solution.
When data sources are interconnected via schema mappings, the query
answering process has to deal with the problem of incomplete information.
Therefore, the concept of certain answer [Abiteboul and Duschka, 1998] is
essential.
Definition 2.14 (Certain Answer). The certain answer of a query Q over
a set of databases I is defined as:
certain(Q, I) =
⋂
I∈I
Q(I)
In the scenario of data exchange [Fagin et al., 2005a], where data reside in
a source database, queries are posed against a target schema, and a schema
mapping relates the source and the target, certain answers are used to char-
acterize the semantics of query answering.
Definition 2.15. The certain answer of a target query Q with respect to a
source instance I and a mapping M is:
certainM(Q, I) = certain(Q,SolM(I))
Query answering in data exchange can be performed by materializing a
canonical target database.
Theorem 2.16 ([Fagin et al., 2005a]). Let I be a source instance, Q be
a target UCQ, M be a schema mapping. Let J be a universal solution of I
with respect to M. Then certainM(Q, I) = Q(J)↓, where Q(J)↓ is the result
of removing all tuples containing labelled nulls from the answer of Q over J .
Example 2.17. Let’s continue to consider query answering over the scenario
given in Example 2.13. Suppose we need to answer the query
Q(pi, year)← Financial(aid, amount, year), Funding(pi, org, aid)
According to Theorem 2.16, we can perform first the query over a universal
solution, say J in Example 2.13. We will get the answer set {(’Smith’, 2009),
(’Ron’, 2010),(’Miller’, 2012)}. As there are no nulls in the answer set, it is
just the certain answer. As a contrary, consider a second query:
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Q′(aid, year)← Financial(aid, amount, year)
Naive evaluation on J provides {(null1, 2009), (null2, 2010), (null3, 2012)}.
However, all tuples contain nulls and should be removed. Therefore, the cer-
tain answer for Q′ is the empty set.
2.4 Composition and Inverse of Schema Mappings
Definition 2.18 (Composition). LetM12 be a mapping from S1 to S2, and
M23 be a mapping from S2 to S3, then the composition is denoted as M13 =
M12 ◦ M23. The semantics of the composition is Inst(M13) = {(I,K) :
∃J (I, J) ∈ Inst(M12) ∧ (J,K) ∈ Inst(M23)}.
Definition 2.19 (SO tgds [Fagin et al., 2004, 2005c]). Let S be a source
schema, and let T be a target schema. A second order tuple-generating de-
pendency (SO tgd) is a formula in the following form:
∃f [∀x1(Φ1 → Ψ1) ∧ . . . ∀xn(Φn → Ψn)]
with the following condition:
• f is a sequence of function symbols
• Each Φi is a conjunction of
– a relational atom R(y1, y2, . . . , yk), where R is a relational symbol of
arity k from S, and y1, y2, . . . , yk are variables from x, not necessarily
distinct.
– an equality of terms built on xi and f
• Each Ψi is a conjunction of relational atom T (t1, t2, . . . , tk) where T is a
relation symbol of arity k in T, and t1, t2, . . . , tk are terms built on top of
xi and f .
• All variables in xi appear in φi.
Theorem 2.20. Regarding language expressing the composition of two schema
mappings:
• Composition of two GAV mappings are expressible in GAV.
• Composition of two LAV1 mappings are expressible in LAV.[Arocena
et al., 2010]
• Composition of two GLAV mappings are not expressible in GLAV, but
instead expressible in SO tgds. [Fagin et al., 2005c]
The basic idea of composing GLAV mappings (s-t tgds) is to represent each
existential variable in the consequence of a tgd by a skolem term of the uni-
versally quantified variables in the premise. Then the composition is similar
to composition in the GAV case, as the skolemized tgds are full.
1 It is restricted that the singleton premise atom has all distinct variables
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Definition 2.21 (st-SO dependencies [Arenas et al., 2010a]). A source-
to-target second order dependency (st-SO dependency) is similar to SO tgd
with the difference that in the consequence of each conjunct, i.e., Ψi, is a
conjunction of
• relational atoms of the form T (t1, t2, . . . , tk) where T is a relation symbol
of arity k in T, and t1, t2, . . . , tk are terms built on top of xi and f .
• equalities of the form ti = tj, where ti and tj are terms built on top of xi
and f .
A standard schema mapping is a schema mapping specified in a set of s-t
tgds and a union of a weakly acyclic set of target tgds and target egds.
Theorem 2.22 ([Arenas et al., 2010a]). The composition of a standard
schema mapping and a mapping specified in s-t tgds can be expressed in st-SO
dependencies.
The idea of composing standard schema mappings is to express each relational
atom over the schema in the middle by an equality of two functional terms.
Let Id be the identity mapping, i.e., Id = {(I, J) : I, J ∈ Inst(S)∧I ⊆ J}
Definition 2.23 (Inverse). Let M be a schema mapping from S to T, and
let M′ be a schema mapping from T to Sˆ, where Sˆ is a replica of S. Then
M′ is an inverse of M, if
M◦M′ = Id
Theorem 2.24 ([Fagin et al., 2008]). LetM be a schema mapping specified
in a finite set of s-t tgds. If M is invertible, the inverse can be specified in a
finite set of full target-to-source CQC(.),6=−to−CQ dependencies.
The CQC(.),6=−to−CQ dependencies are tgds in the from that the premise is
conjunction of atoms, formulas of the form C(x) denoting variable x should
be instantiated to a constant, and inequality xi 6= xj . The consequence is a
conjunctive query.
The following example taken from [Fagin et al., 2008] shows how a reverse
mapping is specified.
Example 2.25. Let S consist of a binary relation P and a unary relation T .
Let T consist of a binary relation P ′ and two unary relations Q and T ′. A
schema mapping is M between S and T is specified as a set of s-t tgds Σ
P (x, y)→ P ′(x, y)
P (x, x)→ Q(x)
T (x)→ T ′(x)
T (x)→ P ′(x, x)
The inverse mapping M′ can be specified as (T,S, Σ′), in which Σ′ is:
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P ′(x, y),C(x),C(y), x 6= y → P (x, y)
Q(x),C(x)→ P (x, x)
T ′(x),C(x)→ T (x)
Different from tgds, Σ′ uses the built-in predicate C(.) and inequalities in the
premises.
Theorem 2.26 ([Fagin and Nash, 2010]). Let M be a schema mapping
specified in s-t tgds. Then deciding whether M is invertible is coNP complete.
As Theorem 2.24 shows the inverse mapping of s-t tgds may not be within
the language of t-s tgds. If we restrict the inverse mappings to be target-to-
source tgds, then a stronger notion of tgd-invertibility arises.
Definition 2.27 (Tgd-invertibility [Fagin, 2007]). Let M be a schema
mapping specified in s-t tgds. A mapping M is tgd invertible if there exists
an inverse mapping specified as target to source tgds.
Arenas et al. [2009] propose another form of inverse, called mapping recov-
ery, which does not aim at obtaining sound source information from a target
instance. A mapping M′ is a recovery of a mapping M if (I, Iˆ) ∈ M ◦M′,
with Iˆ being a replica of I. A recovery M′ is maximum if for any other re-
covery M′′, it holds that M◦M′ ⊆ M ◦M′′. It is shown in [Arenas et al.,
2009] that a maximum recovery always exists for s-t tgds.
2.5 Chase and Query Containment Under Constraints
The chase procedure [Beeri and Vardi, 1984; Maier et al., 1979; Deutsch et al.,
2008] is an indispensable tool for reasoning with data dependencies. Recently,
it has a lot of applications in data integration, data exchange, and schema
mappings.
Definition 2.28 (Chase Step [Fagin et al., 2005a]).
• Let σ be a tgd φ(x) → ψ(x,y), and I an instance. Let h be a homomor-
phism from φ(x) to I, if h cannot be extended to a homomorphism from
ψ(x,y) to I, then we say σ applies to I. Otherwise σ fails on I. Let ⊥(.)
be a procedure replacing each variable by a fresh new variable. Applying
σ to h means adding to I the consequence ψ(h(x),⊥(y)), resulting in I ′.
We denote the step by I
σ,h−−→ I ′.
• Let σ be an egd φ(x) → xi = xj. σ applies to an instance I, if there is a
homomorphism h from φ to I, and h(xi) 6= h(xj). There are two cases:
– both h(xi) and h(xj) are constants, then the chase fails, denoted by
I
σ,h−−→ ⊥.
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– otherwise, one of h(xi) and h(xj) is a variable, say h(xi). A result I
′
is obtained by replacing in I every occurrence of h(xi) by h(xj). We
denote the step by I
σ,h−−→ I ′.
Definition 2.29 (Chase [Fagin et al., 2005a]).
• A chase sequence of I with Σ is a sequence of chase steps Ii σi,hi−−−→ Ii+1,
with i = 0, 1,. . . , I0 = I and σi ∈ Σ.
• A finite chase of I with Σ is a finite chase sequence Ii σi,hi−−−→ Ii+1, with
0 ≤ i < n such that either In = ⊥ or no tgd/egd in Σ applies to In. In is
the result of the finite chase. In the first case, we say it is a failing finite
chase, while in the second it is a successful finite chase.
When a finite chase succeeds, we denote IΣ the result of chasing I with
Σ. The following properties are known [Deutsch and Nash, 2009]:
• IΣ |= Σ, i.e., the chase result satisfies Σ.
• I → IΣ , i.e., there is a homomorphism from I to the chase result.
• For any instance J , if J |= Σ and I → J , then IΣ → J .
When the tgds are not full, the chase may not terminate. Moreover, it is
undecidable whether a finite set of tgds have terminating chase or not [Deutsch
et al., 2008].
Theorem 2.30 ([Deutsch et al., 2008]). It is undecidable whether for set
of tgds admit data independent terminating chase.
Nevertheless, there are sound syntactic constraints ensuring terminating
chase. Dependency graph is a tool to help recognize a syntactic constraint
called weakly acyclic.
Definition 2.31 (Dependency Graph [Fagin et al., 2005a; Deutsch
et al., 2008]). Let Σ be a set of tgds. The dependency graph is a directed
graph constructed as follows:
• for each relation R and each attribute A of R, the pair (R,A) is called a
position. For each position there is a node in the dependency graph.
• for each tgd φ(x, z) → ψ(x,y) in Σ and for every x in x, if x occurs in
position (R,A) in φ, then:
– for every occurrence of x in ψ on position (S,B), add an edge
(R,A)→ (S,B)
– for every existential variable y in y and for every occurrence of y in
ψ on position (T,C) add a special edge (R,A)
∗−→ (T,C).
It is worth pointing out that our definition of dependency graph follows
[Deutsch et al., 2008]. It differs from [Fagin et al., 2005a] in that, variables
appearing only in the premise of a tgd, i.e., z in the definition, do not have out-
going edges in the dependency graph. This version simplifies the dependency
graph without loss of generality.
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Definition 2.32 (Weakly Acyclic [Fagin et al., 2005a]). A set of tgds
is weakly acyclic, if there is no cycle through special edges in the dependency
graph.
Example 2.33. Let’s consider a database storing flight information. The schema
S contains the following relations:
• Price(Num, Date, PriceValue)
• Time(Num, FlightTime)
• Flight(Num,Time, Price, Nonstop)
A set of constraints Σ are as follows:
Flight(n, t, p, s)→ Price(n, d, p), T ime(n, t) (2.1)
Price(n, d, p), T ime(n, t)→ Flight(n, t, p, s) (2.2)
For brevity, we also write the two constraints in a short form:
Flight(n, t, p, s)↔ Price(n, d, p), T ime(n, t)
The dependency graph of Σ is as follows:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Flight,Num
Flight,Time
Flight,Price
Flight,Nonstop
Time,Num
Time,FlightTime
Price,PriceValue
Price, Num
Price, Date
*
Since none of the target nodes of the special edges has outgoing edges, there
is no cycle going through a special edge. Therefore, the above dependency
graph is weakly acyclic.
Theorem 2.34 ([Fagin et al., 2005a]). Let M = (S,T, Σst ∪ Γt) be a
mapping between two schemas S and T, Σst a finite set of s-t tgds, and Γt a
set of weakly acyclic target tgds and target egds. Then for any source instance
I, if chasing I with Σst∪Γt does not fail, then the result is a universal solution
for I under M.
Vardi [1982] distinguishes three types of complexity measures for database
queries:
• data complexity: complexity with respect to the database size only
• expression complexity: complexity with respect to the query size only
• combined complexity: complexity with respect to both database size and
query size
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It is shown in [Vardi, 1982] that there is usually an exponential gap between
data complexity and expression complexity.
Theorem 2.35 ([Fagin et al., 2005a]). Let Σ be the union of a set of weakly
acyclic tgds and a set of egds, and I is an instance. Then the length of every
chase sequence is bounded by a polynomial with respect to the size of I.
Corollary 2.36. If the chase of I with Σ does not fail, then the size of IΣ is
polynomial with respect to the size of I.
The above theorem establishes the data complexity of chase for weakly
acyclic tgds and egds. It is worth pointing out that both the schema and the
dependencies Σ are considered fixed.
Though Theorem 2.35 gives a PTIME property for chase in the sense of
data complexity. In general, the data complexity for chase is within EXPTIME
for full tgds. Beeri and Vardi [1984] show it is NP-hard.
Chandra et al. [1981] show implication of even full tgds is EXPTIME
complete, while it is undecidable for embedded tgds (Def. 2.5).
Definition 2.37 (Query Containment). Let Q1 and Q2 be two queries over
the same schema S. We say Q1 is contained in Q2, denoted by Q1 ⊆ Q2, if
for any instance I of S it holds that Q1(I) ⊆ Q2(I). They are equivalent,
denoted by Q1 ≡ Q2, if Q1 ⊆ Q2 and Q2 ⊆ Q1.
Chandra and Merlin [1977] show that query containment can be tested by
finding homomorphisms between the two queries.
Theorem 2.38 ([Chandra and Merlin, 1977]). Let Q1 and Q2 be two
conjunctive queries over the same schema S, then the following two are equiv-
alent:
1. Q1 ⊆ Q2
2. There is a homomorphism h from body(Q2) to body(Q1), which maps
head(Q2) to head(Q1).
When constraints are known over a schema, query containment becomes
more intricate.
Definition 2.39 (Query Containment Under Constraints). Let Γ be a
set of constraints over S, and Q1 and Q2 be two queries over S. Then Q1 is
contained in Q2 with respect to Γ , denoted by Q1 ⊆Γ Q2, if for any instance
I of S such that I |= Γ , it is the case that Q1(I) ⊆ Q2(I). They are equivalent
Q1 ≡Γ Q2, if Q1 ⊆Γ Q2 and Q2 ⊆Γ Q1.
Theorem 2.40 ([Abiteboul et al., 1995]). Let Q1 and Q2 be two conjunc-
tive queries over the same schema S, and Γ be a set of tgds and egds that
admit terminating chase. Let QΓ1 be the result of chasing Q1 against Γ . Then
Q1 ⊆Γ Q2 if and only if QΓ1 ⊆ Q2.
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Corollary 2.41. Let Γ be a set of tgds and egds that admit terminating chase,
and Q be a conjunctive query. Then it holds Q ≡Γ QΓ .
Example 2.42. Consider the schema and constraints in Example 2.33 and the
following two queries:
Q1(n, p) :Flight(n, t, p,
′ true′), F light(n, t, p, s)
Q2(n, p) :Flight(n, t, p,
′ true′)
It is easy to see that Q1 ≡ Q2. The containment Q1 ⊆ Q2 can be shown
using a simple homomorphism which is identity for n,t and p. For the other
direction, a feasible homomorphism is one that sends s to ′true′ and identity
for other variables.
Now, let’s consider another two conjunctive queries, whose containment
relationships are influenced by the constraints.
Q3(n, p)←Price(n, d, p), T ime(n, t)
Q4(n, p)←Flight(n, t, p, s)
Without considering the constraints Σ, there is no containment relationship
between Q3 and Q4. We now show that Q3 ⊆Σ Q4 following Theorem 2.40.
We start with Q3, and chase it with Σ. Only rule 2.2 is applicable. The chase
of the body results in the following tuples:
• Price(n, d, p)
• Time(n, t)
• Flight(n, t, p, s)
in which s is a new variable (labeled null). The above result corresponds to a
conjunctive query
QΣ3 (n, p)←Price(n, d, p), T ime(n, t), F light(n, t, p, s)
We can now find a homomorphism from Q4 to Q
Σ
3 by simply sending each
variable to itself. That is, QΣ3 ⊆ Q4. According to Theorem 2.40, we have
Q3 ⊆Σ Q4.
2.6 Query Rewriting Using Views
When data sources and query interfaces do not coincide, as in the case of
data integration and data exchange, the problem of query answering arises.
As a usual practice, the mappings between schemas are expressed as view
definitions, i.e., GAV, LAV, or GLAV. One technique that is well established
is answering queries using views. A survey on the topic is [Halevy, 2001]. In
this section, we introduce the basics about the query rewriting technique.
There are two types of rewritings: equivalent rewriting and contained
rewriting. The former returns all answers of the original query, while the
latter is contained in the original query.
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Definition 2.43 (Equivalent Rewriting). Let Q be a query over a database
schema S, and V1,V2, . . . ,Vn be a set of view predicates. A query Q
′ is an
equivalent rewriting of Q if:
• Q′ only refers to V1,V2, . . . ,Vn
• Q′ is equivalent to Q
Definition 2.44 (Contained Rewriting). Let Q be a query over a database
schema S, and V1,V2, . . . ,Vn be a set of view predicates. A query Q
′ is an
equivalent rewriting of Q if:
• Q′ only refers to V1,V2, . . . ,Vn
• Q′ is contained by Q
For GAV mappings, a query over the mediated schema can be rewritten
to a query over the source schemas via unfolding [Stonebraker, 1975; Ullman,
1997]. The unfolding process proceeds by replacing each subgoal in the query
by its definition query in the GAV mapping. We refer to [Ullman, 1997] for
the details.
For LAV mappings, there are well established algorithms, such as Bucket
algorithm [Levy et al., 1996], inverted rules algorithm [Duschka and Gene-
sereth, 1997], and MiniCon algorithm [Pottinger and Halevy, 2001], which are
able to perform rewriting. The following theorem form the basics of query
rewriting using views.
Theorem 2.45 ([Levy et al., 1995]). Let Q be a source conjunctive query
with n subgoals. If Q is rewritable as a conjunctive query over a set of conjunc-
tive views, then there exists a rewriting using no more than n view predicates.
The theorem says when finding a non-redundant CQ rewriting of a conjunctive
query, we only need to search in a space limited by the length of the original
query. Please note that the theorem above applies to both contained rewritings
and equivalent rewritings.
We describe below an example from [Pottinger and Halevy, 2001] showing
query rewriting for LAV mappings.
Example 2.46. Consider a global schema, which consists of two relations:
• cites(x, y), paper x cites paper y
• sameTopic(x, y), two papers are on the same topic
Three views are defined over the global relations:
• V1(a)← cites(a, b) ∧ cites(b, a)
• V2(c, d)← sameTopic(c, d)
• V3(f, h)← cites(f, g) ∧ cites(g, h) ∧ sameTopic(f, g)
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We would like to rewrite the following query using the views:
Q(x)← cites(x, y) ∧ cites(y, x) ∧ sameTopic(x, y)
According to Theorem 2.45, we can enumerate all combinations of views up to
the length of the query body, and test each candidate whether it is contained
in Q. The bucket algorithm [Levy et al., 1996] is an easy-to-understand im-
plementation of the process. For each subgoal of Q, we put views that cover
the subgoal, i.e., containing a subgoal in the body of the view definition that
unifies with the query subgoal, in a bucket.It is required that a variable ap-
pearing in the head of the query is always mapped to a variable appearing in
the head of the view. In our example, the buckets are as follows:
subgoal: cites(x, y) cites(y, x) sameTopic(x,y)
V1(x) V1(x) V2(x, y)
V3(x, h) V3(f, x) V3(x, h
′)
The variable h′ in the view head V3(x, h′) in the bucket of the subgoal
sameTopic(x, y) is deliberately renamed, to show that it can be a different
variable from the one used in the view head V3(x, h) in the first bucket.
In the second step, one view is taken from each bucket to form a conjunc-
tive query rewriting, possible equation of variables are also enumerated. Each
rewriting is then tested to see whether it is contained in Q. In this example,
only the following rewriting survived the containment test:
Q(x)← V3(x, x)
Rewriting for GLAV mappings can be obtained by first perform a rewriting
as in LAV, followed by an unfolding process.
When constraints are in presence, more involved algorithms have to be
employed to perform rewriting. The Chase&Backchase algorithm [Deutsch
et al., 2006] is a technique for rewriting conjunctive queries under constraints.
[Afrati and Kiourtis, 2010] describes alternative algorithms for query rewriting
under constraints.
2.7 Information Capacity of Schemas
Hull [1986] proposes using information capacity to compare schemas. In par-
ticular, there are two flavors of information capacity that are related to our
work.
Definition 2.47 (Dominance). Let S and T be relational schemas, and Let
σ be a mapping from S to T, and τ be a mapping from T to S. S dominants
T via (σ, τ), if τ ◦ σ is the identity on Inst(T).They are equivalent, if S
dominates T and T dominates S.
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An equivalent description is S dominates T, if there is an injective function
from Inst(S) to Inst(T).
Definition 2.48 (Calculus Dominance). Let S and T be relational schemas.
S dominants T calculously, if there exist a pair of relational calculus expres-
sions (σ, τ), and σ from S to T, and τ from T to S, such that S dominates T
via (σ, τ). They are calculously equivalent, if S calculously dominates T and
T calculously dominates S.
Example 2.49. Let S be a relational schema containing two n-ary relations R
and S. Let T be a relational schema containing a single (n+1)-ary relation T .
It is easy to show that T calculously dominates S via the following pair:
σ ={R(x1, x2, . . . , xn)→ T (x1, x2, . . . , xn, 1);
S(x1, x2, . . . , xn)→ T (x1, x2, . . . , xn, 2)}
τ ={T (x1, x2, . . . , xn, 1)→ R(x1, x2, . . . , xn);
T (x1, x2, . . . , xn, 2)→ S(x1, x2, . . . , xn)}
in which 1 and 2 are two distinct constants.
In the other direction, we can also show that S also calculously dominates
T:
σ′ = {T (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1)→ R(x1, x2, . . . , xn), S(xn+1,0)}
τ ′ = {R(x1, x2, . . . , xn), S(xn+1,0)→ T (x1, x2, . . . , xn+1)}
in which 0 is an n-ary tuple with each component being the same constant 0.
In summary, the two schemas S and T are calculously equivalent.
Definition 2.50 (Query Dominance). Let S and T be relational schemas.
S query-dominates T, if there exists a calculous expression σ from T to S,
such that for every query Q over S, there is a query Q′ over T such that
Q = Q′ ◦ σ. They are query equivalent if S query dominates T and T query
dominates S.
Query dominance requires there is always an equivalent rewriting over T for
each query over S. Moreover, such rewriting is witnessed by a mapping ex-
pressible in relational calculus.
Theorem 2.51 ([Hull, 1986]). For relational schemas, calculus dominance
and query dominance coincide.
2.8 Query Capacity of Views
Connors [1986] describes a way to compare information conveyed by views of
the same schema.
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Definition 2.52. Let S be a relational schema. A view V is a finite set of
pairs {(V,Qv)}, in which V is a view predicate, and Qv is query over S defining
V .
The query capacity of a view is the set of all source queries answerable
using the view.
Definition 2.53. Let V be a view. The view capacity of V is:
{Q over S : ∃Qv over V ∀I ∈ Inst(S) Q(I) = Qv(V(I))}
A view schema’s query capacity is determined by the definition query of
each view predicates.
A query set is closed, if it is closed under projection and join. Therefore,
the capacity of a query set can be defined by the smallest closed query set
that contains the original query set. More formally, it is the intersection of all
closed query set that is a super set of the original query set.
Definition 2.54. Let Q be a query set, then the capacity of Q is:
Cap(Q) =
⋂
{P : P is a closed query set ∧Q ⊆ P}
Theorem 2.55. The query capacity of a view is the same as the capacity of
a finite set of queries:
Cap(V) = Cap({Qi : (Vi, Qi) ∈ V})
Definition 2.56. Two views are equivalent if they have the same query ca-
pacity.
Intuitively, one view set has more query capacity than another, if each
query in the body of a view predicate in the latter view set can be answered
using the former view set. This provides a way to compare views for query
answering capabilities.
Li et al. [2001], propose removing views from a view set without sacrificing
query answering power. That is in essence the same as finding minimal view
set with equivalent query capacity.
Example 2.57 (From [Li et al., 2001]). Consider a schema containing a single
relation:
Book(Title, Author, Publisher, Price)
Three views are defined over the schema:
V 1(t, a, p)← Book(t, a, b, p)
V 2(t, a, p)← Book(t, a,′ prenhall′, p)
V 3(a1, a2)← Book(t, a1,′ prenhall′, p1), Book(t, a2,′ prenhall′, p2)
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V 3 is redundant, as it can be computed from the others:
V 3(a1, a2)← V 2(t, a1, p1), V 2(t, a2, p2)
According to Theorem 2.55, Cap({V 1, V 2}) is the same as Cap({V 1, V 2, V 3}),
which also proves V 3 is redundant.
3Schema Merging Approaches
In this chapter, we review the existing approaches in schema merging. We
focus on comparing the approaches on various dimensions. We describe the
process of schema integration in Section 3.1. The dimensions which we use for
classifying approaches are discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 covers the syn-
tactic aspect of schema integration, including modeling language and mapping
languages. Section 3.4 discusses the algorithmic aspect of schema integration
approaches. Section 3.5 reviews the semantic issues in schema integration.
Ontology merging [Noy and Musen, 2000; Raunich and Rahm, 2011] is
beyond the scope of this chapter. For other details not covered here, interested
users are referred to previous surveys [Batini et al., 1986; Ram and Ramesh,
1999; Pottinger, 2011].
3.1 Schema Integration Process
Schema integration is the process to integrate data on the metadata level.
That is, the process of consolidating multiple related heterogeneous schemas
into a unified schema, called the mediated schema. Schema integration is a
complicated multi-step process, which requires a lot of human interaction.
Batini et al. [1986] described a four step schema integration process, as in
Figure 3.1.
1. The preintegration step makes decision about integration strategies, such
as order of integration, choices of schemas, preferences among schemas,
and etc., based an analysis of the schemas.
2. The comparison step identifies the correspondences among concepts from
various schemas. Inter-schema mappings are constructed to represent such
correspondences.
3. The schema conforming step detects conflicts1 among schemas, and try
to resolve the conflicts with possibly human intervention.
1 A conflict is incompatible ways of representing the same concept.
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preintegration
comparison
conforming 
schemas
merging and 
restructuring
Fig. 3.1. A Four Step Schema Integration Process [Batini et al., 1986]
4. The merging and restructuring step takes a union of the input schemas
and then restructure them to achieve some desired properties.
Nowadays, the second step in the process has involved into an independent re-
search area, called schema matching [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001; Shvaiko and
Euzenat, 2005; Bernstein et al., 2011]. Schema merging takes an established
mapping as input. We take such a view here and focus on schema merging
approaches.
Parent and Spaccapietra [1998] present a simpler three step process, which
is depicted in Figure 3.2. In the first step, local schemas are imported into
a canonical data model to make them more homogeneous, both syntactically
and semantically. In the second step, schemas are compared and analyzed to
identify inter-schema correspondences. In the third step, schema merging is
carried out.
With the popularity of schema matching technologies nowadays [Doan
et al., 2001; Madhavan et al., 2001; Do and Rahm, 2002; Melnik et al., 2002;
Aumueller et al., 2005; Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007; Madhavan et al., 2005;
Bernstein et al., 2004; Bellahsene et al., 2011], match-centered schema inte-
gration process is also proposed. For example, in [O¨zsu and Valduriez, 2011]
a three step process is proposed: In the first step, schema matching is carried
out across the local schemas. The matches and the local schemas are then
fed to the second step, which perform schema merging based on the schema
matches. The second step produces as output a mediated schema and matches
between the mediated schema and the local schemas. Finally, in the third step,
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schema 
transformation
correspondence
investigation
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integration
Fig. 3.2. Schema Integration Process [Parent and Spaccapietra, 1998]
schema 
matching
schema 
integration
schema 
mapping
Fig. 3.3. Match-centered Schema Integration Process [O¨zsu and Valduriez, 2011]
a schema mapping process is carried out to produce formal mappings using
the matches produced in the second step. In such a view, merging makes use
of correspondences between schemas, a weaker form of schema mappings than
[Batini et al., 1986; Parent and Spaccapietra, 1998].
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3.2 Classification of Schema Merging Approaches
In this section, we classify existing schema merging approaches according to
multiple dimensions. These dimensions are important for one to understand
the characteristics of a schema merging approach and its position relative to
others. They form a basis for us to compare various approaches and under-
stand their promises and limits.
The dimensions of schema merging approaches can be roughly categorized
into three aspects: syntactical aspect, semantic aspect, and methodology as-
pect.
• Syntactic aspect describes how a schema merging approach expresses
schemas and inter-schema relationships. The relative expressive power of
such languages influence a lot the way schema merging is carried out.
– Schema language is the modeling language (meta-model) used to rep-
resent the schemas. It is possible that the input schemas are modeled
in different languages, e.g., XML schema vs. relational schemas. How-
ever, a usual practice is to import the input schemas into a common
schema language. Therefore, almost all schema merging approaches
consider schemas in one modeling language.
– Input Mapping Language is the language to specify inter-schema rela-
tionships among input schemas. There is a wide spectrum of mapping
languages in existing schema merging approaches.
– Output Mapping Language is the language to specify the relationship
between the mediated schema and the input schemas.
– Integrity Constraints (ICs) are intra-schema constraints revealing the
intra-structure of a schema. Schema merging approaches differ a lot in
terms whether they utilize ICs encoded in input schemas, and whether
they generate ICs in the mediated schema.
• Semantic aspect is the way a schema merging approach characterizes a
desired output, i.e., semantics of schema merging. They are also called
merging criteria [Batini et al., 1986], merging requirements [Pottinger and
Bernstein, 2008], or merging desiderata [Chiticariu et al., 2008].
– Application Scenario is in which scenario the schema merging pro-
cess is carried out. It determines the requirements of the merging
process, and how the output mapping is generated. As clarified in
[Miller et al., 1993], there are two semantically distinct application
scenarios of schema merging, view integration [Casanova and Vidal,
1983; Biskup and Convent, 1986; Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Melnik,
2004; Melnik et al., 2005; Arenas et al., 2010b] and data integration
[Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008; Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al.,
2009; Sarma et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010]. From a model theoretic per-
spective, a main distinction is that the former flavor assumes the input
schemas are views of a base schema and hence satisfy constraints on
the instance level, while the latter need to integrate autonomous in-
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put schemas which do not necessarily conform to any instance level
constraints.
· Direction of output mappings: The output mappings can be from
the source schemas to the mediated schema, or from the mediated
schema to the source schemas.
· Generation of ICs on mediated schema: whether to generate in-
tegrity constraints over the mediated schema.
· Storage of Data: Data can be stored under the mediated schema
or under the source schemas.
· Value-based vs. ID-based: when schema merging is carried out at
design time, it is usually in a conceptual model. Entities in the con-
ceptual model can be assumed to have explicit/implicit identities.
Therefore, schema integration can be performed according to the
entity types. However, when schema integration is carried out in a
logical model such as the relational model, value-based semantics
requires a more involved handling of information preservation.
– Operational Goals define how the merge outputs are expected to be
used.
· Queriability requires queries over the mediated schema should be
able to be processed.
· Updatability is whether the mediated schema can be updated or
not.
– Logical Properties are properties of the merge output.
· Completeness is the requirement that the mediated schema should
reflect all the information in the input schemas.
· Minimality requires that there are no redundancy in the medi-
ated schema, and no extra information not in the input should be
incorporated in the mediated schema.
• Methodology aspect is how an approach carries out the schema merg-
ing/restructuring procedure.
– Merging Strategies include decisions such as whether it is a binary
merge or n-ary merge, and whether it is an iterative process, or one-
shot process for multiple inputs.
– Restructuring process: whether it is via a set of restructuring primi-
tives resolving conflicts (conflict-driven), or by generating views of the
input schemas (view-generation), or clustering attributes according to
inter-schema correspondences. Ram and Ramesh [1999] call the two
categories schema restructuring by operators and view generation.
– Uncertainty how uncertainties are represented and handled.
– Candidate solution space: what are the candidate mediated schemas
for a given merge input.
In the following of the chapter, we compare the existing schema merging
approaches using the above dimensions.
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3.3 Syntactic Aspect
In this section, we discuss the different possibilities of syntaxes related to
schema integration. In other words, the expressiveness of the approaches. Sec-
tion 3.3.1 describes the schema languages, i.e., the modeling languages ex-
pressing the schemas, such as entity relationship model, object-oriented model,
relational model and etc. Section 3.3.2 describes the input mapping languages
used in schema integration, i.e., how the inter-schema relationships are de-
scribed. Section 3.3.3 details the output mapping languages used in existing
approaches. Section 3.3.4 compares the various uses of integrity constraints in
schema integration.
3.3.1 Schema Languages
A schema language is the syntax in which a schema is expressed. It is also
called modeling language or metamodel.
Abstraction vs. Expressiveness
A schema language is the meta-model in which the schemas are expressed. The
expressiveness of a schema language has a twofold influence on the merging
approaches. First a more expressive schema language captures more informa-
tion, and hence may help make decisions in schema restructuring. Second, a
schema language with rich modeling constructs makes the merging algorithm
more complicated, as more constraints are present and more conflicts may
arise.
For instance, Miller et al. [1993, 1994] make use of a schema language called
schema intension graph (SIG). Besides the ability to express atomic types,
composite types, inheritance/generalization and relationship between types,
SIG explicitly models the properties of binary relations between types, such as
injectivity, functionality, surjectivity and totality. Similarly, Yang et al. [2003]
utilize the so-called object-relationship-attribute model for semi-structured
data (ORA-SS) to integrate semi-structured models such as XML schemas.
ORA-SS models distinguish objects, relationships and attributes. Interest-
ingly, ORA-SS on one hand abstracts XML schemas into objects, and on the
other hand make some implicit constraints in XML schemas explicit, such
as n-ary relationships among objects, and whether an attribute belong to an
object or to a relationship. Quix et al. [2007b] consider merging schemas ex-
pressed in a generic metamodel GeRoMe [Kensche et al., 2007] which is highly
expressive.
Conceptual vs. Logical
Perhaps the single most important issue in schema languages for schema merg-
ing is whether it is a conceptual model or logical model. Conceptual models,
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such as the entity relationship model [Chen, 1976] or UML, are known for
their use in design and modeling, while logical models, such as the relational
model, are prevalent in operational databases for storage, update and query.
The choice of using a conceptual model or a logical model is usually de-
termined by the application scenario in which schema merging activities are
carried out. In many approaches to schema merging, the task is usually a de-
sign problem, e.g., view integration [Batini and Lenzerini, 1984; Spaccapietra
and Parent, 1994; Gotthard et al., 1992; Hayne and Ram, 1990; Rosenthal and
Reiner, 1994]. Therefore, a conceptual model fits very well in the design pro-
cess, as it abstracts the domain into entities, relationships and inheritance.
However, conceptual merging approaches may not be useful when schema
merging is applied in scenarios in which input schemas already have data
populated, such as designing a central data warehouse to materialize data
from local data sources. The applicability of conceptual merging approaches
is limited when executability has to be ensured. For instance, two entities
collapsed without a common key cannot be carried out over existing data,
because entity identification is too difficult, or even infeasible.
The use of a conceptual or logical model has several implications. First, it
is closely related to the form of mapping language used in schema merging.
Second, it has a great impact on whether the semantics is ID-based or value-
based. In order to have value-based instance-level semantics, the use of a
logical model seems inevitable.
Conceptual models used in schema merging approaches are mainly variants
of the extended entity relationship model [Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Hayne
and Ram, 1990; Rosenthal and Reiner, 1994; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994;
Larson et al., 1989; Batini and Lenzerini, 1984; Ma et al., 2005] or the object-
oriented model [Sheth et al., 1993; Gotthard et al., 1992; Buneman et al.,
1992]. Dayal and Hwang employes a so-called functional data model in [Dayal
and Hwang, 1984], which is also similar to an object oriented model.
Though the conceptual models have various extensions, they share a com-
mon core of modeling constructs, which we detail below:
• Primitive types: atomic data types such as integer and strings.
• Composite types: class or entity type
• Generalization/inheritance: is-a relationship between composite types
• Relationships: binary or n-ary relationships between composite types.
The proposal of model management [Bernstein et al., 2000b; Bernstein,
2003; Bernstein et al., 2000a] initiated research in generic metadata manage-
ment [Melnik et al., 2003, 2005; Melnik, 2004; Kensche et al., 2007]. Rondo
[Melnik et al., 2003] uses labelled graph to represent the common structures
in various concrete meta-models in practice. Pottinger and Bernstein [2003]
use a conceptual model that features composition and inheritance. Quix et al.
[2007b] uses a rich generic metamodel expressing a lot of modeling constructs.
It is worth noting that those generic models still resemble the conceptual
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models we describe above. This line of work does not go too much beyond the
boundary of conceptual merge.
Casanova and Vidal [1983] and Biskup and Convent [1986] are among the
first to employ the relational model in schema merging. In particular, they also
consider integrity constraints usually shipped together with relational mod-
els. With the study of schema mappings, several merging approaches [Arenas
et al., 2010b; Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] start to use the relational model
and more expressive data dependencies. Sarma et al. [2008] consider attribute
clustering within a relation based schema matches.
Clio [Popa et al., 2002; Fagin et al., 2009] is a renown data exchange
tool that works with nested relational models. However, schema merging in
Clio is backed by an abstract level called concept graph [Chiticariu et al.,
2008; Radwan et al., 2009], which essentially models nested relations by entity
classes. Schema merging in clio is in essence a conceptual merge process.
Interestingly, they translate the mediated conceptual schema back to a nested
relational schema.
3.3.2 Mapping Langauges
In many early multi-step approaches to schema integration, recognizing inter-
schema equivalences is an integrated step in the whole process. As schema
matching and schema merging grow into separate research areas, explicit rep-
resentation of inter-schema relationships as schema mappings is necessary.
The input mapping languages used in schema merging approaches have
a wide spectrum. In [Buneman et al., 1992], inter-schema relationships are
implicitly revealed by using the same name for objects/attributes. Explicit
schema mappings range from attribute correspondences across schemas to
full-fledged data dependencies. We list the mapping languages in the order
from unstructured to structured and from simple to complex.
• Correspondences between attributes
• Inter-schema assertions among entities
• Model-in-middle
• Simple integration constraints
• Data dependencies
We review in the following the use of such mapping languages in existing
work.
Schema Matches
Schema matches [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001] are pairs of attributes, with op-
tional confidence value, across schemas. The correspondences can be extended
to be over composite types such as relations or entities. They are also called
morphisms [Melnik et al., 2003].
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MOMIS [Bergamaschi et al., 1999, 2001] makes use of both attribute cor-
respondences and a thesaurus for terminological alignments.
Rondo [Melnik et al., 2003] uses schema matches to merge two graph
models. Sarma et al.[Sarma et al., 2008] uses schema matches with confidence
values to guide clustering of attributes in a mediated relation.
Clio [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009] makes use of schema
matches to deduce possible alignment of concepts extracted from the source
schemas.
The advantage of using schema matches for schema merging lies in the fact
that it is a well established area with a lot of automatic approaches [Doan
et al., 2001; Madhavan et al., 2001; Do and Rahm, 2002; Melnik et al., 2002;
Aumueller et al., 2005; Quix et al., 2007a; Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007; Madha-
van et al., 2005; Bernstein et al., 2004; Bellahsene et al., 2011]. Therefore, the
generation of input mappings to schema merging can enjoy the availability of
such automatic processes. The drawback of using schema matches to indicate
the relationship of two schemas is the lack of semantics. They are just some
attribute correspondences across schemas.
Inter-schema Assertions
Inter-schema assertions are used in the conceptual merge approaches to indi-
cate relationships between entities based on real world semantics. Inter-schema
assertions are used in approaches such as [Larson et al., 1989; Spaccapietra
et al., 1992; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994; Sheth et al., 1993; Ramesh and
Ram, 1997].
Larson et al. [1989] propose a theory of attribute equivalences based on
analyzing the schema attribute properties such as uniqueness, cardinality,
integrity constraints and domain. Equivalence or inclusion of entities are then
built on top of the attribute equivalences. Their approach provides a way to
compare input schemas and pragmatically build equivalence of entities bottom
up.
Spaccapietra et al. [Spaccapietra et al., 1992] presents a representative
approach making use of inter-schema assertions. They distinguish four types
of inter-schema assertions:
• Equivalence
• Inclusion
• Overlap
• Disjoint
Interestingly, besides expressing equivalences between entities, they also sup-
port expressing equivalence between a path and a link (a path of length 1).
Using such declarative assertions across schemas, a comprehensive set of rules
for resolving structural conflicts are provided.
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Model-in-middle
Pottinger and Bernstein [2003] represent a mapping between two models as a
third helper model. The helper model is composed of model elements which
connect elements in the input models. They argue that it is possible to sim-
ulate the behavior of Buneman et al. [1992] and Spaccapietra et al. [1992] in
their merging approach. A drawback of this mapping is that the helper model
already presents a preliminary structure of the mediated schema and hence
make the integration process less interesting. The use of a complex helper
model is also adopted in [Quix et al., 2007b], in which a real world semantics
similar to [Spaccapietra et al., 1992] is used. Moreover, as the metamodel in
[Quix et al., 2007b] has richer modeling constructs, a more intensive conflict
resolution step is required.
Integration Constraints
Casanova and Vidal [1983] propose a combine-and-optimize merging ap-
proach. To the best of our knowledge, they are the first to employ a formal
mapping language in schema merging. Four types of constraints are utilized:
• functional dependency (FD)
• inclusion dependency (IND)
• exclusion dependency (EXD)
• union functional dependency (UFD)
Functional dependencies [Codd, 1983] state that some attributes functionally
determine others. FDs in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] are restricted to only
imply primary keys. Inclusion dependencies [Casanova et al., 1984] are also
known as referential integrity constraints. INDs are confined to be only foreign
keys. Exclusion dependencies are of the form piA(R) ∩ piB(T ) = ∅ where R
and T are relations and A and B are lists of attributes. It is further restricted
in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] that A and B are super keys for R and T
respectively.
Biskup and Convent [1986] present another approach that explicitly dis-
tinguishes source integrity constraints and integration constraints. Integrity
constraints in [Biskup and Convent, 1986] are functional dependencies. The
integration constraints are specified as correspondences of two relations in
different schemas. Four types of integration constraints are distinguished:
• identity constraints state two relations are mutually equivalent with some
common attributes
• selection constraint state one relation is a selection of another relation
• disjoint constraints state two relations are disjoint when projecting to
some attributes, i.e., EXD.
• containment constraints states one relation is contained in another on
some attributes, i.e., IND.
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It is important to point out that it is required the common attributes across
two relations above are always a super set of a key for both relations.
With the special form of one-to-one correspondences, integration con-
straints in [Biskup and Convent, 1986] can be seen as a formal interpreta-
tion of inter-schema assertions. The restriction that integration constraints
are via keys ensures the executability of the integration process and hence
information preservation.
Data dependencies
Pottinger and Bernstein [2008] uses pairs of conjunctive queries to indicate the
desired union of data. However, the CQ pairs are not interpreted as constraints
over the underlying data, due to the consideration that local data sources are
independent and autonomous. As a consequence, the pairs are only hints for
schema merging.
Melnik (Theorem 4.2.4 in [Melnik, 2004]) describes the possibility of using
general FO data dependencies to achieve a straightforward algorithm for view
integration.
Arenas et al. [Arenas et al., 2010b] extend the work of Melnik to achieve
a smaller instance for the mediated schema by adding denial constraints to
the mediated schema, while confining input mappings to full source-to-target
FO-to-CQ dependencies.
3.3.3 Generation of Output Mappings
The output mapping is the mapping between the input schemas to schema
merging and the mediated schema that is constructed. The output mapping
is useful for interpreting the semantics of the mediated schema wrt. the input
schemas, and automating data migration or query processing involving the
mediated schema.
In many approaches [Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Batini and Lenzerini, 1984;
Gotthard et al., 1992; Larson et al., 1989; Buneman et al., 1992; Melnik et al.,
2003; Pottinger and Bernstein, 2003; Quix et al., 2007b], output mapping
generation is either not carried out, or only implicitly.
Miller et al. [1993] do not provide a generation algorithm for output map-
pings, but instead explain induced instance level mapping for each schema
transformation step.
Motro [1987] describes how to bookkeep each step of transformation and
then construct a mapping. However, no automatic algorithm is presented.
Interestingly, the query translation process in [Motro, 1987] does not use the
mapping, but instead achieved by a series of consecutive translations against
each step of transformations performed in the integration process.
Dayal and Hwang [1984] define the mediated schema as a view over the
input schemas. However, the integration procedure is not automated.
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Pottinger and Bernstein [Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] produces output
mappings in the form of Global-Local-As-View mappings to enable query
rewriting over their mediated schema.
Melnik (Theorem 4.2.4 in [Melnik, 2004]) generates output mappings as
a copy mapping from the mediated schema to the input schemas. Arenas
et al. [2010b] extend Melnik’s straightforward algorithm, by adding denial
constraints to the mediated schema. Output mapping generation in [Arenas
et al., 2010b] hence need to perform a union of two queries.
Output mapping generation in Clio’s merging algorithms [Chiticariu et al.,
2008; Radwan et al., 2009] is not performed during the schema restructur-
ing/merging step, but instead performed in a post-integration step. Lineage
of atomic type attributes is maintained during the merging step. Then using
the attribute correspondences between the mediated schema and the input
schemas, a schema mapping process is performed using the query discovery
approach [Miller et al., 2000].
Sarma et al. [2008] generate uncertain schema mappings [Dong et al., 2009]
to support query processing over mediated schemas. The uncertain schema
mappings are basically weighted attribute correspondences.
Biskup and Convent [1986] generate view supporting mappings for view
integration. During the merging process, a query associated to each relation
in the input schemas is updated accordingly for each local transformation.
Finally, each relation in the input schemas has a query over the mediated
schema.
3.3.4 Handling of Integrity Constraints
There are two issues regarding integrity constraints:
• how to utilize integrity constraints encoded in input schemas; and
• whether and how to generate integrity constraints in the mediated schema.
Larson et al. [1989] analyze source ICs to identify equivalences between
attributes and entities. Spaccapietra et al. [1992] propose a very general target
IC generation principal: when conflicts occur, always take the most liberal
form of constraint in the target schema. This is called “loose constraining”.
Such a strategy has the benefit that the mediated schema is able to hold all
possible data from each input schema.
Ramesh and Ram [1997] make use of integrity constraints to derive so-
called constraint based relationships between objects. Such constraint based
relationships are then combined with schematic relationships that are auto-
matically identified to determine the final real world interschema relation-
ships. Detailed discussions on how to integrate local integrity constraints into
integrity constraint over the mediated schema are presented for each case.
In [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] and [Biskup and Convent, 1986], integrity
constraints are an integral part of the reasoning procedure. Casanova and
Vidal [1983] first take a union of all the constraints in the input schemas,
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and then perform optimization. During the optimization step, constraints are
updated accordingly for each schema transformation operation. Biskup and
Convent [1986] also revise constraints throughout their optimization process.
Clio [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009] makes use of source
ICs, in particular foreign keys, in pre-integration and post-integration. During
the pre-integration phase, concepts are extracted using the so-called nested
referential integrity. After exporting mediated schema from conceptual model
to nested relational model, schema mapping generation is performed using
the query discovery technique [Miller et al., 2000], which uses the referential
constraints as a main source of information. Clio also generates referential
constraints in mediated schemas.
Melnik (Theorem 4.2.4 in [Melnik, 2004]) generates ICs over mediated
schema by a straightforward renaming of predicates to replicas. In [Arenas
et al., 2010b], source ICs are not present, while denial constraints are intro-
duced into mediated schema to reduce data redundancy.
Comyn-Wattiau and Bouzeghoub [1992] consider how to resolve conflicts
between source ICs. Key, FD, cardinality and domain constraints are consid-
ered. Various strategies are presented:
• resolve by preference
• resolve by interaction
• resolve by loose constraining
• resolve by generalization
The first strategy assumes preferences among input schemas are available,
and take the integrity constraint in the form of a preferred input schema. The
second strategy simply makes use of user interaction to get a decision from
the user. The third strategy follows the loose constraining principle proposed
by Spaccapietra et al. [Spaccapietra et al., 1992]. The fourth strategy resolve
conflicts on integrity constraints by similar method in resolving classification
conflicts, i.e., creating subclasses and superclasses.
3.4 Merging Methodologies
3.4.1 Conflict-driven Approaches
Conflict-driven approaches [Batini et al., 1986; Larson et al., 1989; Spaccapi-
etra et al., 1992; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994; Sheth et al., 1993; Ramesh
and Ram, 1997; Hayne and Ram, 1990; Rosenthal and Reiner, 1994; Larson
et al., 1989; Batini and Lenzerini, 1984; Ma et al., 2005] are those that focus
on iterative conflict resolution steps during the schema merging process.
There are different taxonomies for conflicts. Batini et al. [Batini et al.,
1986] summarize two major types of conflicts: naming conflicts (homonyms
and synonyms) and structural conflicts, in which the latter contains five sub-
types. Kashyap and Sheth [Kashyap and Sheth, 1996] provide a much more
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detailed taxonomy distinguishing over 20 conflicts. Pottinger and Bernstein
[Pottinger and Bernstein, 2003] categorize conflicts based on the meta-level at
which conflicts occur: representation conflicts are those occurring at the model
level; meta-model conflicts are those at the meta-model level, usually caused
by constraints in a metamodel; and fundamental conflicts are those violating
constraints in a meta-meta-model, such as one attribute has two types. Here,
we describe the taxonomy given in [Parent and Spaccapietra, 1998], which
distinguish four types of conflicts:
• Descriptive conflicts: synonyms and homonyms
• Structural conflicts: the same concept is modeled by an entity in one
schema, while by a relationship in another.
• Classification conflicts: such as different extension and abstraction level
of classes
• Data/metadata conflicts: data values in one schema correspond to meta-
data (type names) in another database
[Spaccapietra et al., 1992] is a representative of conflict-driven schema
merging approach. Besides providing a full-fledged solution to conflict-driven
schema merging,[Spaccapietra et al., 1992] also contributes in at least the
following aspects:
• They propose an expressive inter-schema assertions with corresponding
attribute associations as an explicit representation of interschema rela-
tionship. Therefore, conflict resolution is an automatic process once the
mapping is at hand.
• They propose a new way of structural conflict resolution by removing a
link subsumed by a longer path.
• They propose a general loose constraining strategy to handle conflicts in
integrity constraints, i.e., always taking a loose constraint. In this way,
the mediated schema is able to accommodate all data from different input
schemas.
Dupont [Dupont, 1994] specifies so-called fragmentation conflicts, which
are used to handle the one-to-many conflicts, arising due to one entity/relationship
in one model is corresponding to multiple entities/relationships in another
model. This work extends traditional conflicts which are usually one-to-one.
Conflict resolution is carried out by a pre-defined set of integration prim-
itives. Each primitive identifies a situation when a conflict arises and a cor-
responding schema restructuring operation. Parent and Spaccapietra [1998]
provide a comprehensive summary of conflict resolution strategies.
3.4.2 Constraint-driven Approaches
Constraint-driven approaches are those that take logical constraints as in-
put and perform reasoning on the input schema with constraints. Examples
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are [Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008; Casanova and Vidal, 1983; Biskup and
Convent, 1986; Arenas et al., 2010b].
Casanova and Vidal [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] propose the common com-
bine and optimize paradigm for schema merging. They first take a union of
the input schemas and the intra-/inter-schema constraints. Optimization is
then performed over a schema under constraints to achieve a minimal schema
with the same information. The following schema reduction operations are
provided:
1. IND based reduction: in case of an IND of the form R[K1A] ⊆ T [K2B],
where K1 (respectively K2) are keys of R (respectively T ) and A and B
are attributes, the attribute A is removed from relation R.
2. UFD based reduction: in case of a UFD stating Ri[KiAi], 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
IND based reduction does not apply, a union type (say T ) containing the
common attributes is created as T (K,A) =
⋃
iRi[KiAi]. The attributes
Ai are removed from Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. An exception is when EXD says
the keys of Ri are mutually disjoint, then no union type is created.
3. Relations sharing the same set of keys are collapsed into one.
It is interesting to point out that the transformations they use are quite similar
to the conflict resolution strategies. IND based reduction resembles removing
an subtype attribute subsumed by a super type attribute, while UFD based
reduction resembles handling of classification conflicts. Nevertheless, with the
formal representation of constraints, Casanova and Vidal [1983] provide a rig-
orous treatment of schema minimization with instance level semantics. The
value-based semantics, make the approach applicable even when data are ex-
isting under input schemas. Casanova and Vital also point out that the in-
teraction between constraints, e.g., between FDs and INDs, may make the
reasoning over constraints undecidable.
Biskup and Convent [Biskup and Convent, 1986] is a follow-up of [Casanova
and Vidal, 1983]. Their approach is based on the notion of weakly inclusion
and equivalence in [Atzeni et al., 1982]. They distinguish inter-schema integra-
tion constraints from intra-schema integrity constraints. The schema merging
is carried out by eliminating integration constraints. The algorithm iteratively
selects an integration constraint that is able to be eliminated, and perform
predefined transformations to the schema. They support the following types
of schema minimization:
1. Collapsing relations sharing common keys.
2. Removing redundant attributes stored in a target relation of IND via keys
3. Removing relations that are a selection view over another relation.
For each schema transformation, the transformed schema can be defined as
a view over the original schema (though not explicitly given in [Biskup and
Convent, 1986]). They can compute the final mapping as a composition of
each view definition through the steps. Another contribution of [Biskup and
Convent, 1986] is that they explicitly state that the desired mediated schema
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should be equivalent to the disjoint union of input schemas plus union of all
integrity and integration constraints. Their notion of equivalence is similar to
query dominance [Hull, 1986].
It is worth pointing out that both [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] and [Biskup
and Convent, 1986] make use of finite implication of dependencies in their
merging process. Therefore, they both face the problem of undecidability of
dependency implication.
Pottinger and Bernstein [2008] consider using CQ pairs to denote intended
overlap of information. However, since autonomous local data sources cannot
guarantee any instance level constraints, they do not pursue a constraint rea-
soning method. Instead, they take the intuitive idea that when putting all
designated overlap together in one relation, then the user can easily query all
the relevant data. Therefore, in their approach, a relation is inserted into the
mediated schema for each CQ pair2 a relation that is the union of the answers
of all CQs. They follow a strong information preservation principal, and hence
a source relation is retained in the mediated schema, if it cannot be obtained
by a projection query over the overlap relation. Such a case can only happen
when the relation is the body of a singleton CQ in the input mapping.
Melnik (Theorem 4.2.4 in [Melnik, 2004]) describes a straightforward pro-
cess to generate a mediated schema with constraints without restricting a
particular language. This process is essentially the first step in Biskup and
Convent [Biskup and Convent, 1986], which combines all the integrity con-
straints and intra-schema constraints. Schema minimization is not considered.
The mediated schema is taken to be a disjoint union of the source schemas,
with source integrity constraints (ICs) and input mappings encoded as con-
straints over the mediated schema. Output mappings are identity mappings
copying part of the mediated schema to the source schemas.
Arenas et al. [2010b] follow the same direction. They make use of full FO-
to-CQ dependencies, i.e., source-to-target tgds in the form of φ(x) → R(x),
in which φ(x) is a FO query over a source schema S, and R is a relation in a
target schema T. In [Arenas et al., 2010b], a replica of the joint source schema
3 is taken as the mediated schema. They propose adding denial constraints to
the mediated schema to reduce redundant storage of data. That is, constraints
in the form of ¬(α(x) ∧ R(x)), in which α(x) is the rewriting of the identity
query of relation R against the full s-t dependencies in the input mapping.
3.4.3 Match-driven Approaches
Match-driven approaches differ from the previous two categories in that it
neither focus on conflict resolution, nor rely on reasoning over constraints to
2 In fact, it can be a set of more than two CQs with the same head. Here, for
brevity, we talk about pairs.
3 A joint source schema is the union of all input source schemas, assuming no
relation name is used twice.
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perform schema restructuring and merging. Instead, they deem correspon-
dences in schema matches as hints for collapsing entities [Chiticariu et al.,
2008; Radwan et al., 2009] or attributes [Sarma et al., 2008].
Rondo [Melnik et al., 2003] uses schema matches in a GraphMerge pro-
cedure to merge schema graphs. The GraphMerge algorithm perform three
steps. In the first step, corresponding nodes associated by matches are unified
in name. The second step performs a set union of edges from the two graphs,
resulting a merged graph. In the third step, conflict resolution is carried out
on the merged graph to make it a well-formed model. An example of conflict
resolution is enforcing the one-parent constraint: one node can have no more
than one parent.
Chiticariu et al. [2008] consider various configurations of collapsing con-
cepts, i.e., entities, having attributes connected by schema matches. Radwan
et al. [Radwan et al., 2009] extend by taking both confidences of attribute
correspondences and structural information for ranking the possibilities and
hence obtain a top-k ranked list of possible mediated schemas. In a post-
integration step, model generation and mapping generation are carried out to
support query over the mediated schema.
Sarma et al. [2008] apply schema merging in a different context: inte-
grating schemas of web tables. The challenges are then the large number
of schemas and lack of human intervention, while each schema may be quite
simple. Therefore, an attribute clustering method is proposed. Attributes con-
nected by schema matches are considered possible to cluster. The confidence
values of the matches and the various clustering options lead to a probabilis-
tic distribution of mediated schemas. For each mediated schema, an uncertain
schema mapping, which is in essence a weighted set of correspondences be-
tween attributes in sources schemas and attribute cluster in the mediated
schema, is constructed with a probability.
MOMIS [Bergamaschi et al., 1999, 2001] is a data integration system that
provides an automatic schema merging functionality. MOMIS makes use of
two types of information, attribute correspondences and terminological sub-
sumptions, to derive similarity of model elements. A hierarchical agglomera-
tive clustering (HAC) algorithm is employed to create the mediated schema.
Besides the availability of abundant well established approaches for auto-
matic schema matching, match-driven approaches also enjoy the fact that
schema restructuring/merging is relatively fast and immediate. However,
schema matches are pseudo mappings that lack rigorous semantics, and hence
there are inherent uncertainty in match-driven schema merging approaches.
Such uncertainty is reflected in [Chiticariu et al., 2008] as user intervention
during interaction, in [Radwan et al., 2009] as the ranking of possible results,
and in [Sarma et al., 2008] as probabilistic distributions of mediated schemas
and mappings.
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3.5 Semantic Aspect of Schema Merging
3.5.1 Real World Semantics
Real world semantics [Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Larson et al., 1989; Ramesh
and Ram, 1997; Quix et al., 2007b] is behind the conflict-driven approaches.
Real world semantics assume for each model element in a schema, either an
attribute or an entity, there exists a set of real world objects corresponding to
it. We can denote the real world semantics of a model element e by RWS(e)
Then the interschema assertions between model elements are in fact set
based relationship of their real world semantics. For instance, an assertion
Undergraduate ⊆ Student, meansRWS(Undergraduate) ⊆ RWS(Student).
Similarly for equivalence (≡), intersection (∩) and disjoint (6=).
There are several remarks that are worth pointing out. First, real world
semantics are in essence ID-based. They rely on the existence of objects to
distinguish one from the other, but not the values. Second, schema transforma-
tions based on real world semantics usually change the information capacity of
a schema. Moreover, when data are already resident under the input schemas,
some schema transformations may need an additional entity resolution pro-
cess to materialize an instance for the mediated schema. Third, real world
semantics work well in design scenarios. This is because, at design time no
real data is existing. When the mediated schema is finished, during the data
population time, the real world objects behind an entity will provide all the
information required by the schema.
3.5.2 Information Preservation
One important criteria of schema merging is the mediated schema should
incorporate all information in the input schemas, modulus input mappings.
This is called completeness in Batini et al. [Batini et al., 1986].
Schema Dominance
Miller et al. [Miller et al., 1993, 1994] considers utilizing Hull’s notion of
schema dominance [Hull, 1986] (see also Definition 2.47) to characterize local
schema transformations.
They show that general schema dominance is undecidable [Miller et al.,
1994]. Therefore, they head for identifying sufficient conditions for structural
transformations that ensure schema dominance. However, they also note that
the existence of abstract functions prevent the practical application of such
formalisms.
Casanova and Vidal [1983] require that the consistent instances of the joint
source schema and the consistent instances of the mediated schema can be
mapped in both directions. Therefore, they follow a notion similar to schema
dominance.
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Biskup and Convent [1986] require that the mapping between the instance
of the joint source schema and the instance of the mediated schema can be
mapped via relational algebra expressions. This requirement is exactly the
notion of calculus dominance in [Hull, 1986].
The definition of Merge (Definition 4.2.4) in [Melnik, 2004] is based on exis-
tence of surjective4 functions from the instance set of the mediated schema to
the instance set of the joint source schema. This in essence allows the mediated
schema to be more expressive than the input source schemas. Melnik [Melnik,
2004] contribute the extra expressiveness to the ability to hold inconsistent
view instances under the mediated schema.
Mapping Non-Redundancy by Arenas et al.
Arenas et al. [2010b] characterize semantics of schema merging by properties
of output mappings from the mediated schema to the input schemas.
They propose two orders on schema mappings, according to the source
side or target side. Redundancy of mappings is then defined using the orders.
Their modeling resembles that in [Melnik, 2004] but in terms of mapping
non-redundancy.
The characterization given in [Arenas et al., 2010b] follows Open World
Assumption (OWA). If we take a Close World Assumption(CWA) counterpart,
the conditions simply say the the input schemas is an invertible view and
constraints in M are satisfied over view instance pairs.
Query Dominance
Pottinger and Bernstein [2008] propose a completeness requirement that is a
special case of query dominance. In their input mapping, there are a set of
helper predicate, each associated with a set of CQs. The helper predicates
are called overlaps, indicating desired union of data. Extended overlap is an
overlap extended with the source-specific attributes from all the CQs, i.e., all
existential variables in the CQs. They then head for the following require-
ments:
1. Each overlap should be retrievable over one single target relation;
2. Source specific attributes from all the CQs are passed through to the
mediated schema;
3. All source information is preserved.
4. Relations not related in the mapping should not be grouped in the medi-
ated schema
The above completeness requirement is a syntactically restricted form of query
dominance that rigidly defines the shape of the mediated schema. In fact, their
algorithm produces a unique mediated schema.
4 That is, onto the target set.
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Clio [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009] formulates information
preservation in an informal way. The following requirements are proposed:
1. All atomic type attributes in the sources are represented in the mediated
schema;
2. No extra atomic type attribute not in the source is in the mediated schema;
and
3. Every join following a parent-child relationship or key-foreign key rela-
tionship is rewritable on the mediated schema.
The first two conditions are more syntactic and informal. The last condition is
rather interesting. A logical entity is the chase of a primary path for a nested
relation against foreign key constraints. The last condition in fact requires that
the query of each logical entity in the source can be rewritten to the mediated
schema. Of course, this is a special form of query dominance. However, it is
worth pointing out that it is strictly weaker in semantics. As we will show in
Chapter 11, preserving such queries does not imply preserve all join queries
for nested relational models.
Summary
We can see that almost all view integration approaches adopt semantics sim-
ilar to schema dominance/mapping invertibility. Biskup and Convent [1986]
explicitly require that the inverse mapping can be expressed in relational cal-
culus, resulting in a more concrete semantics such as calculus dominance.
Though most approaches do not detail how the inverse mapping can be con-
structed, but only implicitly hint the inverse exists. The inverse mappings
are all expressible by relational calculus. Therefore, for these approaches, in-
vertibility has no essential difference from calculus dominance. However, as
schema mappings are recognized to be first-class citizens for metadata man-
agement nowadays, the tendency to characterize schema merging semantics
using invertibility of mappings is more appealing.
In [Melnik, 2004] the inverse mapping is simply a set of copy tgds. In
[Arenas et al., 2010b], the inverse mapping is expressible in first order query
involving negation, which is due to the FO premise in their input mapping lan-
guage and the fact that denial constraints are allowed in the mediated schema.
Casanova and Vidal [1983] and Biskup and Convent [1986] characterize local
transformations that are information preserving. Each transformation admits
an inverse mapping in positive queries. Therefore, the overall inverse mapping
is expressible in GAV mappings.
All the data integration approaches follow some sort of query dominance
criteria, i.e., queries over the source are answerable on the mediated schema.
[Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] consider preserving all queries. [Chiticariu
et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009] ensure preserving the logical entities, i.e.,
a subset of all queries. Sarma et al. [2008] handle query answering under
uncertainty and hence do not follow a strict semantics like the others.
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3.5.3 Minimality of Mediated Schemas
Minimality of mediated schemas is also one desired property raised in [Batini
et al., 1986]. Batini et al. [1986] define minimality as elimination of redun-
dancy. In this section, we review the minimality used in the literature.
Casanova and Vidal [1983] and Biskup and Convent [1986] both aim at
minimizing the size of the mediated schema. Their goal is to eliminate integra-
tion constraints that are applicable. Therefore, their optimization procedures
terminate when no integration constraint is unprocessed and still applicable.
A drawback is that such minimality is not formed by a model-theoretic prop-
erty of the mediated schema, but according to the syntactic feature such as
the number of integration constraints entered in the input.
Similarly, in conflict driven approaches [Larson et al., 1989; Spaccapietra
et al., 1992; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994; Ramesh and Ram, 1997; Dupont,
1994], minimality of the mediated schema is achieved by resolving all the
conflicts.
In [Melnik, 2004], a minimal schema (Definition 4.1.6 in [Melnik, 2004])
within a set of schemas is defined as a schema with a minimal number of pos-
sible instances. This corresponds to Hull’s definition of schema dominance.
We have to point out that, when pursuing a mediated schema that has ex-
actly the same information capacity as the input source schemas, then any
such complete mediated schema is a minimal schema in the sense of Melnik’s
definition, which we call instance set minimality.
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a schema mapping, and dom(M) = Inst(S, Γs)
and range(M) = Inst(T, Γt), then if M is bijective then (T, Γt) is instance
set minimal among all target schemas with bijective mappings.
Proof. It follows from the definition of bijective mappings and the definition
of a minimal model.
In this sense, instance set minimality is an aspect of completeness, i.e., to
exclude information not encoded in the source. Please note that adding any
fresh new column to a table will violate instance set minimality. We have
to point out that instance set minimality does not imply minimality on the
metadata level, i.e., the size of the schema. It is always possible to add an
arbitrary view predicate together with its view definition constraints to an
existing schema, whereas maintaining instance set minimality.
Arenas et al. [2010b] do not use the notion of minimality, but instead
use non-redundancy of schema mappings. As we have discussed, the CWA
interpretation of such non-redundancies is just equivalence of information ca-
pacities between the input schema and the mediated schema. Therefore, it is
just another way of talking about completeness. However, Arenas et al. add
denial constraints to the mediated schema and hence reduce the size of valid
instances. In this way, they reduce redundancy on the data level. However,
minimality on data level under constraints is a largely unknown area, and we
know quite little about it.
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Minimality in [Chiticariu et al., 2008] is reflected in the requirement that
no atomic type attribute not in the sources should be presented in the medi-
ated schema, which is mainly a syntactic condition.
Pottinger and Bernstein [2003, 2008] propose a minimality requirement
that no attribute can be removed from the mediated schema, which, in our
point of view, is a more appropriate definition of minimal schema.
Summary
All view integration approaches require some sort of minimal schemas. Mel-
nik [2004] requires minimal instance set, which, as we have revealed, is not
directly related to the size of the schema. Arenas et al. [2010b] characterize
the minimality as redundancy-freeness of their output mappings, which does
not relate to schema size either. However, as they add denial constraints to
the mediated schema, they effectively reduce the size of the database instance
of the mediated schema. The other approaches [Casanova and Vidal, 1983;
Biskup and Convent, 1986; Li and Quix, 2011] all head for a minimal schema.
Minimality in [Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] is defined as not attribute
can be removed. [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009; Sarma et al.,
2008] do not define minimality formally. Nevertheless, they all obey the prin-
ciple that no extra attribute not in the source is in the mediated schema and
each attribute in the mediated schema appears in the source. Minimality of
schema in [Li and Quix, 2011] is similar to [Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008],
i.e., no attribute can be removed.
3.6 Discussion
The large body of existing schema integration approaches are quite fruitful
in many aspects. Nonetheless, there are still several issues that remain less
explored.
Conflict-driven approaches [Batini et al., 1986; Larson et al., 1989; Spac-
capietra et al., 1992; Spaccapietra and Parent, 1994; Sheth et al., 1993;
Ramesh and Ram, 1997; Hayne and Ram, 1990; Rosenthal and Reiner, 1994;
Larson et al., 1989; Batini and Lenzerini, 1984; Ma et al., 2005] work fairly well
when applied to a conceptual modeling environment. However, they cannot
guarantee invertibility of the mediated schema. That is, information may be
added or removed through the integration process. Logical schema mappings
that are in the form of query correspondences cannot be made use of by such
approaches. Last but not least, due to the nature of conflict resolution, a lot
of human interventions are unavoidable.
Match-driven approaches [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009;
Sarma et al., 2008] has the problem that they have to rely on schema matches
as a source of hints of semantics. However, schema matches themselves have
no exact semantics. Therefore, the formal characterization of match-driven
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approaches is hard to define. Though we believe such a line of work will remain
quite useful in practice, they still lack a rigorous model theoretic semantics.
Existing constraint-driven approaches are limited in two aspects: expres-
siveness of mapping languages and insufficient schema minimization. As we
have shown, mapping languages in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983; Biskup and
Convent, 1986; Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] are all restricted to some ex-
tent. Melnik [2004] and Arenas et al. [2010b] are more expressive in terms of
mapping expressiveness, but they do not carry out schema minimization at
all.
In our previous work, formal semantics is established for data integration
[Li et al., 2010], and view integration [Li and Quix, 2011]. We consider in [Li
et al., 2010; Li and Quix, 2011] not only source-to-target, but also target-
to-source dependencies and integrity constraints. Project-minimization based
merging algorithm is proposed in [Li, 2010; Li et al., 2010]. Li and Quix [2011]
extends the work in [Li et al., 2010] by considering also collapsing relations.
This thesis summarizes and extends our previous work on schema merging
[Li, 2010; Li et al., 2010, 2011; Li and Quix, 2011].

Part II
Modeling Aspects of Schema Merging

4Modeling Schema Merging
In this chapter, we introduce the syntax and semantics of schema merg-
ing in the relational model. In section 4.1, we describe a general syntax for
constraint-driven schema merging, which possesses the following properties:1)
it treats inter-schema and intra-schema constraints as equally important; 2)
it does not distinguish the procedural steps of merging multiple schemas, but
instead regards a valid merge output as a logical consequence of the input
constraints.
We then proceed to discuss two central notions in our schema merging
approach, namely invertibility and minimality. Section 4.2 defines the notion
of invertible views and provides characterization when views are invertible.
Invertibility corresponds to the completeness requirement in [Batini et al.,
1986]. Section 4.3 defines minimality of schemas under constraints. Minimality
is also identified in [Batini et al., 1986] as a main requirement for schema
merging. Batini et al. [1986] propose the requirements, but do not give formal
definitions.
4.1 A Unified Syntax of Schema Merging
Constraint-driven schema merging takes as input a schema with constraints,
and produces not only a mediated schema, but also constraints associating
the input schema to the mediated schema.
We now define a general syntax for schema merging, which specifies in-
put constraints including both intra-schema constraints and inter-schema con-
straints, and output constraints.
For a series of source schemas, the joint source schema is the disjoint union
of these schemas.
Definition 4.1. A merge input is a pair (S, Γ ), in which S is the joint source
schema, and Γ is a set of data dependencies (tgds and egds) over S. A merge
output is a schema mapping system (S,T, Σ), with T the mediated schema,
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and Σ a set of data dependencies over S∪T. Therefore, the schema merging
process is:
(S,T, Σ) = Merge(S, Γ )
In such a formulation, the schema merging process does not distinguish
a binary merge or an n-ary merge. In fact, the input schemas are all part of
the joint source schema S. Furthermore, intra-schema constraints and inter-
schema constraints are regarded as equally important. They are both covered
in Γ .
It is also worth pointing out that the definition above does not fix a direc-
tion of the output mapping. Σ can be from S to T, from T to S, or including
intra-schema constraints. We will see in forthcoming chapters that the specific
syntax depends on the semantics determined by the application scenario of
schema merging.
Definition 4.2 (Binary Merge). Let S1 and S2 be two relational schemas
without common relation names, andM = (S1,S2, Γ1∪Γ2∪Σ12) be a schema
mapping between S1 and S2, in which Γ1 is a set of constraints over S1, Γ2 is a
set of constraints over S2, and Σ12 is a set of inter-schema constraints between
the two schemas. Then the merge input is formulated as (S1∪S2, Γ1∪Γ2∪Σ12).
Similarly, when more than two schemas are to be merged (n-ary merge),
the joint source schema is a union of all the input schemas, while the input
constraints are a union of all the inter-/intra-schema constraints among the n
schemas.
Definition 4.3 (N-ary Merge). Let S1,S2, . . . ,Sn be relational schemas
with no relation symbol in common. Let Γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the intra-schema
constraints on Si. Let Σ be inter-schema constraints among the n schemas.
Then the merge input is (S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn, Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γn ∪Σ).
In other words, the merge definition does not emphasize the procedural
aspect of the merging process. A merge output is fully determined by the joint
source schema and the input constraints.
4.2 Invertibility of Views
Lenzerini [2002] distinguishes two types of views: sound views and exact views.
A sound view only contains part of the view tuples, while an exact view
contains all the view tuples.
We now introduce the notion of closure of s-t tgds to represent view defi-
nition mappings for exact views.
Definition 4.4 (Closure of full s-t tgds). Let Σ be a set of full source-to-
target tgds (GAV mapping), the closure of Σ, denoted by Σ∗ is then the set
of disjunctive tgds: Σ ∪{R(x)→ ∨
φi(x)→R(x)∈Σ
φi(x)}, in which φi(x) is a CQ
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possibly with equalities. In particular, when Σ is union free, Σ∗ is a set of
tgds.
Intuitively, closure closes the scope of target instances to be exactly the unique
view instance computed from a given source instance. The closure of a set of
full s-t tgds denotes a view definition mapping. Each UCQ (Union of Con-
junctive Queries) view definition mapping can be expressed as a closure of
full s-t tgds. For UCQ views, the closure is a set of disjunctive tgds, with
disjunction in the head. For conjunctive views , the closure is a set of tgds,
both source-to-target and target-to-source.
We say a view, defined by a view definition mapping, is invertible wrt.
a query language, if we can reconstruct the source database over the view
instance using queries in the given language.
Definition 4.5 (Invertible Views). Let S be a schema, Γ be a set of tgds
and egds over S, M be a FO view definition mapping with dom(M) =
Inst(S, Γ ).M is invertible wrt. a query language class L, if there exists an in-
verse mappingM′ definable in L, such thatM◦M′ = {(I, I) : I ∈ dom(M)}.
When L is FO, invertibility corresponds to Hull’s notion of calculus dominance
[Hull, 1986].
Fan and Bohannon [Fan and Bohannon, 2008] show that invertibility of
FO views is undecidable by a reduction from equivalence of FO queries.
Proposition 4.6 ([Fan and Bohannon, 2008]). Invertibility of FO views
is undecidable.
In vision of the undecidability of FO views, it is natural to confine the
scope to positive views.
4.2.1 Invertibility and Query Rewritability
Hull [Hull, 1986] shows that for FO queries, admitting FO-to-FO rewriting
(query dominance) is equivalent to invertibility wrt. FO queries (calculus
dominance). In this section, we show that such a connection still holds, if
we consider the query language CQ. In other words, invertibility of views can
be tested by rewritability of queries.
In this section we focus on the existential positive fragment of FO, i.e.,
UCQ (aka. SPJU queries). Even without constraints, invertibility of FO views
is already undecidable. Therefore, we consider only SPJU views. We consider
here invertibility of SPJU views wrt. UCQ. In fact, the most expressive lan-
guage needed for invertible SPJU views is UCQ=,6=, i.e., UCQ extended with
equality and inequality among variables. However, the use of inequalities is
unsuitable in the case when source databases contain nulls, which are incom-
parable. The confinement to UCQ makes the invertibility friendly towards
nulls. We will remark on this issue in Section 4.2.2.
For an n-ary relation R, the identity query is the query Q(x1, . . . , xn) ←
R(x1, . . . , xn).
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Proposition 4.7. Let S be a relational schema with a set of finitely chaseable
tgds and egds Γ , V is a UCQ view, then the following are equivalent:
1. V is invertible wrt. UCQ.
2. Every CQ over S has an equivalent target CQ rewriting over V.
3. For each relation R ∈ S, the identity query of R has an equivalent CQ
rewriting over V.
Proof. From 1 to 2: we need to show when V is invertible wrt. UCQ, any
source CQ has a CQ (instead of UCQ) rewriting. For any source query q ∈ CQ,
the chase of it against Γ produces a canonical tableau that is equivalent to q
under Γ , which we denote by Iq. Please note that Iq |= Γ . Therefore, there
exists a unique view instance Jq that is the view instance of Iq, and Jq contains
all the symbols (variables or constants) appearing in Iq (otherwise the view
cannot be invertible, which is called constant propagation property in [Fagin,
2007]).
There is one intricate issue: during the chase of q with Γ , some variables
may be collapsed into one. That is, the set of variables in Iq is a subset of the
variables in q. However, this does not influence the result.
We claim that the tableau Jq represents a target CQ that is an equivalent
rewriting of q.
For any source instance I |= Γ , a tuple a is an answer a ∈ q(I) if and
only if the tableau q can be embedded in I via a homomorphism h with head
variables mapped to a, denoted by q
h,a−−→ I. Since Iq is an equivalent query
under Γ , we have Iq
h1,a−−−→ I, while h1 is the restriction of h to variables
appearing in Iq. This is because some variables in q may be equated during
chase.
Let V be a view schema, I be a source instance, then V(I) denotes the
unique view instance corresponding to I. Furthermore, it is known that UCQ
views (expressible in s-t tgds) reflect source homomorphisms [ten Cate and
Kolaitis, 2010]: I1
h−→ I2 implies V(I1) h
′
−→ V(I2) with h′ an extension of h. In
particular, for full s-t tgds, all symbols are carried along and hence h′ = h.
S V
Iq
I
Jq
J
h1 h1
schema:
query:
instance:
Fig. 4.1. From Invertibility to Query Rewritability
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It follows then Jq
h1,a−−−→ V(I), since Jq = V(Iq). Therefore, we have shown
that Jq returns a super set of the answer set of Iq. The only remaining point
is to show that Jq is a contained rewriting, i.e., the answer of Jq is a subset
of the answer of Iq.
To see the soundness, consider the inverse mapping M expressible by
UCQs. That is M is expressible in full s-t tgds, with V the source schema,
and S the target schema. Following the definition of invertible views, we have
(Jq, Iq) ∈ Inst(M). AgainM reflects source homomorphism. For any (J, I) ∈
Inst(M), following the same reasoning as the above, we can see any answer
of Jq over J is an answer of Iq over I.
In summary, Jq is an equivalent target rewriting in CQ for q.
From 2 to 3 is straightforward, since identity query is definable in CQ.
From 3 to 1 is obvious, since a CQ rewriting is in the language UCQ. uunionsq
We have to point out that the link between invertible views and CQ-to-CQ
rewritability only holds when the view is defined by queries not involving
comparisons or inequalities. It is also worth noting that views are functional
mappings and invertible views are bijective.
Corollary 4.8. A UCQ view V invertible wrt. UCQ is also invertible wrt.
CQ.
Interestingly, the CQ-to-CQ rewritability does not hold for the direction
from an invertible view to the source schema.
Proposition 4.9. There exists a source schema S with egds only, an invertible
UCQ view V and a target CQ Q, such that there exists no equivalent source
CQ rewriting for Q.
Proof. We first present a result that is an extension of the well known query
containment property between CQ and UCQ [Ullman, 1989].
Lemma 4.10. Let Γ be a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over S, then
if a CQ is contained in a union of CQs, i.e., Q ⊆Γ Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ . . . ∪Qn, there
must exists an i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that Q ⊆Γ Qi.
To see the above result, we can chase the CQ Q with Γ and obtain an equiva-
lent CQ QΓ . Please note that QΓ |= Γ . Therefore, the UCQ on the right hand
side should produce an answer over the tableau QΓ . It follows, there exists
some Qi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Qi can be embedded into QΓ with a homo-
morphism, that is, QΓ ⊆ Qi. According to theorem 2.40, we have Q ⊆Γ Qi.
As a corollary, if a UCQ is equivalent to a CQ under Γ , then there exists a
component CQ in the original UCQ that contains all other component CQs
under Γ .
Now we construct an example proving the proposition. Let S contain two
ternary relations R(K,A,B) and S(K,A,C). Γ contain the following egds:
• K is key of R: R(k, a1, b1), R(k, a2, b2)→ a1 = a2, b1 = b2
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• K is key of S: S(k, a1, c1), S(k, a2, c2)→ a1 = a2, c1 = c2
• R(k, a1, b), S(k, a2, c)→ a1 = a2
An invertible UCQ view V is defined by the following rules:
• T (k, a)← R(k, a, b) ∨ S(k, a, c)
• R′(k, b)← R(k, a, b)
• S′(k, c)← S(k, a, c)
It is easy to see that V is invertible, as R ≡ R′ on T and S ≡ S′ on T . Now
consider the query Q(k, a) ← T (k, a). We claim that there is no source CQ
that is an equivalent rewriting of Q. In fact, there is an equivalent source
rewriting in UCQ, i.e., piK,A(R)∪ piK,A(S). Suppose there exists a source CQ
rewriting. Then according to the corollary after the above lemma, we have
one of the two component CQ must contain the other under Γ . This can be
easily verified to be false. Contradiction!
When a view is a CQ view, then any target CQ has an equivalent source
rewriting in CQ.
Proposition 4.11. Let V be an invertible CQ view, then any target CQ has
a source CQ rewriting.
Proof. Simply unfolding the target CQ with the view definition mapping of
V results in a source CQ.
That is, for invertible CQ views, CQ-to-CQ rewriting exists for both direc-
tions: source-to-target and target-to-source.
4.2.2 Invertibility Beyond UCQ
In general, a UCQ view can be invertible, but the inverse may not be ex-
pressible in UCQ. It follows from [Fagin et al., 2008] that the query language
suitable for inverses of positive views in general is UCQ=,6=.
The following is an example from [Fagin et al., 2008] showing a UCQ view
that is invertible using UCQ with inequalities.
Example 4.12. Let S be a schema containing two relations: a binary relation P
and a unary relation T. Let V be a view containing three relations: a binary
relation P’, a unary relation Q and a unary relation T’. Then V is defined as
a UCQ view over S.
• P ′(x, y)← P (x, y) ∨ (T (x), x = y)
• Q(x)← P (x, x)
• T ′(x)← T (x)
We can verify that V is not invertible wrt. UCQs. Because, if we follow the
procedure of Proposition 4.7, we test for target rewritability of the identity
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query of P. Since source constraints are empty, we simply get the target in-
stance as P ′(x, y). However, it is easy to verify P ′(x, y) is not an equivalent
rewriting, because the source instance I = {T (1)} is a counterexample.
Nevertheless, the view is invertible using UCQ=,6=:
• P (x, y)← (P ′(x, y), x 6= y) ∨ (Q(x), x = y)
• T (x)← T ′(x)
A UCQ view is invertible if and only if it is invertible with respect to
UCQ=,6=. Nevertheless, we do not adopt the most expressive language for
inverse queries in our schema merging approach, because of the following
reasons:
1. It remains unknown how to handle incomplete instances with nulls using
such a query language with inequality. On the contrary, plain UCQs are
indifferent for constants and nulls. Therefore, if labeled nulls are present,
they are simply passed through.
2. The simple link between invertibility and CQ-to-CQ rewritability is lost,
as a source CQ can be rewritten into a query in UCQ=,6=.
We remark that Fagin and Nash show in [Fagin and Nash, 2010] that in
absence of source constraints, invertibility is coNP complete.
4.2.3 Testing Invertibility of CQ Views
According to Proposition 4.7, we know in order to test whether a view is
invertible, we can test whether each identity query of a source relation is
rewritable over the view. For conjunctive views, the view definition mapping
(expressed as the closure of a set of full s-t tgds) is expressible in tgds, i.e.,
disjunctive tgds are not necessary. Based on the above observations, we pro-
vide here Algorithm 1 testing whether a conjunctive view over a schema with
finitely chaseable tgds and egds is invertible or not. CQ-to-CQ rewritability
under constraints can be tested using the Chase & Backchase (C&B) algo-
rithm [Deutsch et al., 2006] or algorithms described in [Afrati and Kiourtis,
2010].
4.3 Minimality of Schemas
When multiple data sources co-exist, logical constraints are a high-level declar-
ative mapping linking them all together. However, the fact that data are served
from separate underlying data sources need not, and sometimes should not, be
exposed to the front end user. Moreover, the various representations of over-
lapping data sources will inevitably confuse the user in terms of query formu-
lation and data retrieval. This is termed in [Chiticariu et al., 2008] “metadata
chaos”. Therefore, the schema minimization procedure aims at consolidating
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Input : source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S, and a conjunctive view schema V
Output: True if V is invertible; otherwise False.
1 foreach relation R ∈ S do
2 Let QR be the identity query over S for R
3 if QR is not rewritable over V under Γ then
4 return False
5 end
6 end
7 return True
Algorithm 1: IsInvertible(S, Γ,V)
different forms of representing the same piece of information, and as an effect
achieving a “minimal” schema.
In the pioneering survey by Batini et al. [Batini et al., 1986], minimality
is described as a unique representation of the same concept. Obviously, such
minimality criteria is quite meaningful when alignments between concepts are
given as input mappings. However, it cannot be simply carried over to the
logical merge scenario which is based on value semantics. Here we describe
minimality of schemas under constraints.
4.3.1 Project-minimality
The first minimality criteria is inspired by [Li et al., 2001; Pottinger and
Bernstein, 2008], and it captures the intuition that any attribute in a relational
schema is essential, i.e., removing it will result in a loss of information.
Definition 4.13. A schema is project minimal, if no view obtained by re-
moving an attribute is invertible.
Example 4.14. Consider a simple schema S consisting of two ternary relations:
• Employee(eid, name,mid), and
• Manager(id, name, dept)
The first relation Employee has three attributes: an employee id (eid), which
is also a key, an employee name (name), and id of the manager of the employee
(mid). The second relation Manager stands for manager, which contains an
id (id) , the manager’s name (name), and the department name (dept). In
particular, id is a key for Manager.
The following inter-schema constraints are known:
• Employee(eid, name,mid)→Manager(mid,mname, dept)
• Manager(id, name, dept)→ Employee(id, name,mid)
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The first constraint is a foreign key constraint from Employee to Manager.
The second constraint says, each manager is also an employee.
We can see S is not project minimal, as the project-view removing the
name attribute of Manager is an invertible view. To see that, it suffices to see
the following equivalence is implied by the constraints:
Manager ≡ piid,name,dept(piid,dept(Manager) onid=eid Employee)
4.3.2 Join-minimality
In the scenario of integrating multiple independently developed schemas, it is
common that several relations have overlapping information, i.e., they repre-
sent fragmented information about the same entity type. Therefore, we would
to collapse such fragmented entities, which leads to the notion of join mini-
mality.
Definition 4.15. A bidirectional inclusion dependency (BIND) is a con-
straint piA1(R1) = piA2(R2), where R1 and R2 are two relations, and A1
(A2 resp.) is a list of non-repeating attributes in R1 (R2 resp.).
Existence of a BIND is a hint of fragmented entities. Joining the fragments
over shared attributes in the BIND will result in an invertible view, since the
BIND implies no dangling tuples exists. A BIND is nontrivial if it contains
non-empty common attribute lists.
Definition 4.16. Let S be a schema, and Γ be a set of constraints over S,
then S is join minimal, if no nontrivial BIND is implied by Γ
This join-minimality captures the intuition that fragmented entities scattered
among different schemas may present partial information of the same en-
tity/concept.
However, a lossless join on a Key-ForeignKey relationship may lead to
de-normalization, as shown in the example below.
Example 4.17. Consider a simple schema S consisting of two relations:
• Employee(eid, name,mid), and
• Manager(id, dept)
The former relation represents an employee with a key ID, name and manger
ID, the latter represents a manager with a key ID and a department name.
The interschema constraints consist of the following rule:
• Employee(eid, name,mid)↔Manager(mid, dept)
If we collapse the two relations into the following view:
• EmpMgr(id, n,mid, dept)← Employee(id, n,mid),Manager(mid, dept)
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No information is lost. However, this has a side effect on the underlying
database. If the schema is used for storing base data, then the collapsing
performs a de-normalization, which is against the best practice of database
design.
In vision of the de-normalization side effect, we define a stronger flavor
of join minimality to prevent degrading the quality of the schema as a base
schema for storing data. We confine the scope to fragmented entities hinted by
BINDs over a key, i.e., the shared attributes are a super key for both relations.
Definition 4.18. A schema S with constraints Γ is join minimal over keys,
if no non-trivial BIND over keys is implied by Γ .
We can see that in Example 4.17, the BIND is not over a key, as mid is
not a key for relation Employee.
4.3.3 Minimal Views
A view schema is a special schema that is dependent on the source schema over
which the view is defined on. Therefore, the minimality of views is implicitly
determined by the source constraints and the view definition.
We recall the definition of query capacity of views (definition 2.53), which
is determined by the set of definition queries of each view predicate in a view
schema. We use the notion of query capacity to define the project-minimality
of views.
Definition 4.19. Let S be a schema, and Γ be a set of constraints over S.
Let V be a view schema over S. Then V is project-minimal if removing any
attribute from V will result in another view with less query capacity, i.e.,
some query answerable over V is no longer answerable. V is join-minimal
(over key) if no BIND (over key) that holds for all view instances of V.
Another perspective is that the view definition mapping and the source
constraints together formulate some implicit constraints over the possible in-
stances of a view schema. Therefore, the minimality of views is the same as
minimality under such implicit constraints.
4.3.4 (Non-)Uniqueness of Minimum
An immediate question to ask is whether there exists only unique project-
minimal (respectively join-minimal) view candidates that are invertible. Un-
fortunately, as the following examples show, it is not the case. Presence of
constraints allow for multiple non-redundant ways to represent the same piece
of information.
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Example 4.20 (Join minimal invertible view is not unique). Suppose we have
two binary relations R(x, y) and S(x, y). Each single attribute is a key for
the container relation. That is, either R.x or R.y is a key for relation R, and
either S.x or S.y is a key for relation S. Moreover, we have the following
inter-schema constraints:
• R(x, y1)↔ S(x, y2), and
• R(x1, y)↔ S(x2, y).
The following two Join-views are both join-minimal and invertible:
• V1(x, y, z)← R(x, y), S(x, z)
• V2(x, y, z)← R(x, y), S(z, y)
The first view corresponds to joining R and S on the first attribute, while
the second view is joining on the second attribute. It is easy to verify both
views are invertible, since the inter-schema constraints ensure that no dangling
tuples exist.
The following example shows that there may be exponentially many
project-minimal invertible views.
Example 4.21 (Project-minimal invertible view is not unique). LetR(x1, x2, . . . ,
xn, y) be an (n+1)-ary relation, and S(x1, x2, . . . , xn, z) be an (n+1)-ary re-
lation. The intra-schema constraints identifies x1 as a key for both R and S.
The inter-schema constraint is:
R(x1, x2, . . . , xn, y)↔ S(x1, x2, . . . , xn, z)
There are now exponentially many project-minimal invertible views. We can
now partition the non-key attributes x2, . . . , xn into two sets and distribute
the n-1 attributes according to the partition to the two relations. Each of
such 2n−1 partition configurations corresponds to a project-minimal invertible
view.
4.4 Discussion
In Section 4.1, the syntax of schema merging is defined over a joint source
schema under constraints. This is inspired by the combine-and-optimize
paradigm proposed in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983] and [Biskup and Convent,
1986]. In this way, the number of schemas to be merged and the order of
merging do not influence the semantics of the merging algorithm.
Information capacity is considered too general as the completeness require-
ment for schema merging in [Miller et al., 1994]. First, the abstract functions
in information capacity are difficult to use in practical applications and sec-
ond, it is in general undecidable. In Section 4.2 invertibility of views is used
to characterize the completeness aspect of mediated schema. We also show
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that when the input dependencies admit a terminating chase, invertibility of
views is decidable. Focusing on views of the joint source schemas provide an
explicit mapping between the input schema and the mediated schema on the
instance level. Moreover, invertibility of views can be decided by testing query
rewritability.
We have to point out that the invertibility of views has a close relation
to so-called tgd-invertibility in[Fagin, 2007]. Fagin studies the invertibility of
mappings specified in s-t tgds, when the inverse mapping is expressible in t-s
tgds. The difference is that tgd-invertibility is in Open World Assumption,
and hence the identity mapping defined is {(I, J) : I ⊆ J ∧ I, J ∈ Inst(S)},
i.e., open on the target side. We consider exact views. Each UCQ view has
a corresponding mapping in full s-t tgds. The invertibility of an exact UCQ
view is equivalent to the tgd-invertibility of such a set of full s-t tgds.
In particular, Proposition 4.7 reveals that in order to test a view for in-
vertibility, it suffices to perform a finite set of query rewritability tests. For
conjunctive views, such rewritability tests can be performed directly using the
algorithm Chase & Backchase (C&B) [Deutsch et al., 2006]. An algorithm
testing invertibility of conjunctive views is described in Section 4.2.3.
We established two minimality criteria for schemas under constraints and
subsequently views. The project-minimality ensures that no attribute in a
schema is unnecessary, while the join-minimality prevents fragmentation of
the same entity.
Li et al. [2001] considers the problem of minimizing a view set without
losing query answering power. They are testing whether each relation in a
view schema is redundant. Our definition of project minimality is stronger
than the relation wise view set minimality in [Li et al., 2001] as any project
minimal schema is relation wise minimal but not vice versa.
Casanova and Vidal [1983] and Biskup and Convent [1986] also consider
collapsing relations sharing common keys. However, in their approaches, the
equivalence or inclusion are explicitly provided in the input mapping. We
make use of a more expressive mapping consisting of tgds and egds. In order
to allow reasoning over the tgds and egds, they have to obey some syntactical
restrictions, such as weakly acyclicity [Fagin et al., 2005a].
Part III
Algorithmic Aspects of Schema Merging

5Schema Minimization Under Constraints
In this chapter, we present the schema minimization algorithm that lies at
the core of our schema merging approach.
The aim of the schema minimization procedure is to identify redundant
representations of the same piece of information and to find a minimal way
to represent data under constraints.
We have shown in Section 4.2.1 that the invertibility of a view can be
tested via query rewritability. The remaining issues are 1) how to identify
redundancy in a schema; and 2) how to eliminate such redundancy.
We handle these two issues in this chapter by considering two types of re-
dundancy. The first type of redundancy reveals that the same entity may be
fragmented in different schemas. For instance, information about employees
may be distributed in two relations, one recording biographical data and the
other recording salary data. Fragmented entities are discovered by enumer-
ating maximal bidirectional inclusion dependencies BINDs (Def. 4.15), which
are discussed in Section 5.1. Redundancy revealed by BINDs is resolved by
collapsing relations. The second type of redundancy deals with the case when
some attributes of a schema are unnecessary under constraints. In Section
5.2 an A-priori variant is proposed to enumerate candidate attribute sets ef-
ficiently. Unnecessary attribute sets are handled by projections.
A complete algorithm that is capable of eliminating both types of redun-
dancy is presented in Section 5.3. The algorithm produces minimal invertible
project-join views of the original schema.
5.1 Join Minimization via BIND Discovery
The join minimization procedure consists of two steps: a BIND discovery
step and a collapsing formulation step. Section 5.1.1 describes a procedure to
discover maximal BINDs implied by a set of constraints. Section 5.1.2 presents
how the possible collapsings of relations are constructed.
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5.1.1 Maximal BINDs Discovery
When different schemas are independently designed to model an overlapping
domain, the same entity may be modeled in separate schemas. We deem bidi-
rectional inclusion dependencies (BINDs) as a hint of fragmented entities.
Therefore, in order to identify such redundancy, we head for a procedure that
discovers those BINDs implied by the constraints over a schema.
Definition 5.1 (Maximal BINDs). A BIND piA1(R1) = piA2(R2) is sub-
sumed by another BIND piA′1(R1) = piA′2(R2), if A
′
1 is a proper superset of
A1 and A
′
2 is a proper superset of A2. A BIND σ is maximal with respect to
a set of BINDs Σ, if there is no other BIND τ in Σ such that τ subsumes σ.
A BIND is maximal, if there is no other BIND with the same relations
and a superset of attribute pairs. We present in Algorithm 2 a procedure to
find all maximal BINDs implied by a set of constraints Γ using the chase
procedure [Abiteboul et al., 1995] for reasoning over data dependencies. As
chase with tgds and egds does not terminate in general, we require that the
input constraints admit terminating chase, which can be guaranteed by some
syntactical conditions [Fagin et al., 2005a; Deutsch et al., 2008; Meier et al.,
2009; Marnette, 2009; Spezzano and Greco, 2010].
To simplify the discovery process, we assume that there are no redundant
attributes within one relation, that is, there are no two distinct attributes A
and B of a relation R such that Γ |= piA(R) = piB(R). When such redundant
attributes really arise, a simple preprocessing phase can easily identify and
remove such redundancy. Moreover, even without preprocessing, they will be
removed anyway, in a later project-minimization step (Section 5.2).
The BIND discovery algorithm consists of three steps.
1. In the first step (line 1 to 14), the algorithm starts by finding all inclusion
dependencies (INDs) implied by Γ . For each relation R in the schema,
a singleton tableau containing a single R-tuple with distinct variables is
taken as a starting database on line 3. The singleton tableau is then chased
against Γ one line 4. For each T-tuple in the chase result with a set of
variables overlapping with the original R-tuple, an IND is recorded on line
11. For recording IND, we use a triple (R, T, L), in which R is the source
relation, T is the target relation, and L is a list of ordinal pairs indicating
corresponding attributes in the two relations.
2. In the second step, all INDs are “joined” to produce BINDs (line 16 to
24). For each IND from R to T that joins with some IND from T to R, a
maximal set of common ordinal pairs is computed.
3. In the third step, non-maximal BINDs are pruned on line 25. An additional
test whether the BINDs are over keys can be appended if required.
The following theorem shows that the BIND discovery process is both
sound and complete. That is, it finds all and only the maximal BINDs implied
by a set of finitely chaseable constraints.
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Input : A source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S.
Output: All maximal BINDs implied by Γ
1 Initialize IND← ∅
2 foreach relation R ∈ S do
3 Let IR be a singleton R-tuple with all different variables
4 Let IΓR be the chase of IR against Γ
5 foreach relation T ∈ S/{R} do
6 if there is a T -tuple t ∈ IΓR containing variables in IR then
7 L← ∅
8 foreach variable x ∈ dom(IR) do
9 If x appears in position j in t and position i in the
R-tuple of IR, add (i, j) to L
10 end
11 add (R, T, L) to IND
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 BIND← ∅
16 foreach pair of relations R and T do
17 foreach (R, T, Lrt) ∈ IND do
18 foreach (T,R,Ltr) ∈ IND do
19 L← ∅
20 For each (i, j) ∈ Lrt and (j, i) ∈ Ltr, add (i, j) to L.
21 If L is not empty, add (R, T, L) to BIND
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 Remove from BIND those that are non-maximal
26 return BIND
Algorithm 2: DiscoverMaxBINDs(S, Γ )
Theorem 5.2. If there are no redundant attributes within a relation, the algo-
rithm DiscoverMaximalBINDs finds all and only the maximal BINDs implied
by Γ .
Proof. Soundness of the procedure follows directly from the property of chase.
Here, we show it is also complete.
We start by a claim that any IND σ implied by Γ is subsumed by some
inclusion dependency in IND (recall that an IND is subsumed by another, if
they are over the same pair of relations and the involved attribute pairs of
the former is a subset of the latter).
Assume to the contrary that σ : piX(R) ⊆ piY(S) is a maximal IND implied
by Γ but not found in the IND discovery phase. Then the chase of singleton IR
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against Γ is a counter example, in which Γ is satisfied but σ is not. Therefore,
all maximal INDs are found in the IND discovery phase.
Having shown that the INDs are sound and complete, the sound and com-
pleteness of BINDs follow from the definition of BINDs. The final pruning
phase ensures all BINDs in the result set are maximal. uunionsq
Having discovered all maximal BINDs, we can easily prune those that are
not over keys. Testing key dependencies can be also performed using chase
[Abiteboul et al., 1995]. We denote by DiscoverMaximalBINDsOverKeys
the algorithm extending the discovery algorithm by a filtering step removing
BINDs not over keys.
Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S.
Output: All maximal BINDs over key implied by Γ
1 Initialize BINDOverKey← ∅
2 Let BIND be the output of DiscoverMaxBINDs(S, Γ )
3 foreach σ ∈ BIND do
4 if Γ implies σ is over key then
5 BINDOverKey← BINDOverKey ∪ {σ}
6 end
7 end
8 return BINDOverKey
Algorithm 3: DiscoverMaxBINDsOverKeys(S, Γ )
5.1.2 Enumerating Collapse Configurations
A collapse configuration is a representation for collapsing of relations using
the maximal BINDs. For a given set of maximal BINDs, there can be multiple
collapse configurations. Nevertheless, if there are only primary keys, i.e., only
one key for each relation, there is a unique collapsing using BINDs over keys.
Definition 5.3. A collapse configuration is a (partial) function mapping pairs
of relations to maximal BINDs.
If we denote the maximal BINDs of each pair of source relations as a set,
then enumeration of maximal collapse-configurations can be done via enumer-
ating elements of the cartesian product of these (non-empty) sets. We describe
in Algorithm 4 the join minimization algorithm which collapses relations us-
ing the maximal BINDs discovered. Each possible collapsing is represented by
a collapse configuration.
We now perform join minimization over the following example, which is
adapted from[Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008].
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Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S and over key a boolean indicating whether confined to
collapsing over key.
Output: A set of collapse configurations
1 Initialize BINDByPair← ∅
2 if over key then
3 AllBINDs← DiscoverMaxBINDsOverKey(S, Γ )
4 else
5 AllBINDs← DiscoverMaxBINDs(S, Γ )
6 end
7 foreach pair {R, T} ⊆ S do
8 Let BIND{R,T} be all BINDs in AllBINDs associated with the pair
(R, T )
9 if BIND{R,T} is not empty then
10 BINDByPair← BINDByPair ∪ {BIND{R,T}}
11 end
12 end
13 return cartesian product of BINDByPair
Algorithm 4: JoinMinimize(S, Γ, over key)
Example 5.4. Two travel agents Go-flight and Ok-flight have different schemas
of flight information, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The attribute num denotes
flight numbers; time and date describe the departure time and date of a flight;
price stands for the price of an air ticket; meal and nonstop are two boolean
attributes indicating whether meals are offered on the flight and whether the
flight is non-stop. Keys are underlined and arrowed lines indicate foreign key
Go#ﬂight!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
Go#price!
!num!!
!date!!
!price!
!!
Ok#ﬂight!
!num!
!date!
!%me!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
S1:2 S2:2
Fig. 5.1. An Example of Two Flight Schemas
constraints, while attribute correspondences across schemas are illustrated via
dashed lines. A mapping constraint between the two schemas can be expressed
as:
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Ok-flight(num, date, time, price, nonstop)↔ Go-flight(num, time,meal),
Go-price(num, date, price)
Consider the input mapping system in Example 5.4. Chasing with a sin-
gleton Go-flight tuple does not produce any other fact, which means there is
no IND originating from Go-flight. If we denote by ⊥i a labelled null with
i being an integer, chasing with Go-price(n, d, p) produces two other tuples
Go-flight(n,⊥1,⊥2) and Ok-flight(n, d,⊥1, p,⊥3), which correspond to the fol-
lowing INDs:
• Go-price[num] ⊆ Go-flight[num], and
• Go-price[num, date, price] ⊆ Ok-flight[num, date, price].
In our data structure, we record (Go-price,Go-flight, {(1, 1)}) and (Go-price,
Ok-flight, {(1,1), (2,2), (3,4)}). Similarly, chasing with a singleton Ok-flight
tuple reveals INDs:
• Ok-flight[num, time] ⊆ Go-flight[num, time] and
• Ok-flight[num, date, price] ⊆ Go-price[num, date, price].
They then correspond to (Ok-flight, Go-flight, {(1,1), (3,2)}) and (Ok-flight,
Go-price, {(1, 1), (2, 2), (4, 3)}). A join on the INDs outputs only one BIND:
(Ok-flight,Go-price, {(1, 1), (2, 2), (4, 3)})
which represents pinum,date,price(Ok-flight) = pinum,date,price(Go-price). The
only maximal collapse configuration contains this BIND. The corresponding
minimal Join-view then looks like the following:
Go#ﬂight‘*(Go#ﬂight)!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
!!
Ok#ﬂight‘*(Ok#ﬂight,*Go#price)!
!num!
!date!
!!!!%me!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
T:*
The relation Go-flight’ is a copy of the source relation Go-flight, while the
relation Ok-flight’ is a join of the source relations Ok-flight and Go-price:
Ok-flight on Go-price. For clarity, we include source relations from which a
relation comes from in parenthesis.
5.2 Project Minimization
5.2.1 Testing Attribute Set for Redundancy
A set of attributes is redundant in a schema under constraints, if the Project-
view that removes this set of attributes is still invertible.
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Definition 5.5. Let S be a relational schema, and A be a set of attributes in
S. A is redundant if the project-view removing A is invertible.
Therefore, we can test whether a set of attributes is redundant or not as a
special case of testing view invertibility.
We describe the procedure in Algorithm 5. Given a schema S, a set of
constraints Γ over S, and a set of attributes in S, the algorithm tests whether
the identity query of each source relation is rewritable as a CQ over the project
view V. The rewritability test under constraints can be performed using the
Chase & Backchase (C&B) algorithm [Deutsch et al., 2006] or algorithms
described in [Afrati and Kiourtis, 2010].
Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S, and a set of attributes C over S.
Output: True or False, accordingly
1 Denote by V the P-view determined by removing C
2 foreach relation R ∈ S do
3 if identity query of R is not rewritable over V under Γ then
4 return False
5 end
6 end
7 return True
Algorithm 5: IsRedundant(S, Γ, C)
5.2.2 A-priori Enumeration of Attribute Sets
A naive way of finding minimal subschemas that remain invertible is to enu-
merate all possible projections and test for reducibility. If a projection is
maximal in terms of set inclusion relationship, namely any superset will not
retain view invertibility, the corresponding induced output mapping is a de-
sired minimal mediated schema. Obviously, the above enumeration procedure
is exponential.
We present a more efficient enumeration algorithm by making use of the
following property: if a set of attributes is redundant, then any subset is
also redundant. This is known as the A-priori property [Agrawal and Srikant,
1994].
Proposition 5.6. The sets of redundant attributes satisfy A-priori property.
Proof. It follows simply from the definition of A-priori and the definition of
redundant set of attributes (Def. 5.5).
For efficiently enumerating candidate attribute sets, we use here a variant
of the depth-first GenMax algorithm [Gouda and Zaki, 2005], which makes
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use of both superset pruning (as in the original A-priori) and subset pruning.
Superset pruning removes all super sets of a non-redundant set from further
consideration, since they are guaranteed to be non-redundant due to the A-
priori property. Subset pruning removes all subsets of a redundant set from
the enumeration, as we are searching for maximal redundant sets of attributes.
Input : a projection set of attributes Il, a sorted set Cl of possible
attributes to be further projected, the recursion level l, the set
MP of maximal projections computed so far, schema S and a
set of finitely chaseable dependencies Γ
Output: MP , a set of maximal redundant attribute sets
1 foreach x ∈ Cl do
2 Il+1 = Il ∪ {x}
3 Pl+1 = {y ∈ Cl|y > x}
4 if ∃I ′ ∈MP such that Il+1 ∪ Pl+1 ⊆ I ′ then
5 return
6 end
7 Cl+1 ← ∅
8 foreach y ∈ Pl+1 do
9 if IsRedundant(S, Γ, Il+1 ∪ {y}) then
10 Cl+1 = Cl+1 ∪ {y}
11 end
12 end
13 if Cl+1 = ∅ ∧ ¬∃I ′ ∈MP such that Il+1 ⊆ I ′ then
14 MP ←MP ∪ {Il+1}
15 else
16 EnumMaxProjection(Il+1, Cl+1, l + 1,MP,S, Γ )
17 end
18 end
Algorithm 6: EnumMaxProjection(Il, Cl, l,MP,S, Γ )
Algorithm 6 depicts a recursive procedure to compute the maximal redun-
dant attribute sets. As input it receives a set Il of attributes already decided
to remove so far, a sorted set1 of candidate attributes Cl that possibly can be
projected out additionally, the recursion level l, a set MP collecting maximal
redundant attribute sets, and the schema S with constraints Γ .
On line 1, each attribute in the candidate set Cl is considered. Then on line
2, the new attribute is admitted into the redundant attribute set, resulting in
a new set Il+1. On line 3, Pl+1 is the set of remaining candidate attributes
that is after the current attribute x. Subset pruning is performed on line 4 to
6. If the remaining candidate set plus the selected set is subsumed by some
1 Sorted set is used to avoid repeating candidates in the enumeration. How the
elements are sorted does not influence the correctness.
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already determined maximal redundant attribute set, then there is no need
to consider further possibilities.
From line 7 to line 12, a new candidate attribute set Cl+1 is formulated for
the newly selected set Il+1. On line 9, each attribute in Pl+1 is combined with
Il+1 and then tested for redundancy. Only those attributes that can further
removed together with the already selected set Il+1 are admitted into the new
candidate set. This step is also a step of superset pruning, as all supersets
containing a non-removable attribute are pruned.
Line 13 to line 14 tests whether a maximal set of redundant attributes is
found. If there is no more attribute to consider and the current attribute set
is not subsumed by any existing maximum, then it is added to MP .
On line 16, if there is still candidate to append to the selected attribute
set, a recursive call is made.
After termination MP contains all the maximal redundant attribute sets
in the set-inclusion sense.
With the enumeration procedure at hand, we are now ready to describe
the project minimization algorithm presented in Algorithm 7. The algorithm
starts by initializing an empty set of candidate attributes C0 on line 1, and an
empty set of maximal projections MaxProjection on line 2. Then from line
3 to line 7, each source attribute is tested for redundancy. All redundant at-
tributes are added to the level 0 candidate set C0. Then the enumeration pro-
cedure EnumMaxProjection is called on line 8. The selected set is initial-
ized to empty set; C0 is passed as candidates; the empty set MaxProjection
is passed in as a collector. Finally, on line 9, the collector is returned.
Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S.
Output: A set of maximal redundant attribute sets
1 Initialize C0 ← ∅
2 Initialize MaxProjection← ∅
3 foreach attribute c ∈ S do
4 if IsRedundant(S, Γ, {c}) then
5 C0 ← C0 ∪ {c}
6 end
7 end
8 EnumMaxProjection(∅, C0, 0,MaxProjection,S, Γ )
9 return MaxProjection;
Algorithm 7: ProjectMinimize(S, Γ )
We now perform project minimization over Example 5.4.
Example 5.7. Project-minimization over Example 5.4 will proceed as follows.
First we identify singleton attributes that are redundant, which include the
following:
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• Go-price.num
• Go-price.date
• Go-price.price
• Ok-flight.date
• Ok-flight.time
• Ok-flight.price
Then the depth-first A-priori enumeration is invoked. The maximal sets of
redundant attributes found are the following:
• {Go-price.num, Go-price.date, Go-price.price, Ok-flight.time}
• {Ok-flight.date, Ok-flight.price, Ok-flight.time}
• {Go-price.date, Ok-flight.price, Ok-flight.time}
• {Go-price.price, Ok-flight.date, Ok-flight.time}
Each of the four attribute sets represents a minimal project view.
5.3 An Algorithm For Schema Minimization
In this section, we summarize the discussions of this chapter and provide
the complete schema minimization algorithm, which performs both project
minimization and join minimization.
5.3.1 Project-Join Minimization
Utilizing both join minimization and project minimization has several advan-
tages:
1. Some redundancy eliminated in project minimization cannot be handled
by collapse minimization. For instance, a source relation is a derived re-
lation from others, i.e., the constraints specify one relation as a selection
view of another relation. Such redundancy can be eliminated by project
minimization but not by join minimization.
2. Project minimization has no effect of consolidating relations, but only
removing attributes.
3. Join minimization can make project minimization more efficient, e.g., if
join minimization is performed over Example 4.21, the exponential possi-
bilities of redundant attribute sets can be avoided.
Before presenting an algorithm for Join-Project minimization, we make
two observations. First, we can see that any minimal view resulting from
collapsing and projection can be achieved by performing collapse minimization
followed by project minimization. This is due to the composability of CQs.
Second, we show that in order to test whether an attribute over a Join view
is redundant, it suffices to test whether all the attributes collapsed into it are
redundant in the original schema. For an attribute a in a Join view resulted
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from collapsing relations, we denote by lineage(a) the set of attributes in the
source schema that are collapsed into a.
Proposition 5.8. Let S be a relational schema with constraints Γ , V be an
invertible Join-view resulting from join minimization, and a be an attribute
of V. Then a is redundant if and only if the set of attributes lineage(a) is
redundant over source schema S.
Proof. Let T be the relation in V that contains a. Let R1, R2, . . . , Rn be the
source relations collapsed into T . We denote by R′i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the result
of removing the attributes in lineage(a) from Ri. We construct another view
schema S′, which is transformed from S by replacing each Ri by R′i. Let V
′
be the view schema transformed from V by removing attribute a from T .
We also note that by construction V′ is an invertible join view over S′,
since each collapsing is performed over maximal BIND. Therefore, there exists
bidirectional CQ-to-CQ rewriting.
If all attributes in lineage(a) are redundant, then by definition S′ is an
invertible conjunctive view. Each CQ over S′ can be rewritten into a CQ over
V′, and hence V′ is also an invertible view. That is, attribute a is redundant.
If attribute a is redundant, then V′ has the same query capacity as V.
Therefore, V′ is also an invertible conjunctive view. Similarly, any CQ over
V′ can be rewritten into a CQ over S′. That is S′ is an invertible view and
all attributes in lineage(a) are redundant. uunionsq
With the above two observations, we can perform project-join minimiza-
tion over a schema under constraints as follows. First, we perform join mini-
mization, and obtain a set of collapse configurations, each representing a min-
imal join view. Second, for each collapse configuration, we group all attributes
collapsed into one into an equivalent class. Each equivalent class corresponds
to an attribute on the collapsed join view. Third, we perform A-priori enumer-
ation over the equivalent classes. Such a project-join minimization procedure
is depicted in Algorithm 8.
The minimization algorithm starts by performing join minimization on
line 2. For each collapse configuration from line 2, a project minimization
is performed from line 4 to line 10. On line 4, attributes are grouped into
equivalent classes based on the given collapse configuration. Line 5 enumerates
sets of equivalent classes of attributes (the enumeration can be performed
using A-priori as in project minimization, but not detailed here), while line
6 tests whether it is both redundant and maximal. For each maximal set of
equivalent classes of attributes, a corresponding view T and a set of full s-t
tgds representing the mapping from S to T is generated on line 7, which we
will describe in detail in the next section (Section 5.3.2). As illustrated in
Figure 5.2, the schema minimization procedure generates results in the form
of schema mappings from the source schema S to a minimal mediated schema
T.
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Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S.
Output: A set of mappings {M = (S,T, Σ)} defining minimal
invertible views
1 min views ← ∅
2 collapse configs = JoinMinimize(S, Γ, true)
3 foreach conf ∈ collapse configs do
4 Formulate equivalence relation over attributes based on conf;
attributes collapsed are in one equivalence class
5 foreach attribute set C that is a union of some equivalent classes
do
6 if IsRedundant(S, Γ, C) and there is no proper superset C ′ of
C such that IsRedundant(S, Γ, C ′) then
7 Construct PJ view T and full s-t tgds Σ using conf and C
8 min views ← min views ∪ {(S,T, Σ)}
9 end
10 end
11 end
12 return min views
Algorithm 8: ProjectJoinMinimize(S, Γ )
S
Γs
TM
S1
S2
M=(S1, S2, Γs)
Mt =(S, T, ∑)
Fig. 5.2. Input and Output of Schema Minimization Procedure
Theorem 5.9. Each P-J view returned by ProjectJoinMinimize is a min-
imal invertible view for S under constraints Γ .
Proof. First, the project minimization step creates only invertible join views,
as the collapsing is performed on BINDs implied by Γ .
Moreover, Proposition 5.8 establishes the equivalence of redundant at-
tributes in the collapsed view and redundant attributes in the source schema.
Therefore, the resulting project-join views are invertible.
Minimality of the project-join views follows from the definition of join
minimality and the set-inclusion maximality of the redundant attribute sets.
uunionsq
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Example 5.10 (Example 5.4 cont.). After join minimization, the collapsed view
looks like:
Go#ﬂight‘*(Go#ﬂight)!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
!!
Ok#ﬂight‘*(Ok#ﬂight,*Go#price)!
!num!
!date!
!!!!%me!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
T:*
There are two relations: Go-flight(num,time, meal) and Ok-flight’(num, date,
time, price, nonstop). We then formulate equivalent classes of source at-
tributes. Since only Ok-flight and Go-price collapse on num, date and price,
there are only three equivalent classes consisting of two attributes:
• {Ok-flight.num,Go-price.num}
• {Ok-flight.date,Go-price.date}
• {Ok-flight.price,Go-price.price}
All other source attributes form singleton equivalent classes.
The project minimization is then carried out with the only difference that
sets of equivalent classes are enumerated.
After enumeration, it can be verified that only the set {Ok-flight.time} is
redundant, which corresponds to the attribute Ok-flight’.time in the collapsed
view. The invertibility can be verified by seeing the original source constraints
imply pinum,date,price,nonstop(Ok-flight
′)on pinum,time(Go-flight) ≡ Ok-flight′.
5.3.2 Model and Mapping Generation
A resulting data structure of schema minimization is a collapse configuration
representing the collapsing of relations and a set of redundant attributes. The
generation of the minimal view can be done as follows.
1. The collapse configuration induces two equivalence relations, one over over
attributes, the other over relations.
2. For each equivalence class of relations, one target relation is created in
the mediated schema.
3. Within each relation in the mediated schema, a distinct attribute is cre-
ated for each equivalence class of attributes.
4. Finally, attributes covered in the redundant attribute set are removed.
We do not handle the naming issues of the generated mediated schema. Nam-
ing can be handled either in a post integration step, or selected from a pre-
ferred input schema.
Generation of the transformation mapping defining a minimized schema as
a view over the joint source schema is also straightforward. For each equivalent
class of source relations, we perform the following:
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1. Construct a conjunctive query φ containing one atom for each source
relation.
2. For each equivalent class of attributes involved in φ, a distinct variable is
used in φ for all appearances of those attributes
3. A singleton target atom A corresponding to the equivalent class is used
as a target query. If an equivalent class of attributes involved in φ are
not subsumed by the redundant attribute set, then unify the variable
corresponding to the attribute equivalent class to the same one in φ.
4. Add to Σ the full tgd φ→ A.
We now illustrate the process by an example.
Example 5.11 (Example 5.10 cont.). The result of schema minimization is a
collapse configuration containing a single BIND:
(Ok-flight,Go-price, {(1, 1), (2, 2), (4, 3)})
and a redundant attribute set {Ok-flight.time}. The BIND indicates collaps-
ing of Ok-flight and Go-price into one relation. Therefore, there are in total two
equivalent classes of source relations: {Ok-flight, Go-price} and {Go-flight}.
Moreover, the following equivalent classes of attributes are induced:
• {Ok-flight.num, Go-price.num}
• {Ok-flight.date, Go-price.date}
• {Ok-flight.price, Go-price.price}
• singleton equivalent class for each remaining source attribute
The two equivalent classes of relations correspond to two target relations in the
view. In addition, each equivalent class of attribute, except {Ok-flight.time}
that is subsumed by the redundant attribute set, corresponds to an attribute
in a target relation. In summary, the following view schema is generated:
Go#ﬂight‘*(Go#ﬂight)!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
!!
Ok#ﬂight‘*(Ok#ﬂight,*Go#price)!
!num!
!date!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
T:*
The transformation mapping Σ has one tgd for each equivalent class of source
relations. The left hand side of the tgd is the join of all source relations in
the equivalent class, while the right hand side is a target relation, with some
source attributes removed. The following tgds are generated as described:
• Go-flight(n, t,m)→ Go-flight’(n, t,m)
• Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s),Go-price(n, d, p)→ Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s)
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5.4 Discussion
In the previous chapter, we have shown that a view over a schema with con-
straints can be tested for invertibility. In this chapter, we have presented how
to find a minimal conjunctive view that is invertible.
A minimal view is searched for by considering removing attributes from
a schema in project minimization in Section 5.2 and by considering collaps-
ing two relations sharing a common key in join minimization in Section 5.1.
Biskup and Convent [1986] consider also collapsing of relations sharing a com-
mon key and remove attributes. First, except for their use of exclusion depen-
dencies (EXDs), our mapping language is strictly more expressive than their
one-to-one integration constraints. Second, all minimization operations (col-
lapsing identical relations, eliminate selection views, and eliminate redundant
non-key attribute in a containment constraint via keys) in their approach are
subsumed by our minimization procedure. Third, we are able to eliminate
redundancy not revealed in their mapping. For instance, a relation can be
defined as a view over multiple relations in tgds, which is not expressible in
[Biskup and Convent, 1986]. Casanova and Vidal [1983] minimize the input
schema into a UCQ view. A relation corresponding to a super type of multiple
subtypes is indicated by a Union Functional Dependency (UFD). Although
our mapping language is able to express UFDs as inter-schema egds, we do not
consider generating disjunctive views. Pottinger and Bernstein [Pottinger and
Bernstein, 2008] propose a minimality criteria similar to our project minimal-
ity. However, they also have explicit syntactical constraints on the structure of
a mediated schema, such as overlapping information accessible in one target
relation. As a consequence, they do not have so many possibilities of minimiza-
tion as in our approach. Source integrity constraints are not used in [Pottinger
and Bernstein, 2008]. Arenas et al. [Arenas et al., 2010b] uses a mapping in the
language of full FO-to-CQ dependencies. Our mapping language is incompa-
rable to theirs. First, they allow only a unidirectional mapping from a source
schema to a target schema, while we allow tgds in both directions. Second, we
do not consider FO queries in our mapping language. Third, source integrity
constraints incorporated in our approach are not considered in theirs.
The minimization algorithm can be applied to the bottom-up design of
data warehouses to generate an initial design with a Global-As-View map-
ping. The transformation mappingMt generated in Section 5.3.2 can be used
as the GAV mapping. Nevertheless, there does not exist a one-size-fit-all solu-
tion for different schema integration tasks. As we will see in the forthcoming
chapters, the output mapping generation is intricate in several aspects. First
the direction of the mapping differs according to the application scenarios.
For instance, view integration (Chapter 6) and data integration (Chapter
7) require mappings in opposite directions: mediated-to-source vs. source-to-
mediated. Second, in order to guarantee information preservation, constraints
over mediated schemas may need to be incorporated in the mapping system,
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when the view schema is used separately, i.e., without a connection to some
other base schema.
6Relational View Integration
In this chapter, we discuss a significant application of schema merging: view
integration [Elmasri and Wiederhold, 1979]. View integration takes as input
a collection of user views and a mapping relating the view schemas, and pro-
duces as output a mediated schema intended as a base storage schema that is
able to support the input schemas as views.
We start by modeling the semantics of view integration in Section 6.1.
View integration based on schema minimization is studied in Section 6.2. In
particular, we study how to compute the output mapping which defines input
schemas as views over the mediated schema in Section 6.2.1. Generation of
constraints over the mediated schema is discussed in Section 6.2.2.
In Section 6.3, we study a variant of view integration called view merging,
which merges multiple views over the same schema. Similar to view integra-
tion, mapping constraints can be taken as instance level mappings. Different
from view integration, the mappings are now indirect mappings via the com-
mon database schema.
6.1 Semantic Modeling of View Integration
In order to define the semantics of view integration, we introduce first the
notion of confluence of two mappings, which is also adopted in [Arenas et al.,
2010b; Melnik et al., 2005]. Let S, S1 and S2 be schemas where S1 and S2
share no common relation symbol. M1 (M2) is a mapping from S to S1 (S2
respectively). Then the confluence of M1 and M2, denoted by M1 ⊕ M2
is {(I, J ∪ K)|(I, J) ∈ M1, (I,K) ∈ M2}. Intuitively, the confluence of two
mappings maps each source instance to a concatenation of the two target
instances under the original mappings. The following characterization of merge
is adapted from [Melnik, 2004].
Let dom(M) be the domain of a mapping M, and let range(M) denote
the range. We denote by SolM(I) the elements in the range of the mappingM
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that are associated to the source element I, called solutions in data exchange.
Definition 6.1. A mapping M is injective if ∀I, J ∈ dom(M), I 6= J implies
SolM(I) 6= SolM(J). A mapping M is a function (or functional) if for each
I ∈ dom(M) there is only one J ∈ range(M) such that (I, J) ∈ Inst(M).
A mapping is injective if distinct source elements are mapped to distinct target
elements. A mapping is functional, if for each source element there is only one
target element.
Definition 6.2. LetM be a schema mapping between S1 and S2. (S,M1,M2)
is a merge of M if:
1. dom(M1) = dom(M2);
2.M1 ⊕M2 is an injective function; and
3. range(M1 ⊕M2) = {J ∪K|(J,K) ∈ Inst(M)}.
The first condition requires that the two output mappings are views over the
same scope of databases. Condition 2 states the output mappings are view
definitions (functional) and injectivity guarantees the mediated schema does
not carry any extra information not contained in the sources. Such a condi-
tion ensures a bijection between the instances of the input schemas and the
mediated schema. That is the confluence mapping is information preserving.
Condition 3 ensures that every unified instance in the range of the confluence
respects the input mapping constraints, that is, a mutually consistent pair of
views can be retrieved.
The input and output of the view integration process are illustrated in
Figure 6.1. The inputs are two view schemas S1 and S2 and a mapping M
between them. The output is a mediated schema S and two view supporting
mappings M1 and M2.
M
S1
S2
S
M1
M2
M⊆Inst(S1)⨉Inst(S2)
M1⊆Inst(S)⨉Inst(S1)
M2⊆Inst(S)⨉Inst(S2)
Fig. 6.1. Input and Output of The View Integration Process
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The definition of merge does not concern the mapping language. As for
relational view integration, we can concretize the syntax. The mapping M
is a binary mapping (S1,S2, Σ) with Σ a set of tgds and egds over S1 ∪ S2.
The mappings M1 and M2 should be Global-As-View (GAV) mappings. We
focus in this chapter on mediated schemas that are conjunctive views over the
input schemas. A merge is then expressed as (S, (S,S1, Σ1), (S,S2, Σ2)). For
brevity, we write it as (S, Σ1, Σ2), as the omitted parts are clear from context.
For a schema S, we denote by Sˆ a replica schema with each relation re-
named. We also denote by Rˆ the replica relational symbol of R, and by Γˆ
the dependencies obtained through renaming relational symbols in Γ to their
replicas.
An identity mapping can be expressed by a set of copy tgds. That is
for each source relation R with arity n, there is a tgd R(x1, x2, . . . , xn) →
Rˆ(x1, x2, . . . , xn). In the theorem below, we denote by Id1 (resp. Id2) the
mapping copying Sˆ1 to S1 (resp. Sˆ2 to S2). The theorem states that a union
of the replicas of the input schemas together with an identity mapping is a
valid merge.
Theorem 6.3 ([Melnik, 2004]). Let M be a mapping specified by data de-
pendencies Γ in first order logic over S1 and S2, then (Sˆ1∪Sˆ2, Γˆ∪Id∗1, Γˆ∪Id∗2)
is a merge of M.
We can see the effect of Theorem 6.3 in the following example.
Example 6.4 (Example 5.4 cont.). Following Theorem 6.3, a valid merge could
be (Sˆ1∪ Sˆ2, Γˆ ∪Id1, Γˆ ∪Id2). The schema Sˆ1 (Sˆ2 respectively) is just a replica
of S1 (S2 respectively). The identity mapping Id1 can be expressed as:
• ̂Go-flight(n, t,m)→ Go-flight(n, t,m)
• ̂Go-price(n, d, p)→ Go-price(n, d, p)
The identity mapping Id2 can be expressed as:
• ̂Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)→ Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
The constraints Γˆ contains two parts: the integrity constraints including all
key constraints and inclusion dependencies over Sˆ1 and Sˆ2:
1. ̂Go-flight(n, t1,m1), ̂Go-flight(n, t2,m2) → t1 = t2,m1 = m2, or more
concisely ̂Go-flight : num→ time,meal.
2. ̂Ok-flight(n, d1, t1, p1, s1), ̂Ok-flight(n, d2, t2, p2, s2) → d1 = d2, t1 =
t2, p1 = p2, s1 = s2, or more concisely ̂Ok-flight : num→ date, time, price,
nonstop.
3. ̂Go-price(n, dp)→ ̂Go-flight(n, t,m), or more concisely ̂Go-price[num] ⊆
̂Go-flight[num]
and the rewritten mapping constraints:
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4. ̂Ok-flight(num, date, time, price, nonstop)↔ ̂Go-flight(num, time,meal),
̂Go-price(num, date, price)
The result in the above example satisfies that the mediated schema is a
valid merge in Definition 6.2. However, there are redundancy in the mediated
schema. For instance, ̂Go-price and ̂Ok-flight can be collapsed due to a com-
mon key 1. Hence the result is not project minimal according to Definition
4.18. Moreover, it also not project minimal according to Definition 4.13, since
time, date, price are replicated in an unnecessary way.
Arenas et al. [Arenas et al., 2010b] propose a merging algorithm taking
full s-t tgds as input and admitting denial constraints over the mediated
schema.We show their merge algorithm in Example 6.5. Several adaptions
are made. First their algorithm uses mapping in full FO-to-CQ dependen-
cies. Therefore, we adapt the input from Example 6.4 to full s-t tgds. Second,
source integrity constraints are not considered in the original algorithm. We
extend the approach a little bit to incorporate the integrity constraints.
Example 6.5. The input schemas S1 and S2 stay the same as in Example 5.4
and Example 6.4. Keys are underlined and foreign keys are illustrated by an
Go#ﬂight!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
Go#price!
!num!!
!date!!
!price!
!!
Ok#ﬂight!
!num!
!date!
!%me!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
S1:2 S2:2
Fig. 6.2. Mapping Example with Full Tgds
arrowed line. Please note that an additional key constraint stating num is a
key for Go-price is added 2. The mapping scenario is depicted in Figure 6.2.
The input mapping now contains the following full tgd:
Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)→ Go-price(n, d, p)
Due to the restriction to full s-t tgds, we are not able to express the corre-
spondences between Go-flight and Ok-flight.
1 Although not stated explicitly, the constraints imply that num is a key for
̂Go-price.
2 This addition is necessary here, as the modifications on the constraints make the
key constraint no longer implied.
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A valid merge can be then (Sˆ1 ∪ Sˆ2, Γˆ ′ ∪ Σ∗1 , Γˆ ′ ∪ Id∗2), in which Sˆ1, Sˆ2
and Id2 are the same as in Example 6.4, and Σ1 and Γˆ ′ are specified below.
Σ1 contains the full s-t tgds:
• ̂Go-flight(n, t,m)→ Go-flight(n, t,m)
• ̂Go-price(n, d, p)→ Go-price(n, d, p)
• ̂Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)→ Go-price(n, d, p)
Γˆ ′ is a union of rewritten source ICs 1-3 as in Example 6.4 and the following
denial constraint:
¬( ̂Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s) ∧ ̂Go-price(n, d, p))
The denial constraint ensures that the relation ̂Go-price does not store tuples
which are already in ̂Ok-flight.
We can see Example 6.5 is not project minimal according to Definition
4.13, as storing date and price in ̂Ok-flight is unnecessary.
Therefore, we propose the following definition requiring a valid merge ac-
cording to Definition 6.2 has a minimal mediated schema.
Definition 6.6. A minimal merge is a merge that is both project minimal and
join minimal (over keys).
6.2 View Integration by Schema Minimization
In this section, we provide an algorithm that performs view integration
through schema minimization under constraints. Figure 6.3 depicts an overview.
Given two schemas S1 and S2 related by a mapping M, we first perform
schema minimization under constraints, resulting in a minimal invertible view
T, associated with a transformation mapping Mt. Then we generate both,
the view supporting mapping from T to S1 and S2, and a set of constraints
ΓT over T.
The algorithm is described in Algorithm 9. Given a pair of schemas S1
and S2, and a set of constraints Γ over S1 ∪S2, the algorithm produces a set
of minimal merges. It is worth noting that the constraints Γ can contain both
intra-schema integrity constraints such as keys and foreign keys, and inter-
schema constraints in the form of tgds (both source-to-target and target-
to-source). It is necessary to require that Γ is finitely chaseable, which is
guaranteed by some syntactic conditions such as weakly acyclic [Fagin et al.,
2005a] or stratified [Deutsch et al., 2008].
The algorithm starts by performing project-join minimization over the
source schemas on line 2. Then for each minimal invertible view, a minimal
merge for view integration is constructed from line 3 to line 12. The minimal
conjunctive view T from the schema minimization procedure is used as the
mediated schema, while the mapping from the mediated schema to support
the source schemas as views consists of two components:
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S
Γs
TM
S1
S2
M=(S1, S2, Γs)
Mt =(S, T, ∑)
M1=(T, S1, ΓT ∪ ∑1-1)
M2=(T, S2, ΓT ∪ ∑2-1)
ΓT
Fig. 6.3. Illustration of View Integration Through Minimization
Input : Source schemas S1 and S2, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and
egds Γ over S1 ∪ S2.
Output: A set of minimal merges.
1 min merges ← ∅
2 M = ProjectJoinMinimize(S1 ∪ S2, Γ )
3 foreach M = (S1 ∪ S2,T, Σ) ∈M do
4 Σ1 ← ∅ and Σ2 ← ∅
5 foreach relation R ∈ S1 do
6 Σ1 ← Σ1 ∪ {R(x)← TargetRewrite(R(x), Γ,Σ)}
7 end
8 foreach relation R ∈ S2 do
9 Σ2 ← Σ2 ∪ {R(x)← TargetRewrite(R(x), Γ,Σ)}
10 end
11 Γt = ConstraintRewrite(Σ
∗ ∪ Γ,Σ1 ∪Σ2)
12 min merges← min merges ∪ {(T, Γt ∪Σ1, Γt ∪Σ2)}
13 end
14 return min merges
Algorithm 9: ViewIntegration(S1,S2, Γ )
1. view supporting mappings from T to S1 and S2.
2. constraints Γt over T.
The GAV mapping generation from line 4 to line 10 makes use of a source-
to-target rewriting procedure TargetRewrite, which rewrites a source CQ
to an equivalent target CQ. According to Proposition 4.7, such a rewriting
always exists. The rewriting algorithm is further detailed in Section 6.2.1. In
Algorithm 9, each source relation in S1 (S2 respectively) is iterated on line
2 (and line 8 respectively), a target rewriting of its identity query is taken
as the body of a GAV mapping and added to the view supporting mapping
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on line 6 (and line 9 respectively). Since the target rewriting is an equivalent
rewriting, the view definition mappings are correct.
The constraint rewriting on line 11 construct a set of tgds and egds over
T, which ensures invertibility. We describe the details in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.1 Computing View Supporting Mappings
According to Proposition 4.7, both source-to-target and target-to-source CQ-
to-CQ rewritings always exist for invertible conjunctive views. The source-to-
target rewriting is in fact a query rewriting procedure in presence of source
dependencies under Close World Assumption (CWA). There are well estab-
lished algorithms, such as the Chase & Backchase algorithm [Deutsch et al.,
2006] and the CoreCoverC algorithm [Afrati and Kiourtis, 2010].
The target rewriting algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 10. Let Q be a
CQ over S. We first chase Q against Γ on line 1, resulting in an equivalent
source CQ QΓ . Then QΓ is combined with an empty target instance, which
is again chased against Σ on line 2, producing a pair ((QΓ , Qt)). On line 3,
Qt is returned as a target rewriting.
Input : Source conjunctive query Q, finitely chaseable source
constraints Γ , and a set of full s-t tgds Σ in the
transformation mapping of an invertible view.
Output: A target CQ rewriting
1 Chase Q with Γ , resulting in QΓ
2 Chase (QΓ , ∅) with Σ, resulting in (QΓ , Qt)
3 return Qt
Algorithm 10: TargetRewrite(Q,Γ,Σ)
Proposition 6.7. The algorithm TargetRewrite produces equivalent tar-
get CQ rewriting for invertible views.
Proof (sketch). The correctness comes from the connection between invert-
ible conjunctive views and source-to-target rewriting (Proposition 4.7) and
the correctness of the query rewriting algorithm under constraints (see, e.g.,
[Afrati and Kiourtis, 2010]).
Example 6.8. Consider generating view supporting mappings for the mini-
mal view constructed in Example 5.11. The GAV mapping associates to each
source relation an equivalent target rewriting in CQ. That is, Σ1 include:
• Go-flight(n, t,m)← Go-flight′(n, t,m),
• Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight′(n, d, p, s),Go-flight′(n, t,m).
And Σ2 include:
• Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)← Ok-flight′(n, d, p, s),Go-flight′(n, t,m).
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6.2.2 Constraint Rewriting
During schema minimization, the minimal conjunctive view is implicitly con-
strained by the transformation mappingMt and the source constraints. How-
ever, in view integration, the mediated schema is used independently to store
data. That is, it is a master copy instead of a derived view. In order to main-
tain the implicit constraints on the valid instances of the mediated schema,
constraints have to be constructed. The constraints ensure one-to-one instance
level mapping between the mediated schema and the input schema.
Input : A finite set of tgds and egds Γ over S ∪T, and a set of full
tgds from T to S.
Output: A set of tgds and egds Γt over T
1 Initialize Γt to ∅
2 foreach σ ∈ Γ do
3 Let σ be of the form φ(x)→ ψ(x)
4 if φ(x) is a CQ over S then
5 φ′(x) is the unfolding of φ(x) against Σ
6 else
7 φ′(x) = φ(x)
8 end
9 if ψ(x) is a CQ over S then
10 ψ′(x) is the unfolding of ψ(x) against Σ
11 else
12 ψ′(x) = ψ(x)
13 end
14 Γt ← Γt ∪ {φ′(x)→ ψ′(x)}
15 end
16 return Γt;
Algorithm 11: ConstraintRewrite(Γ,Σ)
We describe in Algorithm 11 the procedure ConstraintRewrite. It
takes as input a set of constraints Γ and the view supporting mapping (Σ1
and Σ2) from the mediated schema to the input schemas, and produces a set
of constraints over the mediated schema T. The algorithm first initializes an
empty set of constraints over T on line 1. Then each tgd/egd in Γ is rewritten
from line 3 to line 13, and finally added to Γt on line 14. Each tgd or egd in Γ
can be expressed by the form φ(x)→ ψ(x), in which φ(x) is a CQ, and ψ(x)
can be either a CQ (in case of a tgd) or a conjunction of equalities (in case of
an egd). The rewriting procedure rewrites separately the premise (from line
4 to line 8) and consequence (from line 9 to line 13) of a constraint. During
the rewriting, if a formula (φ(x) or ψ(x)) is a CQ over S, then it is rewritten
by unfolding against the full tgds Σ. Unfolding simply replaces each target
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relation by its definition query in Σ, which in our case is a CQ over T. If the
formula is a CQ over T or a conjunction of equalities, then it is left intact.
In Algorithm 9 on line 11, two sets of rules are rewritten to the mediated
schema: the source constraints Γ and the closure Σ∗ of Σ. Rewriting of Γ
ensures that source instance pairs computed from instances of the mediated
schema respect input constraints between the source schemas. Rewriting of
Σ∗ ensures that instance of the mediated schema is computable from source
instance instance pairs.
We can show that the constraint rewriting procedure ensures instance
level bijection between the source schema under constraints and the mediated
schema under constraints. Let Σts be the union of Σ1 and Σ2. The following
logical equivalence holds.
Proposition 6.9. Let Γ be a set of tgds and egds over S ∪T, and Σ be the
view definition mapping from T to S. Let Σts be the union of the two view
supporting mappings Σ1∪Σ2, and Γt be the rewritten constraints over T. The
constraint rewriting procedure satisfies Γt ∪Σ∗ts ≡ Σ∗ ∪ Γ .
Proof. We first show that Γ ∪ Σ∗ implies Γt ∪ Σ∗ts. Since Σ represents an
invertible conjunctive view for all legal source instances with respect to Γ ,
we have for any source instance I |= Γ , let J be the view instance such
that (I, J) |= Σ∗ (such J is unique), (I, J) |= Σ∗ts due to the invertibility
and construction of Σ∗ts. It remains to show J |= Γt. Consider a tgd σ ∈ Γ
specified as φ(x)→ ψ(x). The constraint rewriting replace each source CQ by
an equivalent target CQ. We denote such a mapping by τ(.). Because I |= Γ ,
we have τ(Q)(J) = Q(I) for any CQ Q, and in particular also for φ and ψ
in σ. Since I |= σ, we have J |= ConstraintRewrite(σ). Egds are similar.
Therefore, J |= Γt.
Let J be a view instance such that J |= Γt, and let I be the unique
source instance such that (J, I) |= Σ∗ts. For each tgd σ ∈ Γ ∪ Σ∗, there is a
corresponding target tgd in Γt with the premise and consequence the unfolding
(against Σts) of the premise and consequence in σ. Therefore, it follows that
Σts ∪ Γt |= σ. Egds are similar. Therefore, Σts ∪ Γt |= Γ ∪Σ∗.
In summary, Γt ∪Σ∗ts ≡ Σ∗ ∪ Γ .
The key of the logical equivalence is that there is a both-as-view relation
between (S, Γ ) and (T, Γt). In particular, during the constraint rewriting, not
an arbitrary target rewriting is used, but exactly the unfolding characterized
by the view supporting mapping Σts from T to S.
The following example performs the constraint rewriting algorithm on our
running example.
Example 6.10 (Example 6.8 cont.). The source constraints Γ include the fol-
lowing constraints:
1. Go-flight(n, t1,m1),Go-flight(n, t2,m2)→ t1 = t2,m1 = m2
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2. Ok-flight(n, d1, t1, p1, s1),Ok-flight(n, d2, t2, p2, s2)→ d1 = d2, t1 = t2, p1 =
p2, s1 = s2
3. Go-price(n, d, p)→ Go-flight(n, t,m)
The closure Σ∗ of the transformation mappings Σ include:
4. Go-price(n, d, p),Go-flight(n, t,m)↔ Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
5. Go-flight(n, t,m)↔ Go-flight′(n, t,m)
6. Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s),Go-price(n, d, p)↔ Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s)
The corresponding rewritten constraints Γt are then:
1. Go-flight’(n, t1,m1),Go-flight’(n, t2,m2)→ t1 = t2,m1 = m2
2. Ok-flight’(n, d1, t1, p1, s1),Ok-flight’(n, d2, t2, p2, s2),
Go-flight’(n, t,m1),Go-flight’(n, t,m2) → d1 = d2, t1 = t2, p1 = p2, s1 =
s2
3. Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s),Go-flight’(n, t,m)→ Go-flight’(n, t,m)
4. tautology
5. tautology
6. Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s),Go-flight’(n, t,m)↔ Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s)
which are logically equivalent to the following set of constraints:
1. Go-flight’(n, t1,m1),Go-flight’(n, t2,m2)→ t1 = t2,m1 = m2
2. Ok-flight’(n, d1, t1, p1, s1),Ok-flight’(n, d2, t2, p2, s2) → d1 = d2, t1 =
t2, p1 = p2, s1 = s2
3. Ok-flight’(n, d, p, s)→ Go-flight’(n, t,m)
To conclude, the final mediated schema with constraints then looks like:
Go#ﬂight‘*(Go#ﬂight)!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
!!
Ok#ﬂight‘*(Ok#ﬂight,*Go#price)!
!num!
!date!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
T:*
As usual, keys are underlined and foreign keys are expressed by arrowed lines.
6.2.3 Correctness
We can now show that the algorithm generates minimal merges as desired.
Theorem 6.11. Let Γ be a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over S. Let
(T, Γt ∪Σ1, Γt ∪Σ2) be an output of ViewIntegration(S, Γ ), then (T, Γt ∪
(Σ1)
∗, Γt ∪ (Σ2)∗) is a minimal merge.
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Proof. We first show that the result is a valid merge. Let M1 and M2 cor-
responds to the view supporting mapping specified by Γt ∪ Σ∗1 and Γt ∪ Σ∗2
respectively.
First it is obvious dom(M1) = dom(M2) as they have the same set of
source constraints Γt.
Second, the view supporting mappings are injective functions. It is obvious
that they are functions. The injectiveness follows from the fact that T is an
invertible view over S under Γ and the correctness of constraint rewriting
(Proposition 6.9).
Third, correctness of the constraint rewriting procedure (Proposition 6.9)
implies for any I ∈ Inst(T) such that I |= Γt, if (I, J ∪K) ∈ Inst(M1⊕M2),
then (J,K) |= Γ .
The minimality comes from the correctness of the project-join minimiza-
tion procedure (Theorem 5.9).
6.3 View Merging via Indirect Mappings
As a variant of view integration, we can have several views over the same
database schema, which we would like to consolidate into one view. Similar
to view integration, constraints can be taken on the instance level, since they
are views over the same database. Different from view integration, there is no
direct mapping between the input view schemas. The scenario is illustrated
in Figure 6.4. There is a database schema S under which data are stored.
Two views V1 and V2 are associated to S by two mappings M1 and M2
respectively. The task is then create a consolidated view V3 that has all the
information in V1 and V2.
Definition 6.12 (View Merging). Let S be a relational schema. Let Γ be a
set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over S. Let V1 and V2 be two conjunctive
views over S. A view V3 is a merged view if any conjunctive query over
V1∪V2 can be answered over V3 and vice versa. The view merging procedure
is expressed as:
(V3, Σ3) = merge(V1, Σ1,V2, Σ2,S, Γ )
in which S is a schema and Γ a set of constraints over S, Vi (i = 1, 2, 3) is
a view over S defined by the set of full s-t tgds Σi.
The merging process can be done via a variant of our view integration
algorithm.
1. Without loss of generality, we assume there is no relation symbol in com-
mon in S, V1, and V2. The first step is a schema minimization over the
pair
(S ∪V1 ∪V2, Γ ∪Σ∗1 ∪Σ∗2 )
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V1# V2#
S#
+# V3#=#
M1 M2
Fig. 6.4. Illustration of View Merging
where Γ is a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over S, Σ∗1 and Σ
∗
1 are
the closure tgds of the conjunctive view definition for V1 and V2 respec-
tively. The minimization procedure differs from the normal minimization
described for merging using direct mappings. The following differences are
worth noting:
a) During maximal BIND enumeration, relations are confined to the sub-
schema V1 ∪V2.
b) During redundant attribute set enumeration, only attributes in the
subschema V1 ∪V2 are considered as candidates.
2. Let (S ∪ V1 ∪ V2,T, Σ) be a transformation mapping from the schema
minimization procedure, then we construct the merged view as follows:
a) V3 = T
b) Σ3 = (Σ1 ∪Σ2) ◦Σ
First we can take S∪V1∪V2 as a joint schema with constraints Γ∪Σ∗1∪Σ∗2 .
It is worth noting that if Γ is finitely chaseable, then so is Γ ∪Σ∗1 ∪Σ∗2 .
Proposition 6.13. Let Γ be a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over S.
Let Σ be a set of union-free full s-t tgds from S to V. Then Γ ∪ Σ∗ is also
finitely chaseable.
Proof (sketch). The chase is performed over a bipartite schema (S,V). Let’s
consider a tuple over V, there can be two origins: 1) either it is contained in
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the starting instance on which the chase is performed; 2) or it is generated by
Σ∗.
For the first case, chasing such a tuple with Σ∗ will result in a finite
instance over S. We can take a union of such an instance with the instance
of S at the beginning of the chase as the starting instance. The remaining is
similar to the second case.
For the second case, an important observation is that if any tuple over V
is generated by firing Σ∗, then it will not fire Σ∗ again. Since Σ∗ are the only
constraints that involve V, it means any generated tuple over V will not fire
any constraint. Therefore, as long as the chase over S terminates, the whole
chase procedure over S ∪V terminates. uunionsq
In summary, the crux of the proof is that V is like a sink that only accepts
new tuples but does not generate any new tuples in S, except for the initial
instance over V at the beginning of the chase.
BINDs can be enumerated similarly, but restricted to relations in V1∪V2.
Moreover, redundant attribute set enumeration can also be restricted to those
in V1∪V2. Therefore, the result of schema minimization is then a conjunctive
view over V1 ∪V2. The GAV mapping Σ3 can be computed as a composition
of two GAV mappings, i.e., (Σ1 ∪Σ2) ◦Σ. Since we assume that V1 and V2
have no relation symbol in common, (Σ1 ∪ Σ2) is then a specification of the
mapping from instances of S to view pairs over V1 ∪V2.
We now show view merging via indirect mappings by an example.
Example 6.14. Consider the following database schema S storing information
about employees.
Employees(eid, name, age, addr, date, division, salary)
The relation gives information about employees: employee id, name, age, ad-
dress, hiring date, division, and salary. There is one integrity constraint over
S, stating that eid is a key of Employees. We denote the source constraint by
Γ .
Consider two different divisions, each using a view from the database
schema. The first view V1 is used for the personnel division and has one
relation:
• Staff(eid, name, addr, date,division)
The view supporting mapping Σ1 is:
Staff(id, n, addr, date, div)← Employees(id, n, a, addr, date, div, s)
The second view V2 is used for the payroll division and has two relations:
• Salaries(eid, name, salary)
• PayrollEmp(id, addr)
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The view supporting mapping Σ2 is:
Salaries(id, n, s)← Employees(id, n, a, addr, date, div, s)
PayrollEmp(id, addr)← Employees(id, n, a, addr, date,′ payroll′, s)
Now we would like to merge V1 and V2 and obtain a view the the same query
answering power as the two views.
The merge input is then the pair:
(S ∪V1 ∪V2, Γ ∪Σ∗1 ∪Σ∗2 )
The maximal BIND discovery process tries to find all valid maximal BINDs
between relations within the subschema V1 ∪ V2. The following maximal
BIND is identified:
pieid,name(Staff) = pieid,name(Salaries)
The maximal BIND indicates we can collapse the two relations V1.Staff and
V2.Salaries. Now the project minimization step searches for a maximal set of
redundant attributes over the subschema V1 ∪V2, modulus the equivalence
relationship indicated by the maximal BIND. The following maximal attribute
set is identified:
{PayrollEmp.id,PayrollEmp.addr}
In summary, the following transformation mapping is obtained from the
minimization process:
• V3 = {StaffSalary(eid, name, addr, date, division, salary)}
• Σ is the GAV mapping from V1 ∪V2 to V3:
StaffSalary(id, n, addr, d, div, s)← Staff(id, n, addr, d, div),Salaries(id, n, s)
Therefore, the view supporting mapping Σ3 for V3 can be then obtained by
simply composing Σ1 ∪Σ2 and Σ, resulting in the following GAV mapping:
StaffSalary(id, n, addr, d, div, s)← Employees(id, n, a1, addr, d, div, s1),
Employees(id, n, a2, addr2, d2, div2, s)
In presence of the key constraint over Employees, the above GAV mapping is
equivalent to the simpler form below:
StaffSalary(id, n, addr, d, div, s)← Employees(id, n, a, addr, d, div, s)
Since V3 is a view over V1 ∪V2, it is obvious that any query over V3 can
be answered over V1∪V2. To see that any query over V1∪V2 can be answered
over V3, it suffices to point out that the following equivalence relationships
hold:
• Staff = pieid,name,addr,date,division(StaffSalary)
• Salaries = pieid,name,salary(StaffSalary)
• PayrollEmp = pieid,addr(σdivision=′payroll′(StaffSalary))
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6.4 Incremental Schema Merging
Batini et al. [1986] classify n-ary schema merging approaches to one-shot and
iterative. The former category merges multiple input schemas in one step,
while the latter merges subsets of the input schemas iteratively. The view
integration approach described in the previous sections can be employed to
perform an n-ary one-short schema merging. However, as noted also in [Batini
et al., 1986], merging a large number of schemas in one-shot may be compu-
tationally expensive. Therefore, in this section, we discuss the possibility of
merging multiple input schemas incrementally, i.e., iterative merge in the ter-
minology of [Batini et al., 1986].
Incremental schema merging can be achieved as a variant of our view
integration algorithm. The process is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Suppose we
have already merged S1,S2, . . . ,Sk with constraints Γk to a conjunctive view
Tk, withΣk defining Tk as a view over S1,S2, . . . ,Sk. Now a new schema Sk+1
is connected to the previous k input schemas S1,S2, . . . ,Sk with constraints
Γk,k+1, we need to create a new mediated schema Tk+1 over S1,S2, . . . ,Sk+1
with constraints Γk+1 = Γk ∪ Γk,k+1.
S1#
Sk#
S2#
…#
Sk+1#
Tk# Tk+1#
Σk Σk+1
Γk
Γk,k+1
Γk+1 = Γk∪Γk,k+1
Fig. 6.5. Illustration of Incremental Schema Merging
We start by defining the projection of a set of constraints over a subset of
input schemas.
Definition 6.15. Let Γ be a set of constraints over S1∪S2∪. . .∪Sn. The pro-
jection of Γ over a subset of schemas S = {Si1 ,Si2 , . . . ,Sik} (1 ≤ i1, . . . , ik ≤
n) be the subset of Γ that involve only relation symbols in S:
ΠS(Γ ) = {σ ∈ Γ : all relation symbols involved in σ are in S}
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It is worth noting that if Γ satisfies any syntactic conditions such as weakly
acyclic [Fagin et al., 2005a], then any projection to a subset of schemas is also
finitely chaseable. Because a subset of tgds only produce a subgraph of the
dependency graph of Γ , due to the monotonicity of the definition of weakly
acyclicity, the subgraph is also weakly acyclic.
In fact the iterative merging process can be performed by merging the
two schemas Tk and Sk+1 via the indirect mapping through the schemas
S1,S2, . . . ,Sk. As a result of the merging procedure, Tk+1 is generated as a
view over Tk ∪Sk+1. We then unfold the view definition of Tk+1 over Σk, and
obtain a mapping from S1,S2, . . . ,Sk+1 to Tk+1. The incremental schema
merging process can be described as follows:
1. When k = 1, (T1, Σ1) is the result of minimizing S1 under ΠS1(Γ ).
2. Let (Tk, Σk) be the merged result of steps up to k (k≥1), and let Γk+1
be ΠS1,...,Sk+1(Γ ), we obtain a new result as follows:
a) Perform schema minimization over the following pair:
(S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sk ∪Tk ∪ Sk+1, Γk+1 ∪Σ∗k)
within the subschema Tk ∪ Sk+1 as in the case of merging schemas
via indirect mappings.
b) Let (T, Σ) be a result of minimization, in which T is a view schema
over Tk ∪ Sk+1, and Σ is a set of full s-t tgds from Tk ∪ Sk+1 to T.
A new result at step k + 1 is constructed as follows:
• The new mediated schema Tk+1 is T.
• Σk+1 is produced by unfolding in Σ any relational atom from Tk
against the GAV mapping Σk, while relational atoms from Sk+1
are kept intact.
We showcase the incremental merging process using the following example
adapted from the Illinois Semantic Integration Archive [Doan, 2005].
Example 6.16. Consider three schemas describing the courses offered at dif-
ferent universities. The first schema S1 is for courses in Rice University:
• CourseRice(code, title, credits, comments).
• SectionRice(code, sect, days, start, end, building, room, instructor)
The following integrity constraints are known:
• code is a key for CourseRice
• (code, sect) is a key for SectionRice
• SectionRice[code] ⊆ CourseRice[code]
The second schema S2 is for courses in Washington State University:
• CourseWSU(course, lab, sect, title, credit, days, instructor, limit, start,
end, bldg, room).
with the integrity constraint:
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• (course, sect) is a key for CourseWSU .
The third schema S3 is for courses in University of Wisconsin Madison:
• CourseUWM(note, course, title, credits, level, restrictions).
• SectionUWM(course, section, days, start, end, building, room, instructor).
The integrity constraints are:
• course is a key for CourseUWM
• (course, section) is a key for SectionUWM
• SectionUWM [course] ⊆ CourseUWM [course]
The mapping constraints Γ then contain all the integrity constraints in the
above three schemas and the following inter-schema constraints (for brevity,
existential variables are represented by anonymous variable ’ ’):
1. CourseRice(code, title, credits, comment)↔
CourseUWM(comment, code, title, credits, , )
2. SectionRice(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor)↔
SectionUWM(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor)
3. CourseRice(code, title, credits, comments),
SectionRice(code, sect, days, s, e, bldg, room, instructor)↔
CourseWSU(code, , sect, title, credits, days, instructor, , s, e, bldg, room).
During incremental schema merging, we start with S1, the projection
ΠS1(Γ ) contain only the integrity constraints over S1. There is no redun-
dancy, and we have the initial result:
• T1:
– Course1(code, title, credits, comments)
– Section1(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor)
• Σ1:
– Course1(code, title, cr, comm)← CourseRice(code, title, cr, comm)
– Section1(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor)←
SectionRice(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor)
We now continue to merge S1 and S2. Now the constraints ΠS1,S2(Γ )
consists of three parts:
• Integrity constraints over S1
• Integrity constraints over S2
• The inter-schema constraint 3
Schema minimization is then performed using the constraints Γ2 = ΠS1,S2(Γ )∪
Σ∗1 . The minimization procedure reveals that there exists a maximal BIND
between Section1 (the replica of SectionRice in T1) and CourseWSU in S2:
picode,sect,days,start,end,building,room,instructor(Section1)
=
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picourse,sect,days,start,end,bldg,room,instructor(CourseWSU)
Moreover, the following redundant attribute set can be identified:
{CourseWSU.title,CourseWSU.credits}
In summary, at the end of the second iteration, the mediated schema T2
is :
• Course2(code, title, credits, comments)
• Section2(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor, lab, limit)
The transformation mapping Σ is as follows:
• Course2(code, title, cr, comments)← Course1(code, title, cr, comments)
• Section2(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, r, ins, lab, limit)←
Section1(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, r, ins),
CourseWSU(code, lab, sect, , credit, days, ins, limit, start, end, bldg, r)
We unfold Σ against Σ1 and obtain Σ2 defining T2 as a view over S1 ∪ S2:
• Course2(code, title, cr, comm)← CourseRice(code, title, cr, comm)
• Section2(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, r, ins, lab, limit)←
SectionRice(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, r, ins),
CourseWSU(code, lab, sect, title, credit, days, ins, limit, start, end, bldg, r)
In the third iteration, we merge T2 with S3. The constraints are now
Γ3∪Σ∗2 , with Γ3 being the union of Γ2 and the inter-schema constraints 1 and
2. During the minimization procedure, we can identify the following maximal
BINDs:
• picomments,code,title,credits(Course2) = pinote,course,title,credits(CourseUWM)
• picode,sect,days,start,end,bldg,room,instructor(Section2) =
picourse,section,days,start,end,building,room,instructor(SectionUWM)
There are no more redundant attributes. Therefore, the mediated schema T3
is
• Course3(code, title, credits, comments, level, restrictions)
• Section3(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor, lab, limit)
The transformation mapping Σ for the third iteration is:
• Course3(code, title, credits, comments, level, restrictions)←
Course2(code, title, credits, comments),
CourseUWM(comment, code, title, credits, level, restrictions)
• Section3(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor, lab, limit)←
Section2(code, sect, days, start, end, bldg, room, instructor, lab, limit),
SectionUWM(code, section, days, start, end, building, room, instructor)
Σ3 is obtained by unfolding Σ with Σ2:
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• Course3(code, title, credits, comments, level, restrictions)←
CourseRice(code, title, credits, comments),
CourseUWM(comment, code, title, credits, level, restrictions)
• Section3(code, sect, days, s, e, bldg, room, instructor, lab, limit)←
SectionRice(code, sect, days, s, e, bldg, room, ins),
CourseWSU(code, lab, sect, title, credit, days, ins, limit, s, e, bldg, room),
SectionUWM(code, section, days, s, e, building, room, ins)
6.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented a constraint-driven view integration ap-
proach, which generates a minimal mediated schema that is able to support
input schemas as views. Different from the conflict-driven schema integration
approaches [Larson et al., 1989; Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Spaccapietra and
Parent, 1994; Sheth et al., 1993; Ramesh and Ram, 1997; Hayne and Ram,
1990; Rosenthal and Reiner, 1994; Larson et al., 1989; Batini and Lenzerini,
1984; Ma et al., 2005], our approach is through logical reasoning to identify
redundancy in the source schemas, instead of iteratively resolving conflicts.
Similar to [Casanova and Vidal, 1983; Biskup and Convent, 1986], we use
formal constraints. However, constraints in [Casanova and Vidal, 1983; Biskup
and Convent, 1986] resemble the inter-schema assertions in conflict-driven
approaches and do not involve join of relations. The mapping language in our
view integration algorithm is plain tgds and egds, which are also widely used
in data integration, data exchange and model management. Therefore, our
merging algorithms can be used in a model management engine cooperatively
with other operators.
[Melnik, 2004](Theorem 4.2.4) and [Arenas et al., 2010b] have also dis-
cussed using expressive mapping languages for view integration. However, they
do not consider minimization of the mediated schema. As a consequence, our
mediated schema is always smaller than theirs.
We have also shown in Section 6.3 that our schema merging approach can
be applied to view merging using indirect mappings. This is advantageous
when no direct mapping is available, as it avoids the extra computation of
inverse mapping and mapping composition required for employing a direct
merge algorithm.
Moreover, in Section 6.4 we have described a full-fledged incremental
schema merging procedure. The incremental merge procedure makes it pos-
sible to reuse previous results and allows incremental updates of a mediated
schema.
Convent [Convent, 1986] has studied the so-called conflict-freeness problem
of view integration. Conflict-freeness is achieved when the legal states of a
joint schema with both inter- and intra-schema constraints coincide with the
legal states when this schema is considered with intra-schema constraints but
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without inter-schema constraints. It is shown in [Convent, 1986] that conflict-
freeness is undecidable for very simple inter-schema constraints.
However, we believe such a result does not render constraint-driven view
integration useless. Since each source schema is a partial view of the global
picture, they contain only partial knowledge, which means the constraints in
each individual view is sound but not necessarily complete. Therefore, the
legal instances of an individual view should be regarded as only a super set of
the desired instance space. In fact, for a source schema, the legal local states
are always a super set of the legal global states. Therefore, in our definition of
a valid merge (Definition 6.2), the legal states of the input schemas are always
confined to be globally consistent instances with respect to both intra-schema
and inter-schema constraints.
In Section 6.2.2, we construct constraints over the mediated schema in the
language of tgds and egds. However, there is one open issue , i.e., whether
the rewritten constraints are finitely chaseable or not. Even when we require
the input constraints Γ to satisfy some syntactical conditions such as weakly
acyclicity, the rewritten constraints over the mediated schema do not neces-
sarily satisfy the same syntactical conditions.
By maintaining a bijective instance level mapping between the mediated
schema and the input view schemas, updatability over the input view schemas
[Dayal and Bernstein, 1978] is ensured. That is any transition between legal
sates of the input view instance pairs can be unambiguously translated into a
transition from one legal state of the mediated schema to another legal state.
Though we follow a strict information preserving principle in our view in-
tegration algorithm, it is usually possible and even desired to create mediated
schemas with larger information capacity, i.e., allowing more instances than
in the input mapping system. For instance, Local-As-View (LAV) mappings
are quite popular as they are flexible and easy to maintain for evolution in
data sources. Mediated schemas in LAV mappings usually have larger informa-
tion capacity than the source schemas. Therefore, an information-preserving
view integration algorithm should not replace the involvement of a human
designer. The result of automatic view integration should undergo a revision
of a designer to eliminate unnecessary constraints.
7Relational Data Integration
In this chapter, we study how to automatically generate a mediated query
interface for local schemas related by inter-schema constraints in the form of
tgds. This scenario is known as virtual data integration.
The data integration scenario is different from the view integration scenario
we have seen in the previous chapter. In view integration, data are stored
under the mediated schema, while the input schemas are supported as views
over the mediated schema. In data integration, data are stored under the local
schemas, i.e., input schemas to the merge process, while the mediated schema
is a virtual schema for posing queries.
Usually local sources in data integration are maintained by independent
organizations. The autonomous sources do not necessarily satisfy any hard
constraints. This poses a main challenge on the semantics of using constraints
to relate local sources. We address semantic modeling of merging schemas for
data integration scenario in Section 7.1.
A schema merging algorithm based on schema minimization under con-
straints is presented in Section 7.2. A challenge in the merging process is
how to represent the output mapping that performs integration and fusing of
source data.
Query processing is important for data integration systems. We describe
in Section 7.2.3 how to process queries over the mediated schema using our
output mappings.
We present in Section 7.3 an alternative merging algorithm producing a
simpler output mapping language, i.e., a LAV mapping plus target tgds and
egds, than the mapping generated in the previous sections. Nevertheless, as
the target constraints are not necessarily finitely chaseable, query processing
remains open for this alternative approach.
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7.1 Requirements for a Mediated Query Interface
In this section, we study semantic modeling for schema merging in the scenario
of data integration. Figure 7.1 illustrates a scenario in which multiple data
sources are integrated to a mediated query interface. Users pose conjunctive
queries against the mediated query interface, and obtain certain answers as
results.
CQ# Certain#Answer#
Mediated#Query#Interface#
User#
S2#
S1#
S4#S3#
S5#
Fig. 7.1. Mediated Query Interface For Data Integration
7.1.1 Incomplete Data Sources and Intensional Mappings
In data integration practice, as local sources are independently developed and
maintained, it is unclear how constraints in the form of tgds and egds can be
used to relate the sources directly.
If we follow a Close World Assumption (CWA) [Reiter, 1977], the local
sources do not satisfy any logical constraint in a model theoretic sense. Given
a collection of schemas without any constraints, there is little that can be
done, as no redundancy is present.
In order to make sense out of using constraints over autonomous sources,
we take the Open World Assumption (OWA), i.e., local sources are incom-
plete. Input mapping constraints are deemed as constraints that are expected
to hold over an integrated global database. This is inline with the common
assumption in data integration that local sources are sound but incomplete
sources [Lenzerini, 2002]. In summary, the input mapping systems are inten-
sional mappings over incomplete data sources.
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Calvanese et al. [1998] also use the term “intensional mapping” to handle
incomplete data sources. Similar to us, they separate extensional mappings,
which can be interpreted as the usual model-theoretic constraints, and inten-
sional mappings, which have to be interpreted under OWA. Different from
us, they use description logic over concepts. The satisfaction of intensional
mappings is tested over the intersection of the domains of all local sources.
The effectiveness of their intensional mappings is partially due to the fact
that concepts in description logic have identities, which no longer holds in the
relational model in which tuples have only value-based semantics.
Therefore, we can define the semantics of an incomplete source with respect
to a set of intensional constraints as the possible world set containing all
extensions of the original source that are consistent with the input constraints.
Definition 7.1. Given an incomplete database I of schema S, the semantics
of I wrt. a set of data dependencies Σ over S is SemΣ(I) = {I ′ : I ′ ∈
Inst(S) ∧ I ⊆ I ′ ∧ I ′ |= Σ}. When the dependencies are clear from context,
we simply write Sem(I) for brevity.
In the following of the chapter, we only consider sound data sources, that
is, they are consistent with the specified data dependencies and the possible
world set they present is not empty.
Consider n source schemas S1,S2, . . . ,Sn with no two relations sharing
the same name. Each source schema Si has a set of integrity constraints Γi
as a union of tgds and egds. The input mapping is specified by a set of inter-
schema tgds Σ among the source schemas. A joint source instance I is an
instance of the joint source schema S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn. The semantics is then
SemΓ1∪...∪Γn∪Σ(I).
Recall the n-ary merge syntax in Definition 4.3:
(S,T, Σ) = Merge(S, Γ )
where S is the joint source schema, Γ is the union of Γ1, Γ2, . . . , Γn and Σ, T
is a mediated schema, and (S,T, Σ) is the output mapping.
Therefore, the merge input (S, Γ ) in fact associates each joint source in-
stance I of S, with a set of possible global databases I1, I2, . . . under the same
schema S, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
With such an interpretation, we can then use the semantics to characterize
the requirements of a mediated query interface.
In the rest of this chapter, we will consider a running example, adapted
from [Fagin et al., 2009]. The input mapping system is illustrated in Figure
7.3.
Example 7.2. Given are two schemas, each one with three relations. In schema
S1, Grant represents a many-to-many relationship between companies and
projects. Similarly, Funding represents a many-to-many relationship between
Org and Financial in S2. The corresponding foreign key constraints for these
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I"
S"
I1"
I2"
."."."
S"
SemΓ (I )
Γ
Fig. 7.2. Semantics of Incomplete Source Under Constraints
Company!
!cid!
!cname!
!city!
Grant!
!grantee!!
!pi!!
!amount!
!sponsor!
!proj!
Project!
!name!
!year!
Org!
!oid!
!name!
Funding5
!pi!
!oid!
!aid!!
Financial!
!aid!
!amount!
!proj!
!year!
!
S1:5 S2:5
Fig. 7.3. A Data Integration Input Mapping System
relationships are indicated by arrowed lines, while keys are underlined. In
addition, we show the correspondences of the attributes of the schemas in
dashed lines.
The relationship between source schemas can be captured precisely in tgds:
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M1 : Company(cid, cname, city)↔ Org(cid, cname)
M2 : Grant(g, pi, a, sp, pj), P roject(pj, yr)↔
Funding(pi, g, aid), F inancial(aid, a, pj, yr)
M3 : Grant(g, pi, a, sp, pj), P roject(pj, yr)↔
Financial(aid, a, pj, yr)
M4 : Project(pj, yr)→ Financial(aid, a, pj, yr)
Tgd M1 states that the relations Company and Org are equivalent, except for
the additional attribute city in Company. M2 states that the join of Grant
and Project in S1 is equivalent to the join of Funding and Financial in S2. M3
is similar but it states that the relation Financial is equivalent to a projection
of the join of Grant and Project. With the inclusion of M3, we know that
there are no dangling tuples of Financial that do not join with some tuple
of Funding. Finally, M4 states that all tuples from Project are contained in
Financial.
7.1.2 Completeness
In [Batini et al., 1986], completeness is raised as one main requirement for
schema integration. It is described as retaining all concepts in the union of
the source schemas’ application domains, as most of the approaches surveyed
employ a conceptual model such as extended ER. In the scenario of data
integration, completeness means all source queries should be able to be an-
swered over the mediated schema. This corresponds to Hull’s notion of query
dominance [Hull, 1986].
Pottinger and Bernstein [Pottinger and Bernstein, 2008] describe a schema
merging approach targeted at data integration. Although they also consider
query dominance, they require the exact source instance to be retrievable from
the mediated schema. As local sources do not conform to any hard constraints,
there is little opportunity to eliminate redundancy in the input schemas.
In this section, we take a different perspective. We do not regard the
incomplete source itself as the most important information, but the query
answers implied by both the extensionally stored data and the derived data
by the mapping constraints. As the semantics of an incomplete source is a set
of possible worlds, we make use of the notion of certain answer (see Definition
2.14), which is the answer that is true in every possible world.
We denote by certain(qs, SemΓ (I)) the certain answer of a source query qs
in the possible world set SemΓ (I), and denote by certainM(qg, I) the certain
answer of a target query qg wrt. the mapping M and source instance I.
Definition 7.3. Given a merge input (S, Γ ), an output mappingM = (S,G,Σ)
is complete with respect to a query language L, if for any source query qs in
L, there exists a target query qg in L such that for any joint source instance
I: certain(qs, SemΓ (I)) = certainM(qg, I).
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Completeness requires that any source query has a corresponding target
“rewriting”. However, the rewriting here is not in the classical sense because
the certain answer of the target query (over solutions) corresponds to the
certain answer of the source query (over the semantics) instead of the plain
answer over a single source database. In the following, we focus on complete-
ness wrt. CQs.
Example 7.4. Consider a subset of Example 7.2 containing only the relations
company and org and the mapping
M1 : Company(cid, name, city)↔ Org(cid, name)
Let T be a mediated schema containing a single relation:
Company org(cid,Name, city)
The output mapping specified in the following tgds is complete:
Company org(cid, name, city)← Org(cid, name)
Company org(cid, name, city)← Company(cid, name, city)
To see it is complete, any source CQ unfolded against the following GAV
mapping results in a valid target rewriting:
Company(cid, name, city)← Company org(cid, name, city)
Org(Cid,Name)← Company org(cid, name, city)
7.1.3 Integratedness
Completeness alone is not sufficient to indicate the quality of an output map-
ping system, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 7.5. Consider the same input as in Example 7.4. A copy of the source
schema with the following output mapping is also complete:
Company′(cid, name, city)← Company(cid, name, city)
Org′(cid, name)← Org(cid, name)
To see it is complete, any source CQ unfolded against the following GAV
mapping results in a valid target rewriting:
Company(cid, name, city)← Company′(cid, name, city)
Company(cid, name, city)← Org′(cid, name)
Org(cid, name)← Company′(cid, name, city)
Org(cid, name)← Org′(cid, name)
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A problem with the above output mapping system is that, although in the
input mapping Company and Org are asserted to be equivalent when projected
to cid and name, their images in the mediated schema are still separate. This
phenomenon reveals that completeness does not guarantee that equivalent
data are integrated in the mediated schema. In fact, in this example, data
integration is not performed in the output mapping but in the later query
rewriting.
Moreover, since data sources are incomplete, two different joint source
instances may have the same semantics, i.e., the same possible world set.
Consider the following two instances:
1. {Company(1, IBM,Armonk), Company(2,Microsoft, Redmond),
Org(2,Microsoft)}
2. {Company(1, IBM, Armonk), Company(2,Microsoft, Redmond)}
They have the same possible world set, which contain all instances that
are a super set of:
{Company(1, IBM,Armonk), Org(1, IBM),
Company(2,Microsoft, Redmond), Org(2,Microsoft)}
When creating a mediated query interface, semantically equivalent data
should be provided in a seamless way in the mediated schema, while the users
do not need to concern about either the origin or the structural heterogeneity.
We formalize below the requirement that integration is actually performed
via the output mapping. To put it more formally, under the output mapping,
the certain answer of a target query wrt. an incomplete source database is the
same as the intersection of the certain answers of all the possible worlds of
this incomplete source.
We abuse the syntax of certain answer a little bit: by certainM(q, I) with
I a set of source instances, we mean
⋂
I∈I certainM(q, I).
Definition 7.6. Given a merge input (S, Γ ), an output mappingM = (S,G,Σ)
is integrated if for any joint source instance I and any target CQ q, the fol-
lowing holds: certainM(q, I) = certainM(q, SemΓ (I)).
Since it has an effect of mixing equivalent data, we call it integratedness. Be-
sides mixing equivalent data, integratedness requires that the output mapping
does not distinguish equivalent joint sources regarding query answering.
Example 7.7. Consider the following joint source instance
I = {Company(1, IBM,Armonk), Org(2,Microsoft)}
for Example 7.5. The query
q(Y )← Company′(X,Y, Z)
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will give only ‘IBM’ as certain answer with the output mapping. However,
the same query has {IBM,Microsoft} as the certain answer for SemΓ (I).
Therefore, it is not integrated. It is easy to verify that Example 7.4 is inte-
grated.
We have to point out that integratedness alone is not sufficient either,
since a constant output mapping producing a constant target side always
satisfies integratedness. Hence, integratedness has to be used together with
completeness.
7.2 Merging Incomplete Sources by Double Exchange
In this section, we describe a first algorithm that is based on a double exchange
setting. The output mapping is a composition of two mappings: one repairing
mapping sending each incomplete source to its semantics, and a transforma-
tion mapping that is a result of the schema minimization procedure.
joint source 
instance
∆{integratedglobaldatabasejoint source instance
SˆS
Mr = (S, Sˆ,⌃copy [  ˆS)
 S
T
Mt = (Sˆ, T,⌃t)
Mo =Mr  Mt
minimized
global 
database
Fig. 7.4. Double Exchange For Data Integration
In Figure 7.4, S is the joint source schema, Sˆ is a replica of S, and T
is a minimal invertible conjunctive view of Sˆ. For a joint source instance of
S, it is mapped to the set of integrated possible worlds via mapping Mr.
In addition to the original data in the joint source instance, new data can
be derived. Finally, Mt eliminates redundancies over Sˆ, and the integrated
possible worlds are mapped to their corresponding minimized view instances.
7.2.1 The Canonical Output Mapping
In this section we show that there always exists a merge output that is both,
complete and integrated, which we call the canonical output mapping. The
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mediated schema is called the canonical mediated schema. Given a merge
input (S, Γ ), we create the canonical output mapping as follows:
1. Let Sˆ be a replica of S. Let Σcopy be the copy tgds
1 from Sˆ to S.
2. Let ρ be the renaming of predicates from S to their images in Sˆ, i.e.,
renaming each relation symbol R to Rˆ. Construct the target dependencies
over G as Γˆ = ρ(Γ ).
3. The canonical output mapping is Mo = (S, Sˆ, Σcopy ∪ Γˆ ).
The output mapping consists of two parts: a set of s-t tgds transferring
all the facts in the source database to the global schema (Σcopy) and a set of
target dependencies over the mediated schema (ΣG).
Lemma 7.8. The canonical output mappingMo described above is both com-
plete and integrated.
Proof. Completeness: for any joint source instance I, we have ρ(Sem(I)) =
SolMo(I) with ρ being the renaming as in the creation of the canonical output
mapping. Therefore, for any conjunctive query Q over S, there exists a target
CQ rewriting ρ(Q) which always gives the same certain answer.
Integratedness: we show that for any joint source instance I, it holds
SolMo(I) =
⋃
I′∈Sem(I) SolMo(I
′), with SolM(I) denoting the solutions of
a source instance I wrt. a mapping M. Solutions of a source instance wrt.
a mapping is given in Definition 2.12. This is because, for any I ′ ∈ Sem(I),
SolMo(I
′) is all super sets of ρ(I ′) that satisfy Γˆ . Since I ⊆ I ′, it follows
that SolMo(I
′) ⊆ SolMo(I). That is
⋃
I′∈Sem(I) SolMo(I
′) ⊆ SolMo(I). The
other direction is straightforward, as for any J ∈ SolMo(I), it holds that there
exists K ∈ Sem(I) such that J = ρ(K). Then integratedness follows directly
from the definition of certain answer (Definition 2.14).
Example 7.9. We construct the canonical output mapping for the merge input
in Example 7.2. The target schema S′ is a replica of the joint source schema.
We denote by R′ the image of each source relation R. The copy tgds Σcopy
look like:
• Company(c, n, city)→ Company′(c, n, city)
• Grant(g, p, a, s, pj)→ Grant′(g, p, a, s, pj)
• Project(n, y)→ Project′(n, y)
• Org(o, n)→ Org′(o, n)
• Funding(p, o, a)→ funding′(p, o, a)
• Financial(a, am, p, y)→ financial′(a, am, p, y)
The target constraints Γ ′ are then
1 For a schema with relations R1, R2, . . . , Rn, a set of tgds are called copy tgds, if
they send each source relation to a distinct target relation with the same arity,
i.e., in the form of {Rˆi(x) ← Ri(x)} with Rˆi being the corresponding target
relation for Ri.
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• Company′(cid, cname, city)↔ Org′(cid, cname)
• Grant′(g, pi, a, sp, pj), P roject′(pj, yr)↔ Funding′(pi, g, aid),
F inancial′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Grant′(g, pi, a, sp, pj), P roject′(pj, yr)↔ Financial′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Project′(pj, yr)→ Financial′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Company′(cid, n1, c1), Company′(cid, n2, c2)→ n1 = n2, c1 = c2
• Project′(n, y1), P roject′(n, y2)→ y1 = y2
• Org′(o, n1), Org′(o, n2)→ n1 = n2
• Financial′(a,m1, p1, y1), F inancial′(a,m2, p2, y2) → m1 = m2, p1 =
p2, y1 = y2
• Grant′(g, p,m, s)→ Company′(g, n, c)
• Grant′(g, p,m, s, p)→ Project′(p, y)
• Funding′(p, o, a)→ Org′(o, n)
• Funding′(p, o, a)→ Financial′(a,m, pj, y)
We have shown that a complete output mapping is able to be expressed
in the language of s-t tgds and target dependencies. The following propo-
sition reveals that without the target dependencies in the output mapping,
completeness cannot be achieved.
Proposition 7.10. There exists an input mapping specified as a finite set of
full tgds, such that no output mapping defined as a finite set of s-t tgds is
complete.
Proof (sketch). Consider the following input mapping, in which relations from
source schemas S1 and S2 are labeled with corresponding subscripts:
E1(x, y)→ C2(x, y)
C1(x, y) ∧ E1(y, z)→ C2(x, z)
C1(x, y)↔ C2(x, y)
E1 represents the edges in a graph, C1 and C2 express the transitive closure
of E1. A query asking for the certain answers of C1 is a witness of the in-
completeness, which simply follows from the inability of first order queries to
express transitive closure [Abiteboul et al., 1995].
7.2.2 Double Exchange Algorithm
In this section, we describe our double exchange algorithm which produces
output mappings as a composition of the canonical output mapping and a
GAV mapping. We start by studying completeness and integratedness for
such a composition.
Definition 7.11. For a target schema G in an output mapping Mo, the in-
duced mapping wrt. a GAV mapping M from G to a view V is the composi-
tion Mo ◦M.
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An induced mapping is actually an adaptation of the target schema of the
output mapping to a view schema.
The next proposition suggests we only need to focus on completeness for
induced mappings of an integrated output mapping.
Proposition 7.12. Any induced mapping of an integrated output mapping is
also integrated.
Proof (sketch). It is easy to see that any CQ over the view schema can be
rewritten into a CQ over the target schema of the original integrated mapping.
Therefore, integratedness of the original output mapping implies integrated-
ness of the induced mapping.
Proposition 7.13. Let Mr = (S, Sˆ, Σcopy ∪ Γˆ ) be the canonical output map-
ping, and M a transformation mapping for an invertible conjunctive view,
then the induced mapping Mr ◦M is complete.
Proof (sketch). The result follows from the CQ-to-CQ rewritability of invert-
ible conjunctive views (Proposition 4.11) and the definition of completeness
(Def. 7.3).
With the above results, we can achieve complete and integrated output
mappings with a minimal mediated schema. The algorithm is described in
Algorithm 12.
Input : A joint source schemas S and a set of finitely chaseable tgds
and egds Γ over S.
Output: A set of complete and integrated output mappings M with
minimal mediated schemas
1 Initialize output mappings to ∅
2 LetMr = (S, Sˆ, Σcopy ∪ Γˆ ) be the canonical output mapping in Section
7.2.1
3 M = ProjectJoinMinimize(Sˆ, Γˆ )
4 foreach Mt = (Sˆ,T, Σ) ∈M do
5 output mappings← output mappings ∪ {Mr ◦Mt}
6 end
7 return output mappings
Algorithm 12: DataIntegrateDoubleExchange(S, Γ )
The algorithm starts by constructing the canonical output mapping on
line 2. Then schema minimization is performed over the canonical mediated
schema, which is the target schema of the canonical output mapping. Then for
each invertible conjunctive view resulting from the minimization procedure,
a composition mapping is produced on line 5 and added to the result set.
We can show that the output of the double exchange algorithms satisfy
the desired properties.
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Theorem 7.14. Let Γ be a set of tgds and egds over S with terminating
chase. The algorithm merge(S, Γ ) produces all and only the subschemas of
the canonical mediated schema with an output mapping that is complete ,
integrated, and minimal.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 4.11, Lemma 7.8, Proposition 7.13
, Proposition 7.12 and Theorem 5.9.
The output mappingM generated by the algorithm is the composition of
Mr, a union of a set of full s-t tgds and a set of target dependencies, and
Mt, a set of full s-t tgds. A recent result by Arenas et al. [Arenas et al.,
2010a] shows that composition of two mappings specified by s-t tgds with
target dependencies is able to be expressed using source-to-target second order
dependencies (s-t SO dependencies). Therefore, s-t SO dependencies can be
used as the syntax for the output mapping.
We adopt an alternative, which use predicates in the canonical mediated
schema Sˆ as helper predicates and express the output mapping as a set of
egds and tgds over S ∪ Sˆ ∪T.
Example 7.15. We continue with Example 7.9. Project-join minimization is
performed over the canonical mediated schema.
1. First the following maximal BINDs are discovered:
• Company′[cid, cname] = Org′[oid, name],
• Grant′[grantee, pi] = Funding′[oid, pi],
• Grant′[amount, proj] = Financial′[amount, proj],
• Project′[name, year] = Financial′[proj, year]
Only the first is via key. Therefore, only company and org is collapsed.2
2. We then test redundant attributes over the collapsed schema, and find
out that there are two locally maximal redundant attribute sets:
• {Project′.name, Project′.year}
• {Financial′.year}
We consider the case of choosing the first redundant attribute set, while
the latter is similar.
Then the mediated schema can be defined as view over the source schema:
Grant’, Funding’ and Financial’ are copied respectively to Grant’, Funding”
and Financial”; Project’ is removed; Company’ and Org’ are collapsed into
one relation Org” The minimized schema T looks like below:
The transformation mapping Σt can be expressed as:
• Company′(cid, name, city), Org′(cid, name)→ Org′′(cid, name, city)
• Grant′(g, p, a, s, pj)→ Grant′′(g, p, a, s, pj)
• Funding′(p, o, a)→ Funding′′(p, o, a)
2 In fact in data integration, we are not necessarily confined to a bijective instance
mapping, since only query preservation is important. If we are free to create a
mediated schema with more information capacity, any maximal BIND is usable.
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Grant’’(Grant’)!
!grantee!!
!pi!!
!amount!
!sponsor!
!proj!
Funding’’(Funding’).
!pi!
!oid!
!aid!!
Org’’(Compnay’,.Org’)!
! !id(cid,!oid)!
!name(cname,!name)!
!!!!!!city!
!
Financial’’(Financial’)!
!aid!
!amount!
!proj!
!year!
Fig. 7.5. The Minimized Schema
• Financial′(a, am, pj, y)→ Financial′′(a, am, pj, y)
In summary, the output mapping is thenM = (S,S′,T, Σcopy ∪ Γ ′ ∪Σt),
with S′ being a helper schema, and Σcopy and Γ ′ are the described in Example
7.9.
7.2.3 Query Answering Over Mediated Schemas
In general there are two types of query processing strategy over a mediated
schema: query rewriting and query answering. Query rewriting transforms a
target query over the mediated schema into another query over the source
schema, while query answering is a procedure that directly computes the cer-
tain answers.
When expressive constraints come into play, it might not be feasible to
provide query rewriting. Therefore, we go for the query answering paradigm.
We can show that when the input constraints Γ are finitely chaseable, then
so is the output mapping produced in our double exchange algorithm.
Proposition 7.16. Let (S, Γ ) be a merge input, and Γ is a set of finitely
chaseable tgds and egds over S. Let M = (S,S′,T, Σcopy ∪ Γ ′ ∪ Σt) be the
output mapping of the double exchange algorithm, then Σcopy ∪ Γ ′ ∪ Σt are
also finitely chaseable.
Proof (sketch). The results follows from the following facts. First, the schemas
in the output mapping M consist of three disjoint partitions. Second, the
three parts are connected by acyclic tgds, Σcopy and Σt. Third, Γ
′ is finitely
chaseable.
Therefore, using a materialized instance as in Data Exchange [Fagin et al.,
2005a] works for our output mapping. That is, for each disjoint source instance
I of S, and a conjunctive query Q over T, the following is performed:
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1. We chase (I, ∅, ∅) with Σcopy ∪ Γ ′ ∪Σt. According to Proposition 7.16, it
terminates. Let (I, J,K) be the result of chase.
2. We compute the query answer over K, that is Q(K).
3. Remove all tuples containing labeled nulls from Q(K), and return the
remaining as answer.
7.3 An Algorithm via Constraint Rewriting
In the previous section, we have provided an algorithm producing a composi-
tion of two schema mappings as a qualified data integration mapping, which
requires a mapping language of second order dependencies [Arenas et al.,
2010a]. Here we provide a simpler algorithm, which is able to produce data
integration mappings as a LAV mapping plus a set of target tgds and egds.
This algorithm is inspired by the constraint rewriting procedure in the view
integration algorithm. The algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 13.
Input : Source schema S, a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds Γ
over S.
Output: A set of data integration mappings {(S,T, Σ ∪ Γt)} with
minimal mediated schemas
1 Initialize min mappings to ∅
2 Let M be ProjectJoinMinimize(S, Γ )
3 foreach M = (S,T, Σ) ∈M do
4 Initialize Σ′ to ∅
5 foreach relation R ∈ S do
6 Σ′ ← Σ′ ∪ {R(x)→ TargetRewrite(R(x))}
7 end
8 Let Γt be ConstraintRewrite(Σ
∗ ∪ Γ )
9 min mappings← min mappings ∪ {(S,T, Σ′ ∪ Γt)}
10 end
11 return min mappings
Algorithm 13: DataIntegrationConstraintRewrite(S, Γ )
Similar to the view integration algorithm, the data integration algorithm
starts by minimizing input schema under constraints on line 2. For each mini-
mal invertible view, the view schema is used as the mediated schema and a cor-
responding data integration mapping is constructed from line 4 to line 9. The
mapping consists of two components: first a set of Local-As-View (LAV) map-
pings constructed from line 5 to line 7; and second a set of target constraints
are produced on line 8. The TargetRewrite procedure and Constrain-
tRewrite procedure are the same as those in view integration. The data
integration mapping is then a LAV mapping plus a set of target constraints.
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Please note that the mapping is different from the view supporting mapping
in view integration in several aspects. First, the data integration mapping
is from the input schema to the mediated schema, while the view support-
ing mapping is from the mediated schema to the input schemas. Second, the
data integration mapping is a LAV mapping plus target constraints, while the
view supporting mapping is a set of source constraints and a Global-As-View
mapping.
Example 7.17. We show the process of performing the constraint rewriting
algorithm over the merge input in Example 7.2. The minimization step is
the same as in the double exchange algorithm (Example 7.15), with the only
difference that it is performed directly on S instead of on a replica S′. We use
the same minimized schema as in Example 7.15.
The LAV mapping Σ′ created includes the following tgds:
• Company(cid, name, city)→ Org′′(cid, name, city)
• Org(oid, name)→ Org′′(oid, name, city)
• Project(pj, yr)→ Financial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Financial(aid, a, pj, yr)→ Org′′(cid, name, city), Grant′′(cid, pi, a, s, pj),
Funding′′(pi, cid, aid), F inancial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Grant(g, p, a, s, pj)→ Grant′′(g, p, a, s), Org′′(g, n, c), Funding′′(p, g, aid),
F inancial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Funding(p, o, a)→ Funding′′(p, o, a), Org′′(o, n, c), F inancial′′(a, am, pj,
yr), Grant′′(o, p, am, s, pj)
The target constraints is Γt, a rewriting of Γ ∪ Σ∗. The rewriting of Γ
results in
• Org′′(id, n1, c1), Org′′(id, n2, c2)→ n1 = n2, c1 = c2
• Financial′′(aid, am1, p1, y1), F inancial′′(aid, am2, p2, y2)→ am1 = am2,
p1 = p2, y1 = y2
• Financial′′(aid1, am1, p, y1), F inancial′′(aid2, am2, p, y2)→ y1 = y2
• Grant′′(g, p, a, s, pj)→ Org′′(g, n, c)
• Grant′′(g, p, a, s, pj)→ Financial′′(aid, am, pj, y)
• Funding′′(p, o, a)→ Org′′(o, n, c)
• Funding′′(p, o, a)→ Financial′′(a, am, p, y)
• Grant′′(g, p, a, s, pj), F inancial′′( , am, pj, y)↔ Funding′′(p, g, aid),
F inancial′′(aid, a, pj, y)
• Grant′′(g, p, a, s, pj), F inancial′′( , am, pj, y)↔ Financial′′(aid, a, pj, y)
The rewriting of Σ∗ results in:
• Grant′′(g, p, a, s)↔ Grant′′(g, p, a, s), Org′′(g, n, c), Funding′′(p, g, aid),
F inancial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)
• Funding′′(p, o, a)↔ Funding′′(p, o, a), Org′′(o, n, c), F inancial′′(a, am,
pj, yr), Grant′′(o, p, am, s, pj)
• Financial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)↔ Org′′(cid, name, city), Grant′′(cid, pi, a, s, pj),
Funding′′(pi, cid, aid), F inancial′′(aid, a, pj, yr)
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The output mapping is then (S,T, Σ′ ∪ Γt), in which T is the same as in
Example 7.15.
Though we do not head for a simplification of the schema mappings pro-
duced, we have to point out that there exists algorithms that reduce the size
of schema mappings, e.g., see [Gottlob et al., 2011].
Though the constraint rewriting algorithm produces output mapping in
a simpler language than the double exchange algorithm, it remains open
whether the rewritten constraints are also finitely chaseable if the constraints
in the merge input are finitely chaseable. In particular, when the constraints
in the merge input are weakly acyclic, it is open whether the rewritten target
dependencies in the merge output can be also weakly acyclic.
7.3.1 Correctness of the Constraint Rewriting Algorithm
The following lemma states the result that the solutions of the data integra-
tion mapping are exactly the PJ views of the semantics of the source database.
In the lemma below, we use V(I) to denote the view instance of a source I,
and V(I) to denote {V(I) : I ∈ I} for a set of source instances I.
Lemma 7.18. Let (S, Γ ) be a merge input, V be the minimized view result-
ing from schema minimization, and M be a data integration mapping pro-
duced by DataIntegration, then for any source instance I it holds that
V(SemΓ (I)) = SolM(I)
Proof. We first show that SemΓ (I) ⊆ SolM(I). Let J ∈ SemΓ (I), K = V(J),
we now show that (I,K) ∈M. Since J is in the semantics of I, I ⊆ J∧J |= Γ .
As K = V(J), it holds that (J,K) |= Σ∗. Due to Proposition 6.9, it follows
(J,K) |= Σ′∗ ∧K |= Γv. Since I ⊆ J , (I,K) |= Σ′. That is (J,K) ∈M.
Now we show that SolM(I) ⊆ SemΓ (I). Now suppose K ∈ SolM(I), we
show that there exists an J ∈ SemΓ (I) s.t. V(J) = K. We have K |= Γv ∧
(I,K) |= Σ′. Since Σ′ represents a LAV mapping, there exists an extension
J of I such that I ⊆ J ∧ (J,K) |= Σ′∗. It follows from Proposition 6.9 that
J |= Γ , that is J ∈ SemΓ (I).
Theorem 7.19. The output of DataIntegration are complete and inte-
grated output mappings with minimal mediated schemas.
Proof. Completeness can be shown by the fact that any source CQ qs can
be rewritten into an equivalent CQ to a target query qt under constraints.
For a given source instance I, Lemma 7.18 states that the semantics and
solutions have a bijection. For any possible world J ∈ SemΓ (I), there exists
K ∈ SolM(I) s.t. qs(J) = qt(K), and vice versa. Therefore, the certain answer,
which is intersection over all possible worlds (and all solutions, respectively)
is also the same.
To show integratedness, we prove a stronger result: for a source in-
stance I it holds that Sol(I) = Sol(SemΓ (I)). We claim that Sem(I) =
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J∈Sem(I) Sem(J), which together with Lemma 7.18 gives a proof of the re-
sult. The claim follows from the fact that ∀J ∈ Sem(I), Sem(J) ⊆ Sem(I).
Minimality follows from the property of the schema minimization proce-
dure.
7.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have studied generating a mediated query interface using
constraints among local source schemas. The problem of schema merging in
data integration has its own specialities. First, the extensions of input schemas
are independent and do not necessarily satisfy any hard constraints. Therefore,
using constraints as input mappings should be justified. Second, the mediated
schema is used as a query interface, while in view integration the mediated
schema is used for storing base data. A consequence is that for data integra-
tion the join-minimization using maximal BINDs does not necessarily need
to be over keys. Third, different from view integration, the mediated schema
does not store data but is related to data sources via the output mapping.
Therefore, query processing strategies have to be provided.
The inapplicability of constraints as instance level mapping prevents usage
of constraints for generating mediated schema in data integration. Approaches
like [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009; Sarma et al., 2008] employ
schema matches to generate mediated query interface for data integration sys-
tem. The focus there is then dealing with the uncertainty encoded in schema
matches. MOMIS [Bergamaschi et al., 1999, 2001] makes use of both schema
matches and taxonomy information to deduce similarities between concepts.
Schema merging is performed in MOMIS by a hierarchical agglomerative clus-
tering process, resulting in a GAV mapping from the sources to the mediated
schema. Pottinger and Bernstein [2008] use CQ pairs to identify user desig-
nated overlap, which do not pose any constraints over the extension of input
schemas. We address such modeling challenge in Section 7.1 by taking a differ-
ent perspective: the explicitly stored local data and input constraints should
be taken together to determine the semantics of incomplete sources. Based on
such an interpretation, we define completeness to be preserving query answers
implied by both the stored data extensions and the input constraints.
In section 7.2, we have developed a schema merging algorithm based on
schema minimization. Input constraints are used to reveal redundancy in the
source schemas. We then continue to address the issue of query answering over
mediated schema in Section 7.2.3. Query answering is achieved by taking a
materialized instance as in data exchange.
In summary, we have shown that for expressive constraints in tgds and egds
that are finitely chaseable, a mediated schema can be computed by minimiza-
tion. Moreover, query answering is always possible using our output mapping
system.
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Though our schema merging algorithm is able to make use of quite expres-
sive input constraints, the expressiveness comes at some price. That is, the
output mapping language cannot be expressed by simple GLAV mappings, but
instead need a second order mapping language. In vision of such complexity,
we described in Section 7.3 an algorithm producing output mapping in a sim-
pler language as a LAV mapping plus target tgds and egds. However, an open
issue of the alternative algorithm is how to ensure that the target constraints
admit a decidable reasoning procedure and hence allow query processing.
8Complexity of Schema Merging
In this chapter, we discuss the complexity of some decision problems in our
schema merging methods.
Throughout our schema merging approaches, we try to find minimal con-
junctive views that are information preserving. Information preserving is cap-
tured by the notion of invertible views. Therefore, we study the complexity of
invertibility of views in Section 8.1.
Minimality is used in our algorithms to eliminate redundancies on the
schema level. We consider the complexity of deciding whether a conjunctive
view is minimal in Section 8.2.
We have shown in Chapter 7 that it is always possible to construct an out-
put data integration system over incomplete local sources related by finitely
chaseable intensional constraints. It is natural to ask how complex it is to
decide whether a given output mapping satisfies the properties on preserving
source certain answers and integrating incomplete data. However, as we will
show in Section 8.3, completeness is unfortunately undecidable even when the
merge input is specified in finitely chaseable constraints.
Last but not least, we show in Section 8.4 that under certain syntactical
restrictions, finding a minimal invertible conjunctive view can be done in
PTIME.
8.1 Invertibility of Views
The first problem we consider here is whether a view is invertible for a schema
under constraints.
Problem: Invertible(S, Γ,V)
Input: A schema S, a set of finitely chaseable constraints Γ
over S, and a view schema V
Question: Is V invertible?
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When no source constraints are present, the invertibility is fully deter-
mined by the way a view schema is defined over the source schema, i.e.,
the view definition mapping. Following such a perspective, the invertibility
of UCQ views is analogous to the tgd-invertibility of full s-t tgds studied in
[Fagin, 2007].
Proposition 8.1. In absence of source constraints, regarding views of a rela-
tional schema the following is known:
1. invertibility is undecidable for FO Views [Fan and Bohannon, 2008].
2. invertibility of UCQ views wrt. UCQ is coNP-complete [Fagin, 2007].
Proof. The first result follows from Fan and Bohannon [Fan and Bohannon,
2008], which reduces containment of relational algebra to invertibility of FO
views. The second result follows from [Fagin, 2007]. Fagin [2007] shows that
there always exists a small counter-example of polynomial size wrt. the map-
ping, which implies membership in coNP. A reduction from SAT is also given
in [Fagin, 2007], which shows coNP hardness. uunionsq
We now consider invertibility of conjunctive views in presence of source
constraints. In particular, we are interested in the complexity with respect
to the size of the source constraints. Proposition 8.2 shows that even for full
source tgds, the invertibility of project views (P-views) is already NP-hard
with respect to the source constraints. Similarly, Proposition 8.3 shows that
invertibility of join views (J-views) is also NP-hard when source constraints
are in play.
Proposition 8.2. Invertibility of P-views is NP-hard in presence of full
source tgds
Proof. We reduce 3 colorability to invertibility of a P-view. Given a graph rep-
resented by a binary edge relationR/2. Consider a schema S = {R/2, V/1, P/1},
and Γ contains two tgds. The first tgd is from V to a conjunctive query joining
P and G3, where G3 is the complete graph for 3 nodes.
V (x)→ P (x), R(r, g), R(g, r), R(r, b), R(b, r), R(g, b), R(b, g) (8.1)
where 0, r, g and b are constants. This constraint states that 1) if V is not
empty in a database, then the database database contains G3; and 2) V is a
subset of P .
The second tgd is from the join of the edges of the graph to the predicate
V :
P (x) ∧ (
∧
(yi,zi)∈G
R(yi, zi))→ V (x) (8.2)
This tgd states that if the graph G can be embedded into a database, then in
this database, P is a subset of V .
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The P-view V to be decided for invertibility is a view removing relation
V , but keeping relations R and P intact. We claim that the original graph G
is 3 colorable if and only if the P-view V is invertible.
If the graph G is 3-colorable, then the CQ representing the graph G can
be homomorphically embedded into G3. It follows then the right hand side of
the first tgd 8.1 is contained in the left hand side of the second tgd 8.2, which
means
V (x)↔ P (x), R(r, g), R(g, r), R(r, b), R(b, r), R(g, b), R(b, g)
Therefore, the P-view is invertible, since there exists an equivalent CQ rewrit-
ing over the view for the removed relation.
To see the other direction, we assume to the contrary that the graph is
not 3 colorable, but the P-view V is invertible. We can easily construct two
source instances that differ in the projected V relation, but with the same
P-view. Suppose the instances have the same tuples for relation R that are
just edges of G3, and the same P relation with a single tuple P (0). But one
instance has an empty V relation, while the other has a singleton tuple V (0).
It can be verified that both instances satisfy the tgds. This contradicts with
the assumption that the V is invertible. That is, the P-view V is invertible
only if the graph is 3-colorable.
In summary, invertibility of P-views is NP-hard with respect to the size of
source constraints. uunionsq
Proposition 8.3. Invertibility of J-views in presence of source tgds is NP-
hard.
Proof. Consider two conjunctive queries Q1 and Q2 over the same schema S.
Let S′ be the union of S and two extra relations P1 and P2, with the same
arity as Q1 and Q2. The source constraints Γ contain the following tgds
Q1(x)← P1(x) (8.3)
Q2(x)↔ P2(x) (8.4)
Let V be a view that joins P1 and P2 to P3 and copies the other relations in
S′. We claim that V is invertible if and only if Q1 ⊆ Q2. Since containment
of conjunctive queries is NP-complete, NP-hardness follows from the claim.
For the if direction. It is easy to see that P3 = P1 on P2 = P1, since P2 is
exactly the answer of Q2 (constraint 8.4), Q1 is contained in Q2 , and P1 is
contained in Q1 (constraint 8.3). Because P2 is exactly the answer of a query
over relations in S, which is faithfully retained in V, P2 is also reconstructible
from the view using the conjunctive query Q2. Since both P1 and P2 are
rewritable over the view V, it is invertible.
For the other direction, suppose V is invertible but Q1 is not contained
in Q2. There exists an instance I of S, in which there is some tuple t such
that t ∈ Q1(I)∧ t 6∈ Q2(I). We now extend I to two different instances, say J
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and K, of S′ by assigning extensions for relations P1 and P2. Due to the tgds,
the extension of P2 is fully determined, and is just Q2(I). The first instance
J has an empty P1 relation, while the second instance K has a singleton fact
P1(t). It is straightforward to verify that both J and K satisfy the source
constraints.
Because t 6∈ Q2(I) = P2(J) = P2(K), the view instances of the two
instances are the same, with an empty set for relation P3. Therefore, the J-
view V is not injective. Contradiction with the assumption that it is invertible.
uunionsq
8.2 Minimality of Views
In this section, we consider the decision problem that whether a view of a
schema under constraints is minimal or not:
Problem: Minimal(S, Γ,V)
Input: A schema S, a set of finitely chaseable constraints Γ
over S, and a view schema V
Question: Is V minimal?
Theorem 8.4. In absence of source constraints, P-minimality and J-minimality
of conjunctive views are in coNP.
Proof. For P-minimality, we can find a counter example by guessing a re-
dundant single attribute. We can then guess a conjunctive rewriting of the
involved view predicate over the reduced view schema. According to Theorem
2.45, such a conjunctive rewriting has at most the same length as the number
of subgoals of the original query defining the view predicate, from which we
remove the attribute. Therefore, all the guessed components are of polynomial
length of the view definition.
Homomorphism between the expansion of the rewriting and the original
definition query of the view predicate can be also guessed together. Verifying
the correctness of the homomorphism is in PTIME. In summary, a counter
example can be found in NP, that is, p-minimality is also in coNP.
For J-minimality. Since a BIND between two view predicates can be
guessed together with homomorphisms between the view definitions, verifying
the homomorphisms is in PTIME. That is, a counter example can be find in
NP. Therefore, J-minimality is in coNP with respect to the size of the view
definitions. uunionsq
We now consider the case when source constraints are present. We show
that when the view definition is quite simple, the complexity of deciding min-
imality can be intractable (if P 6= NP ) due to the source constraints.
Proposition 8.5. Both P-minimality and J-minimality are coNP hard wrt.
source tgds for P-views.
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Proof. We reduce CQ equivalence to P-minimality of project views. For two
conjunctive queries Q1 and Q2 over the same schema S, we construct a source
schema S′ = S ∪ {Q1, Q2}. Source tgds Γ define Q1 and Q2 to exactly the
contents of the two conjunctive queries over the relations from S.
Consider the project view V that projects the two new predicates to an
empty set of columns (i.e., two boolean queries asking whether the two rela-
tions are empty) pi∅Q1 and pi∅Q2. V is not P-minimal/J-minimal iff. Q1 ≡ Q2.
Since CQ equivalence is NP-complete, we obtain coNP hardness. uunionsq
8.3 Properties of Data Integration Mappings
We study in this section the complexity of deciding the two requirements
established for data integration mapping in Chapter 7, completeness and in-
tegratedness.
We have shown in Proposition 7.10 that s-t tgds are not expressive enough
for output data integration mappings to be complete. The following result
shows that it is undecidable whether a given schema mapping specified in s-t
tgds is complete or not.
Proposition 8.6. It is undecidable whether a set of copy s-t tgds is complete
wrt. UCQ, even when the source constraints consist of only full tgds.
Proof. We show undecidability by a reduction from Datalog boundedness
[Gaifman et al., 1993; Hillebrand et al., 1995]. Please recall that a Datalog
program is bounded if there exists a finite UCQ that produces an equivalent
answer. Strong boundedness [Gaifman et al., 1993] (aka. uniform boundedness
[Hillebrand et al., 1995]) is a variant of boundedness if not only EDB predi-
cates but also IDB predicates can have initial facts. It is known that strong
boundedness is undecidable [Gaifman et al., 1993; Hillebrand et al., 1995].
For any Datalog program Σ over schema S, we consider deciding com-
pleteness of the copy s-t tgds that sends each source instance to a replica of
itself. Σ is strongly bounded if and only if the copy s-t tgds are complete.
For the if direction. Completeness ensures that for each source relation,
we have a target rewriting in UCQ that produces the same certain answer
as the identity query over the possible worlds of a source instance. When
the source constraints Σ are a Datalog program, the certain answer of each
source query is just the query answer over the minimal model of the Datalog
program. When copy mapping is complete, for any source instance, and any
identity query of a source relation, there exists a UCQ source query (as target
is a copy of the source) having the same answer as the certain answer of the
identity query. That is, the Datalog program Σ is equivalent to a UCQ. Σ is
strongly bounded.
For the only if direction. Following strong boundedness of Σ, the iden-
tity query of each source predicate R, EDB or IDB, can be rewritten into a
source UCQ Q that computes the extension of the predicate in the minimal
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model directly over any incomplete source. We simply rename all the source
relations to their target corresponding relations in Q, the result is a target
query producing the desired certain answer. Therefore, the copy mapping is
complete. uunionsq
We have to point out that though completeness is in general undecidable,
we have shown in Chapter 7 that it is possible to construct the output mapping
carefully such that it is complete in the model theoretical sense.
Let (S, Γ ) be a merge input and Γ be a set of finitely chaseable constraints.
For an incomplete source instance, the semantics can be represented by a finite
incomplete instance with labelled nulls. Moreover, when an output mapping is
also specified by finitely chaseable constraints, solutions of a source instance
can be also expressed by a finite target instance. Therefore, in this case, we
can test whether a given schema mapping is integrated or not for a given
instance.
Proposition 8.7. Let Γ be a finite set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over
S. Let M = (S,T, Σ) be a schema mapping from S to T,and Σ is a union of
a finite set of s-t tgds and a set of finitely chaseable tgds and egds over T. Let
I be a source instance. It is decidable, whether the mapping M is integrated
for I.
Proof. For a given instance I, its solution space is fully captured by the canon-
ical universal solution IΣ , which is the chase of I with the constraints Σ.
When source constraints Γ are finitely chaseable, the possible worlds of
I can be represented by a finite source instance IΓ , which is the chase of I
with Γ . Moreover, the union of all solutions of the possible worlds of I can be
obtained by chasing I first with Γ and then with Σ, denoted by IΓ∪Σ .
In order to test integratedness, we only need to test whether the two
incomplete databases IΣ and IΓ∪Σ are homomorphically equivalent. uunionsq
However, it remains open whether integratedness of an output mapping is
decidable or not, when source constraints are present.
8.4 A Tractable Case
We have seen in previous sections that the decision problems related to
constraint-driven schema merging are computationally expensive. In this sec-
tion, we investigate some syntactical conditions that identify a special case,
in which a minimal invertible view can be found in PTIME with respect to
the size of the dependencies.
Fagin et al. [Fagin et al., 2005a] studied the data complexity of weakly
acyclic set of tgds and egds. They show that when both the schema and
dependencies are fixed, the chase can be done in PTIME. Here we consider
an extended setting in which only the schema is fixed. We can see that under
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the restriction that each rule in the data dependencies has a bounded size,
then the chase can be done in PTIME with respect to both the dependencies
and the instance.
Lemma 8.8. Let Γ be a set of weakly acyclic tgds and egds over a fixed schema
S, if each dependency in Γ has constant bounded length, then the chase of a
database I against Γ is PTIME with respect to |Γ |+ |I|.
Proof. The result follows from an extension of the PTIME data complexity
proof of Theorem 3.9 in [Fagin et al., 2005a]. A position in the dependency
graph is an attribute A of a relation R, denoted by (R,A). Fagin et al. [2005a]
stratify positions into r levels, in which r is the maximal level of nesting of
skolem functions and r is bounded by |S| due to weakly acyclicity.
It is shown in [Fagin et al., 2005a] that the total number of distinct values
occurring in the chase at positions within level i is bounded by a polynomial
Qi(n), with n = |I|. We briefly follow the induction with our extension. For the
base i=0, Q0(n) = n. For a higher level, distinct values can be either copied
from a lower level (from level 0 to level i-1), or a new value is generated
via chasing with a tgd with values from the lower levels. Due to the inductive
hypothesis, all distinct values exist in lower levels are bounded by a polynomial
P (n) = Q0(n) + . . .+Qi−1(n). Let d be the maximal length of the premise of
tgds. For each tgd in Γ and each d values from the lower levels, at most one
new value can be generated at a position, that is P (n)d × D with D being
the number of tgds in Γ . The new values generated in all positions in level
i are then bounded by G(n) = pi × P (n)d × D. Due to our restriction of
length of each dependency in Γ , d is constant bounded. Therefore, G(n) is a
polynomial. The number of distinct values copied from lower levels is then at
most P (n). Therefore, Qi(n) = n+G(n)+P (n) is a polynomial wrt. |Γ |+ |I|.
In summary all distinct values in the chase is bounded by Q = r×Qr(n).
Since r is bounded by |S|, Q is also a polynomial wrt. |Γ |+ |I|. Let s be the
number of relations in S, and let p be the maximal arity of a relation, then
the size of chase is bounded by s×Q(n)p, which is a polynomial.
Therefore, any chase sequence will be of polynomial length. Since the size
of each data dependency is bounded, each chase step can be performed in
PTIME.
When egds are in play, their effects are to collapse two values into one.
Hence the size of the chase is still of polynomial size. However, as the number
of distinct values is always bounded by a polynomial. The number of egd steps
is then a difference of the maximal number of possible distinct values and the
distinct values in the actual final chase. The difference of two polynomials is
still a polynomial. uunionsq
Finding a minimal invertible view over such a set of weakly acyclic depen-
dencies is then feasible in PTIME wrt. the size of the dependencies.
Theorem 8.9. Let Γ be a set of weakly acyclic tgds and egds over a fixed
schema S. When each rule in Γ is of bounded length, a minimal invertible
view can be found in PTIME with respect to the constraints Γ .
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Proof. If each rule in Γ is of bounded length, then any relation involved in
the constraints is of a bounded arity. Those relations not involved in any
constraints will always be copied in the view. Therefore, in the following, we
can safely assume the arity of any relation is bounded.
Now we show that J-minimization can be done in PTIME. For each relation
R in S, the chase of a singleton R-tuple with Γ is of polynomial size wrt. Γ ,
due to Lemma 8.8. Therefore, finding all the INDs originating from a relation
can be done in PTIME. Intersecting the IND sets to obtain maximal BINDs
is then also PTIME. It is straightforward to construct a collapse configuration
from the maximal BINDs in PTIME.
P-minimization can also be performed in PTIME. We can iterate through
all attributes in the schema S, and keep a greedy set of redundant attributes.
Each time if a new attribute is redundant together with the already existing
attributes in the set, then we expand the set. Otherwise we skip the new
attribute. There are at most |S| such tests. We now show that each redundancy
test can be done in PTIME. For each relation R with some attributes selected
in the current candidate attribute set, we test whether the identity query is
rewritable over the P-view. There are two cases: two attributes in this relation
are always duplicates of each other (e.g., enforced by an egd R(x)→ xi = xj);
and no such duplicates appear in the same relation. In the first case, we can
easily test duplicate attributes within the same relation by chase in PTIME
and incorporate all but one such duplicates in the redundant attribute set and
continue to minimize as in the second case.
For the second case, we first freeze a singleton R tuple by all distinct
constants, and chase the singleton instance against Γ , resulting in I, which
is of a polynomial size wrt. Γ as the original R tuple is of a constant size.
We then replace each value appearing on a position of a projected attribute
by a fresh new labelled null, and denote the result by J . Then we chase J
against Γ again, resulting in K. According to Lemma 8.8, the size of K is a
polynomial of |J | and |Γ |. Since |J | is a polynomial of |Γ |, the size of K is
still a polynomial of |Γ |.
Finally, we test whether the original frozen R tuple is in K. Testing the
membership of a tuple in an instance of polynomial size is also in PTIME. uunionsq
We can see that in Lemma 8.8, the size of the schema S has to be fixed,
because it bounds the level of nesting skolem terms in the chase result. If we
further restrict the constraints to be full, then the chase is PTIME also with
respect to the size of S.
Theorem 8.10. In particular, when Γ is a set of full tgds and egds over S.
Each tgd or egd in Γ is of bounded length. Then a minimal invertible view
can be found in PTIME with respect to the size of S and Γ .
Proof. When Γ is full there is no new symbols introduced during chase. There-
fore, similar to Lemma 8.8, we can see that when Γ consists of constraints of
bounded length, all relation symbols involved in chase are of bounded arity.
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Therefore, there exists a constant c such that the size of each relation during
chase is bounded by |I|c. Let r be the number of relations in S, then r < |S|.
That is the total size of an instance during chase is bounded by r×|I|c, which
is a polynomial in terms of |I| and |S|. Similar to Lemma 8.8, we see that the
chase is in PTIME with respect to the size of Γ , S and I. The remaining of
the proof is similar to Theorem 8.9. uunionsq

Part IV
Prototype and Experiments

9MINIMUM: MergINg logIcal scheMas Using
schema Mappings
In this chapter, we describe the MINIMUM (MergINg logIcal scheMas Using
schema Mappings) prototype we have developed. The prototype is built on top
of our minimization approach to schema merging under mapping constraints.
It is able to take data dependencies (tgds and egds) over multiple relational
schemas as input, and produce minimal mediated schemas through reasoning
over the data dependencies. The prototype targets at the virtual data inte-
gration scenario, i.e., for generating a mediated query interface from multiple
input schemas. Users pose queries over the mediated schema and certain an-
swers are returned. Therefore, besides mediated schema generation, output
mapping generation and query processing are also handled in the prototype.
The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.1, the
architecture of the MINIMUM prototype is described. The schema merging
algorithm is briefly described in Section 9.2. A walkthrough of the system
workbench is provided in Section 9.3. Implementation details and decisions
are covered in Section 9.4. Last but not least, we describe the query processing
strategies in MINIMUM in Section 9.5.
9.1 System Architecture
The architecture of the MINIMUM prototype is depicted in Figure 9.1. The
prototype consists of three components:
1. A workbench component: metadata repository and user interaction
2. An algorithmic component: schema merging
3. A reasoning component: backend reasoning using a Prolog engine
We describe the three components in the following sections.
9.1.1 Workbench Component
The workbench is in charge of two aspects: management of schema and map-
ping artifacts and interaction with users.
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Fig. 9.1. System Architecture
For managing schema and mapping artifacts, it contains a metadata repos-
itory, which manages relationships between artifacts, and links to files on the
file system. More specifically, the following relationships are maintained:
• A merge input file contains multiple source schemas and an n-ary mapping.
The metadata repository keeps the link between merge input files and
source schemas and mappings.
• A data file can be attached to a source schema, the metadata repository
records links between data files and schemas.
• When a merge output is created from a merge input file, it keeps the
relationships between merge output files and merge input files.
For the purpose of user interaction, the workbench handles presenting
schemas and mappings, browsing data sources, and receiving queries from
users by providing multiple views:
• Data View: browsing data sources
• Query View: receiving and answering queries from users
• Schema View: illustrating schema structures
• Mapping View: illustration of n-ary mappings
• Text View: text representation of merge input and output
A walkthrough of the workbench is in Section 9.3.
9.1.2 Algorithmic Component
The algorithmic component takes care of mainly three aspects:
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• schema merging
• query processing
• input and output (I/O)
The schema merging aspect includes an enumerator and an invertibility
test facility. The enumerator enumerates candidate view schemas. The in-
vertibility test facility tests whether a candidate view schema is information
preservation using support from the reasoning component.
The query processing aspect includes a query engine for query answering
and a query rewriter for query rewriting. The query engine materializes a
target instance of a mediated schema as in Data Exchange. The query rewriter
is able to rewrite a conjunctive query into a Datalog program for weakly acyclic
tgds.
The I/O aspect deals with communication with the file system, parsing of
input files, and serialization of output files.
9.1.3 Reasoning Component
The reasoning component is implemented on top of a Prolog knowledge base.
The reasoning component includes an implementation of the chase procedure
with tgds and egds. Query rewritability under constraints is supported using
the chase procedure. Discovery of BINDs under constraints, invertibility of
views and materialization of target instances under mappings are then sup-
ported using the chase and query rewritability tests.
9.2 Algorithm Overview
The underlying algorithm is based on our schema minimization procedure.
An illustration of the procedure is provided in Figure 9.2.
We follow the double exchange algorithm described in Section 7.2 instead
of the constraint rewriting algorithm in Section 7.3. The main reason is that
the target constraints generated in the latter algorithm are not guaranteed
to be finitely chaseable. Since the system needs to provide query processing
capabilities, we decide to use the double exchange algorithm.
The algorithm has two stages: a constraint repairing stage and a mediated
schema minimization stage. In the first stage, we construct an initial canoni-
cal output mapping trying to “repair” the joint source instance (see Section
7.2.1). During the second stage, we enumerate candidate views of the canoni-
cal schema, and test whether a candidate is invertible under constraints. This
part is composed of two main components: invertibility test and enumeration
strategy. The invertibility test is performed using the query rewritability tests
as described in Section 4.2.3. The enumeration procedure basically follows
Section 5.3, with the extensions explained below.
The enumeration procedure is enhanced to admit two configuration op-
tions:
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Fig. 9.2. Schema Merging Procedure in MINIMUM
1. The first option indicates whether a single minimal schema is desired, or
all minimal schemas are requested.
2. The second option indicates whether the minimality is based on set inclu-
sion or the size of the schema, that is, minimal set vs. minimal size.
If only one result is desired, only one collapse configuration is produced.
During the project minimization step, a linear number of testing a growing
set of attributes for invertibility suffices for finding a single minimal mediated
schema. If all results are desired, then all possible collapse configurations and
sets of redundant attributes are enumerated. The effect of requesting one
minimal schema only is an early termination of the enumeration procedure
upon finding the first feasible minimal schema. The remaining possibilities are
not explored.
The second option controls another pruning condition in the A-priori enu-
meration procedure we implemented. When set inclusion minimality is se-
lected, we simply follow the EnumMaxProjection algorithm described in
Section 5.2.2. If the minimal size is desired, we replace the set inclusion test
on line 4 and line 13 of the EnumMaxProjection algorithm by comparing
the sizes. This may prune more results. If we use set inclusion minimality,
then our implementation is exactly the algorithm described in Section 5.3.
Size based minimality is a stronger condition than set inclusion minimality.
Therefore, if size based minimality is requested, the results are then only a
subset of the minimal schemas under set inclusion minimality.
Finally for each minimum, a pair consisting of the canonical output map-
ping and the transformation mapping representing a minimal view is appended
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to the result set. We decide not to compute the composition because it is
expensive and unnecessary for later query processing. The query processing
strategies will be presented in Section 9.5.
9.3 Workbench Walkthrough
In this section, we introduce the different components of the workbench, with
an emphasis on the functions they provide.
The workbench can be divided into two areas. On the left of the workbench
is the navigation panel, in which the merge inputs and mediated schemas are
listed. On the right is an area for various views presenting different aspects
such as schema, mapping, data, and etc.
For example in Figure 9.3, the navigation panel contains three merge in-
put files, of which only real estate 2.in is expanded. The input file has three
children: two input schema items and one mapping item. Under each input
schema item, the relations within the schema are listed together with an in-
tegrity constraint item.
9.3.1 Schema View
The schema view, as depicted in Figure 9.3 is a tree view illustrating the
structure of a particular schema selected by a user.
The schema view presents more elaborated information of an input schema
than the navigation panel does. In the navigation panel, only relations are
listed, while in the schema view all attributes are listed.
It is worth pointing out that intra-schema integrity constraints such as
keys and foreign keys are also clearly presented in the schema view. Keys are
illustrated by a special ”key” icon, while foreign keys are represented by arrows
connecting the source attributes and the target key. For example in Figure
9.3, agent id is a key of relation agent, and there is a foreign key constraint
from house details to agent.
9.3.2 N-ary Mapping View
The mapping view in the workbench needs extra explanation. Because we
allow a mapping to involve a multitude of schemas (more than two), a direct
adoption of the usual visualization by fixing a source schema and a target
schema is no longer appropriate. We make several adaptations here.
First, the constraints of a mapping are not listed in the main view on the
top right, but instead listed in the bottom right property view. A user can
then select in the property view which one is interesting for her. The details
of the selected constraint can be browsed in the mapping view on the top.
The mapping view then shows only the content of one constraint at a time.
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Fig. 9.3. Schema View
Second, the mapping view is divided into three panels as usual. The
left panel and the right panel represent two conjunctive queries respec-
tively, while the middle panel shows the common free variables between the
two queries. In Figure 9.4, the left panel shows a query involving a single
atom of course reed, while the right panel shows a conjunctive query of sec-
tion rice joining course rice. Joins are represented by lines connecting corre-
sponding attributes. In the figure, the join is on section rice.course code and
course rice.code.
Within the two panels for conjunctive queries, each relational atom is
represented by a tree item. A prefix shows from which schema an atom is from.
In this way, we are able to allow joining of relational atoms from different
schemas in one query. In the middle panel, attribute correspondences are
directed. Therefore, we are able to present both query containment and query
equivalence. The direction of the constraint is from the circle ended side to
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Fig. 9.4. N-ary Mapping View
the arrow ended side. In Figure 9.4, it is from the left hand side to the right
hand side.
9.3.3 Text View
The text view shows the original contents of a merge input in plain text.
Figure 9.5 is an example of a merge input. The particular syntax used in the
merge input files will be explained in Section 9.4.1.
9.3.4 Data View
We currently support attaching data files to a source schema. After attaching
data files, users can browse the data content in a per-relation manner. An
exemplar data view showing contents of a house relation is in Figure 9.6. The
data view presents the contents of a selected relation in the form of a table.
Attribute names are listed in the table head, while each line corresponds to a
tuple.
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Fig. 9.5. Text View Showing A Merge Input
9.3.5 Output View
An output of a merge input can be displayed in the output view (Figure 9.7).
The output view renders a merge output as a tree, listing all the relations of
the mediated schema and constraints. A merge output can also be directly
shown in a text view.
9.3.6 Query View
A query view can be invoked for a given merge output. Figure 9.8 shows the
structure of a query view, which consists of three main parts: a query field,
an answer field and a rewriting field.
A user can enter a conjunctive query in the query field. After attaching
data sources to the input schemas, she can ask for the answer, which will be
shown in the answer field. A user can also ask for query rewriting. If feasible,
the rewriting is shown in the rewriting field.
The details of query processing strategies are given in Section 9.5.
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Fig. 9.6. Data View
9.4 Implementation
In this section, we describe some implementation decisions and lessons we
learnt through the development process.
9.4.1 Merge Input Syntax
The input mapping file mainly follow the syntax of Prolog. That is, liter-
als starting with lower case letters are considered as constants, while literals
starting with upper case letter or underscore ( ) are variables. Anonymous
local variable can be represented by a single underscore.
A merge input file consists of several sections, each lead by a processing
instruction. A processing instruction starts with “%%” and indicates whether
it is a mapping section or a model section. A mapping section starts with a line
“%% INPUT MAPPING”. A mapping section contains inter-schema tgds. A
model section starts with a line “%% NEW MODEL”. A model section con-
tains the specification of a schema and intra-schema constraints such as keys
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Fig. 9.7. Output View
Fig. 9.8. Query View
and foreign keys. While processing instructions start with double percentage
symbols “%%”, lines starting with a single “%” is a comment line.
Several reserved keywords are defined in addition to the standard Prolog
syntax.
• Implication of queries:“−>” and “<−” are intended for query contain-
ment, and “<−>” for query equivalence.
• In order to express integrity constraints:
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– equal/2 is used to indicate two variables are equal, which is usually in
the consequence of an egd rule.
– key is a shortcut for specifying keys, with the first argument a relation
name and the rest the key attributes. For example, key(course rice,
code) states the attribute code is the key for the relation course rice.
– inclusion/4 is a shortcut for inclusion dependencies, with the first
and the third argument the source and target relation respectively,
and the second and the fourth arguments the lists of attributes. An
example is inclusion(section rice, (course code), course rice, (code)).
Please note that the second and the fourth arguments are compound
terms representing lists.
• There is a special predicate invert functor helper/2 to indicate helper
predicates for invertible value conversion functions, with the first argu-
ment being the helper predicate name and the second argument the arity
of the helper predicate. For instance, invert functor helper(concat2, 3) de-
notes a ternary predicate with the name concat2. Invertible functor helpers
will be described in Section 9.4.2.
9.4.2 Value Conversion Functions
Real world data sources are usually incompatible in data formats, which is
a main source for the necessity of value conversion functions. There can be
different reasons for value conversions. One reason can be the units used for
measuring are different. An example is to covert temperature from Centigrade
to Fahrenheit. Another reason can be a target value has to be computed as an
arithmetic expression over several source values. For example, dimension1 ×
dimension2 = area. These heterogeneities do arise in real world data sets.
In our prototype, we support many-to-one value conversion functions. We
distinguish non-invertible functions from invertible functions. For instance,
the translation between Centigrade and Fahrenheit is invertible, while the
arithmetic expression from dimensions to area is not.
We treat non-invertible functions as skolem functions in the head of
a tgd. For example, suppose we have in the house relation an attribute
num of rooms, while in another houseDetails relation, several numbers for
different types of rooms. We can express such non-invertible value conversion
as:
house(sk sum(Bath rooms,Bed rooms,Dining rooms,Living rooms), . . .)←
houseDetails(Bath rooms,Bed rooms,Dining rooms,Living rooms, . . .)
where sk sum is a skolem function representing the summation. For the other
direction, the details are just existential variables in the head:
house(Num of rooms, . . .)→
houseDetails(Bath rooms,Bed rooms,Dining rooms,Living rooms, . . .)
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The details cannot be computed from the sum and hence are dependent on
all attributes from the house relation.
Invertible functions are more involved. Invertible functions cannot be sim-
ply encoded as skolem functions in tgds for both directions, because that
would introduce recursive nesting of skolem terms during chase. We address
the issue using so-called invertible functor helper.
We showcase the technique using the example that concatenation of a
first name and a last name is equivalent to a full name and a full name can
always be split back. We introduce a helper ternary predicate concat for the
binary function of concatenation, which is only used in the precondition of
implications to construct skolem terms, as in the following example:
person(Id, F, L), concat(F,L,N)→ emp(Id,N).
emp(Id,N), concat(F,L,N)→ person(Id, F, L).
In the relation person, a full name is used, while in the relation emp, first
name and last name is present. The predicate concat takes charge of both
concatenation and splitting.
In order to avoid recursive nesting of skolem functors, we specify the fol-
lowing rules for the helper predicate introduced:
concat(split first(N), split last(N), N)← N \= concated( , ), !. (9.1)
concat(F,L, concated(F,L))← true. (9.2)
The three functions concated, split first and split last are just skolem
functions and the names do not matter. The rule 9.1 takes a full name N
as input and produces two skolem terms for the first name and last name
respectively. It checks that the full name is not created by a previous concate-
nation. If the third argument is created by a previous concatenation, then the
compound term is simply split by the rule 9.2. Rule 9.2 also takes charge of
creating skolem terms for concatenation.
Such helper predicates and rules avoid recursive nesting of skolem terms
and make it possible to use invertible value conversion functions in chase.
9.4.3 Chase Implementation
The chase procedure is an indispensable tool for reasoning about data de-
pendencies. It is at the core of our schema minimization process. Moreover,
query answering in the prototype also employes chase to materialize a target
instance as in Data Exchange [Fagin et al., 2005a].
There are different flavors of chase. Deutsch et al. [Deutsch et al., 2008]
distinguish naive chase, parallel chase and core chase. Naive chase try to repair
the instance rule by rule. Parallel chase differs from naive chase in that all
applicable rules are fired at once, instead of each step firing a single rule. The
core chase extends parallel chase by performing a minimization after each
chase step.
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Depending on whether to test the consequence of a rule is indeed violated
in an instance before adding new tuples, the chase can be categorized as stan-
dard chase and oblivious chase [Marnette, 2009]. The standard chase follows a
repair manner, i.e., only add tuples when a rule is violated, while the oblivious
chase always add new tuples.
In our implementation, a parallel chase is implemented in the standard
repairing way. Inside the Prolog knowledge base, constants are stored as con-
stants and variables are stored as skolem terms. An interesting lesson we have
learnt is that the skolem term should better not be nested further, due to
performance reasons. In an early version, we nested skolem terms in the hope
of recording the lineage of chasing, which soon leads to an explosion in the
length of tuples.
9.4.4 Static Analysis for Mappings
Although the chase procedure is powerful, it is not always terminating for
complex data dependencies. Deutsch et al. have shown in [Deutsch et al., 2008]
that it is undecidable whether a set of tgds and egds admit data-independent
terminating chase. Therefore, it is necessary to restrict the data dependencies
syntactically to ensure terminating chase. There have been a lot of recent
advances in the syntactical conditions ensuring terminating chase [Deutsch
et al., 2008; Meier et al., 2009; Marnette, 2009; Spezzano and Greco, 2010].
We have implemented a syntax checker which tests whether input map-
pings admit a terminating chase. Currently, only weakly acyclicity [Fagin
et al., 2005a] is supported.Our weakly acyclicity tests already take into ac-
count use of value conversion functions in the mapping.
9.4.5 Batch Rewritability Test
During the project minimization procedure, we test whether a set of attributes
is redundant by testing whether the identity query of each source relation is
rewritable. In our implementation, rewritability tests for a given candidate
mediated schema is consolidated into one test, by assigning disjoint domains
for the tuples. Such a decision is made due to a consideration of reducing the
communication costs between Java and Prolog.
9.5 Query Processing Strategies
Given a user query against the mediated schema, there are two strategies
for query processing. The first way is query answering using a materialized
instance called the universal solution [Fagin et al., 2005a], while the second
is query rewriting. As we will see, query answering is more widely applicable
than rewriting in our situation.
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Fig. 9.9. Query Answering over Mediated Query Interface
9.5.1 Query Answering
When the input data dependencies admit a terminating chase, the output
mapping generated by our system is guaranteed to admit also a terminating
chase. Therefore, query answering can be performed by chasing the source
instances against the output mapping and then perform query evaluation over
the materialized instance of the mediated schema.
Figure 9.9 shows answers to a query over a mediated schema. Tuples con-
taining skolem terms need to be removed to achieve the certain answer.
9.5.2 Query Rewriting
The expressive mapping language we allow imposes challenges on query rewrit-
ing, since the output mapping may involve recursion and egds. We describe
here an algorithm that is able to rewrite a target conjunctive query into a
Datalog program under certain conditions:
• edgs are not involved
• the tgds involved are weakly acyclic
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Fig. 9.10. Query Rewriting over Mediated Query Interface
The rewriting algorithm is an extension of the inverse rules algorithm [Duschka
and Genesereth, 1997; Duschka et al., 2000] for query rewriting in Local-As-
View systems. When egds are present in the merge input, then the rewriting
procedure ignores the egds and produce a sound rewriting, which does not
necessarily provide all the certain answers.
The rewriting algorithm proceeds in three stages:
1. Bottom-up predicate pattern generation. In the first stage, all tgds are
first skolemized, with each existential variable in the head replaced by a
skolem term. Furthermore, rules are normalized to have a single atom in
the head. Then we initialize an instance, in which for each relation R of
arity k there is an R-tuple with each argument the same value “*”. We
then perform a bottom-up generation of functional patterns of predicates
until a fixpoint is reached. If the original set of tgds are weakly acyclic,
then for this particular instance it will also terminate. Furthermore, the
pattern generated in this stage covers all possible patterns. In fact, since
we only match patterns with skolem functions, the fixpoint is an over-
estimation of the possible patterns. This stage can be shared by rewriting
of different queries against a given mediated schema.
2. Query driven rule pruning. In the second stage, for a given user query, we
check the reachability of patterned predicates backward from the given
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query. We then prune those patterns that are irrelevant for the given
query.
3. Eliminate skolem terms using the predicate-split technique. The third
stage takes as input all the rules involving the reachable patterns dis-
covered in the second stage, and employs the predicate-split technique
[Duschka and Genesereth, 1997] to produce a function-free Datalog pro-
gram. It is worth pointing out that there are possibly redundancy in the
rules.
We now show the procedure by using an example. In this example, we
focus on a schema with weakly acyclic tgds. Tuples can enter the schema
from any relation, and the database is incomplete. This schema corresponds
to the helper schema in our double exchange algorithm. Queries over the
minimized mediated schema can be easily unfolded into queries over the helper
schema. Incomplete data enters the helper schema via the copy mapping in
the canonical output mapping.
Example 9.1. We consider an adaption of the schema and constraints in Ex-
ample 5.4. Egds are removed from the schemas. The tgds can be specified as
Go#ﬂight!
!num!
!%me!
!meal!
Go#price!
!num!!
!date!!
!price!
!!
Ok#ﬂight!
!num!
!date!
!%me!
!price!!
!nonstop!
!
S1:2 S2:2
Fig. 9.11. Schemas with Weakly Acyclic Tgds
• Ok-flight(num, date, time, price, nonstop)↔ Go-flight(num, time,meal),
Go-price(num, date, price)
• Go-price(num, date, price)→ Go-flight(num, time,meal)
In the first stage, we skolemize and normalize rules, resulting the following:
1. Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, sk1(n, d, t, p))← Go-flight(n, t,m),Go-price(n, d, p)
2. Go-flight(n, t, sk2(n, d, t, p))← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
3. Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
4. Go-flight(n, sk3(n), sk4(n))← Go-price(n, d, p)
The initial pattern database contains the following:
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• Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)
• Go-price(∗, ∗, ∗)
• Go-flight(∗, ∗, ∗)
We compute the fixpoint of the skolemized rules over the initial instance and
generate all patterns and all different ways of derivations.
5. Go-price(∗, ∗, ∗)
Rule 3 from pattern Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗):
Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
6. Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗))
Rule 1 from patterns Go-flight(*,*,*),Go-price(*,*,*):
Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, sk1(n, d, t, p))← Go-flight(n, t,m),Go-price(n, d, p)
7. Go-flight(∗, sk3(∗), sk4(∗))
Rule 4 from pattern Go-price(*,*,*):
Go-flight(n, sk3(n), sk4(n))← Go-price(n, d, p)
8. Go-flight(∗, ∗, sk2(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗))
Rule 2 from pattern Ok-flight(*, *, *, *, *):
Go-flight(n, t, sk2(n, d, t, p))← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
9. Ok-flight(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗))
Rule 1 from patterns Go-flight(*,sk3(*),sk4(*)),Go-price(*,*,*):
Ok-flight(n, d, sk3(n), p, sk1(n, d, sk3(n), p))← Go-flight(n, sk3(n), sk4(n)),
Go-price(n, d, p)
10. Go-flight(∗, sk3(∗), sk2(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗))
Rule 2 from pattern Ok-flight(*, *, sk3(*), *, sk1(*, *, sk3(*) , *)):
Go-flight(n, sk3(n), sk2(n, d, sk3(n), p))←
Ok-flight(n, d, sk3(n), p, sk1(n, d, sk3(n), p))
11. Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗))
Rule 1 from patterns Go-flight(*,*,sk2(*,*,*,*)),Go-price(*,*,*):
Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, sk1(n, d, t, p))← Go-flight(n, t, sk2(n, d, t, p)),
Go-price(n, d, p)
12. Go-flight(∗, ∗, sk2(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗))
Rule 2 from pattern Ok-flight(*, *, *, *, sk1(*,*,*,*)):
Go-flight(n, t, sk2(n, d, t, p))← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, sk1(n, d, t, p))
13. Go-price(∗, ∗, ∗)
Rule 3 from pattern Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)):
Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, sk1(n, d, t, p))
14. Go-price(∗, ∗, ∗)
Rule 3 from pattern Ok-flight(*, *, sk3(*), *, sk1(*, *, sk3(*) , *)):
Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, sk3(n), p, sk1(n, d, sk3(n), p))
15. Ok-flight(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗))
Rule 1 from patterns Go-flight(∗, sk3(∗), sk2(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗)),Go-price(*,*,*):
Ok-flight(n, d, sk3(n), p, sk1(n, d, sk3(n), p))←
Go-flight(n, sk3(n), sk2(n, d, sk3(n), p)),Go-price(n, d, p)
For a given query, we then do a filtering of the rules to select a subset that
are ensured to make the distinguished variables not containing any skolem
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terms. For instance, if we ask for the query:
Q(s)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
Then only the pattern Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗) is useful, and hence the rewriting
of the query Q is itself. As another example, if we ask the following query:
Q′(n, d, t, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
Then the pattern Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)) is directly useful as the last
skolem term is not distinguished in Q′. We can then recursively trace all useful
patterns. For Q′, all patterns generated are involved.
In the third step, we rename patterned predicate to eliminate functional
terms just as in the inverse rules algorithm [Duschka and Genesereth, 1997].
Suppose the following renaming scheme is used.
• Ok-flight(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)) to Ok-flight2
• Go-flight(∗, sk3(∗), sk4(∗)) to Go-flight2
• Go-flight(∗, ∗, sk2(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)) to Go-flight3
• Ok-flight(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗, sk1(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗)) to Ok-flight3
• Go-flight(∗, sk3(∗), sk2(∗, ∗, sk3(∗), ∗)) to Go-flight4
The rewritten Datalog program looks like:
• Q′(n, d, t, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
• Q′(n, d, t, p)← Ok-flight2(n, d, t, p, n, d, t, p)
• Ok-flight2(n, d, t, p, n, d, t, p)← Go-flight(n, t,m),Go-price(n, d, p)
• Go-flight2(n, n, n)← Go-price(n, d, p)
• Go-flight3(n, t, n, d, t, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
• Ok-flight3(n, d, n, p, n, d, n, p)← Go-flight2(n, n, n),Go-price(n, d, p)
• Go-flight4(n, n, n, d, n, p)← Ok-flight3(n, d, n, p, n, d, n, p)
• Ok-flight2(n, d, t, p, n, d, t, p)← Go-flight3(n, t, n, d, t, p),Go-price(n, d, p)
• Go-flight3(n, t, n, d, t, p)← Ok-flight2(n, d, t, p, n, d, t, p)
• Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight2(n, d, t, p, n, d, t, p)
• Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight3(n, d, n, p, n, d, n, p)
• Ok-flight3(n, d, n, p, n, d, n, p)← Go-flight4(n, n, n, d, n, p),Go-price(n, d, p)
• Go-price(n, d, p)← Ok-flight(n, d, t, p, s)
Similar to the inverse rules algorithm, the skolemized rules simulate the
chase procedure. In contrast to the inverse rules algorithm, there is more than
one level nesting of skolem terms. The condition of weakly acyclicity used here
cannot be loosed, say to stratified, because the termination of the pattern
generation relies on the particular syntax restriction of weakly acyclicity. The
patterns generated in the first stage is an over-estimation of the patterns really
generated during chase, as the standard chase only generate tuples when a rule
is violated. It is worth pointing out that the Datalog program generated has
redundancy.
10
Experiments
In this chapter, we report several experiments we have carried out. We de-
scribe the data sets in Section 10.1. Three categories of experiments are then
reported:
1. Expressiveness of data dependencies as a language expressing the inter-
relationships between real world schemas (Section 10.2)
2. Quality of the generated mediated schemas (Section 10.3)
3. Time performance of the minimization process with respect to various
inputs (Section 10.4)
10.1 Data Sets
We make use of two collections of data sets in our experiments. One is a
collection of real world schema integration scenarios in the Illinois Semantic
Integration Archive [Doan, 2005]. The other is a schema mapping benchmark
called STBenchmark [Alexe et al., 2008].
10.1.1 Real World Data Set in Illinois Semantic Integration
Archive
The first data set is from the Illinois Semantic Integration Archive [Doan,
2005]. This data set contains several real world integration scenarios. Out
of the seven available scenarios, five are schema matching scenarios, and the
other two are ontology matching scenarios. We do not consider the ontology
matching scenarios. The five data sets used are:
• Courses
• Inventory
• Faculty
• Real Estate I
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• Real Estate II
The schemas in the data sets are described by XML DTDs. We have man-
ually translated them into relational models. Mappings are manually con-
structed with the help of the referential mapping or the referential mediated
schema provided in the original data set. Keys and foreign keys are used if
appropriate.
We describe the characteristics of the five data sets in Table 10.1. The first
column is the name of the data set. The second column is the size of the input
schemas. The size of a schema is calculated as the total number of attributes
in the schema. For a merge input involving multiple schemas, the size is then
the sum of sizes of all input schemas.
data set size # of schemas mediated schema available matching available
Courses 70 5 Yes No
Inventory 96 2 No Yes
Faculty 55 5 Yes No
Real Estate I 219 5 Yes No
Real Estate II 57 2 No Yes
Table 10.1. Characteristics of Data Sets in Illinois Semantic Integration Archive
The third column indicates how many input schemas are there in a data
set. In the Illinois Semantic Integration Archive, sometimes a referential me-
diated schema is provided, and sometimes schema matches are provided. The
last two columns indicate whether such referential mediated schema and ref-
erential matches are provided respectively.
10.1.2 Schema Mapping Scenarios in STBenchmark
STBenchmark [Alexe et al., 2008] is a tool to generate mapping scenarios of
various complexities.
STBenchmark follows a bottom-up approach by investigating typical basic
scenarios in schema mapping. Such basic scenarios are then assembled together
to form large mapping scenarios. We describe briefly in the following ten basic
scenarios available, which will later be used for our experiments.
• Copy : copying a source relation to a target one
• Flattening : flattening a nested structure into a single flat relation
• Nesting : inverse of Flattening, transform a flat relation into a nested struc-
ture
• Denormalization:two relations joining over key-foreignKey correspond to
a target relation
• SelfJoin: a relation joins with itself
• SurrogateKey : assign new unique keys to tuples/objects in the target
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• AtomicValueManagement : value conversions between source and target
schemas
• VerticalPartitioning : a relation is decomposed into two relations, also
called normalization
• Fusion: merge/group data from two sources by joining on a common key
• HorizontalPartitioning : a relation is divided into two relations based on a
selection condition on some attribute
For detailed explanation and examples with a real world data set, we refer to
[Alexe et al., 2008].
A benefit of STBenchmark is that it does not only generate schemas, but
also mapping constraints between schemas. Therefore, we adapt their mapping
language to our merge input. Nevertheless, the native schemas generated by
STBenchmark are XML schemas, and a transformation is needed, as we use
relational schemas. We transform the XML schemas by inserting artificial keys
in a parent type if no natural key is available. The key of a parent type is
then referenced as a foreign key in all child types.
10.2 Expressiveness over Real World Mapping Scenarios
During the process of constructing schema mappings among the input schemas,
we investigate the expressiveness of tgds and egds for specifying the inter-
schema relationships.
The schema mappings in all the five data sets from the Illinois Semantic
Integration Archive are able to be represented by tgds and egds. In fact,
complex relationships involving joins of relations arise frequently in the data
sets, which confirms the necessity of an expressive language such as tgds.
Furthermore, we see it is crucial to be able to specify integrity constraints
of source schemas. Without the presence of key constraints in the source
schemas, e.g., as in the house relation of RealEstate II, no attribute can be
asserted to be redundant, even if many attributes are asserted to be equivalent
conceptually. This is in line with the strict requirement of information preser-
vation: when there is no functional dependency, a tuple is only retrievable
when all components are kept.
The Courses data set demonstrates the strength of our approach to per-
form n-ary merge. The Courses data set contains five heterogeneous sources
for courses. Instead of consecutive binary merging, we utilize tgds from four
binary mappings among the five data sources and perform only one merg-
ing. This is particularly suitable in scenarios where only few fixed mappings
are available, such as in a P2P setting, since creating mappings between two
arbitrary schemas is rather expensive and difficult.
Eight out of the ten basic mapping scenarios of STBenchmark are express-
ible in our mapping language: Copy, Flattening, Nesting, Denormalization,
SelfJoin, SurrogateKey, AtomicValueManagement and VerticalPartitioning,
leaving out Fusion and HorizontalPartitioning.
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The scenario Fusion is not able to be expressed because it requires a lan-
guage of disjunctive tgds to express one concept corresponds to a union of
other concepts, which is beyond the scope of our current mapping language.
The scenario HorizontalPartitioning cannot be expressed perfectly as it re-
quires expressing selection (e.g., x > 3) in the head of a tgd, when a target
relation has to be defined as a selection view over a source relation. First, we
do not consider in our approach selections other than equalities. Second, we
do not impose such constrain as x > 3 over relations.
Value conversion functions arising in the data sets (e.g., in Real Estate II
and AtomicValueManagement ) are handled by skolem functions and invert-
ible functions are handled with helper predicates and rules as explained in
Section 9.4.2.
10.3 Effectiveness over Real World Data Sets
We describe in this section experiments carried out to assess the effective-
ness of the schema minimization process, especially whether it preserves all
information and whether redundancy is reduced.
Experiments are carried out over the real world data sets from the Illinois
Semantic Integration Archive. When multiple mediated schemas are possible,
we choose the first one found by the minimization procedure.
Redundancy Reduction
In order to reflect how much redundancy is reduced, we need first a measure
representing the effect of redundancy reduction.
Definition 10.1. Let S be the joint source schema, T be the mediated schema,
the reduction ratio is defined as
1− |T||S|
in which |.| is the size of a schema, measured by the total number of attributes.
Three strategies of minimization are tested over the Illinois data set:
join-minimization (J-min), project-minimization (P-min), and Project-Join-
minimization (P-J-min). The reduction ratios are shown in Figure 10.1.
A general observation is that P-J-min gives the highest reduction ratio
as it eliminates both types of redundancies. It depends on the input scenario
whether J-min or P-min achieves a higher reduction ratio.
The reduction ratio is the highest for Faculty, in which 80% of the input
schema is redundant. A close look into the data set reveals that this input
consists of five replicas of the same schema. During minimization, four of the
five replicas are removed, achieving 80% of reduction.
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Fig. 10.1. Schema Reduction Ratio of Illinois Data Sets
Out of the other four input scenarios, Real Estate I (RE I) is of the smallest
reduction ratio. Nevertheless, in the input schemas there are many correspond-
ing attribute matches across schemas. This data set consists of five schemas
from different real estate websites. However, four out of the five schemas do
not have a natural key for the main relation. During manual mapping con-
struction, our mapping designer (a student) inserted a common key in only
two of the relations, which yields some redundancy reduction. This shows for
a strong criteria such as information preservation, existence of an identifier is
vital for elimination of redundancy.
Comparison to Manually Created Schemas
We now compare the automatically minimized schemas to the referential me-
diated schema available in the Illinois Semantic Integration Archive.
There is a mediated schema available for Faculty. Since this data set has
homogeneous schemas, our minimized result is exactly the same as the refer-
ential mediated schema.
For the data set Real Estate I, there is also a cleansed mediated schema.
Our automatically generated schema is considerably larger than the referential
manually created schema. This is mainly because the manually created schema
is generated from the matches between attributes and do not consider strict
logical properties. For instance, it does not matter whether an automatic
identification of the same entity (also known as entity resolution) is possible
or not. As our information preservation requires strict invertibility, lack of keys
prevents the minimization procedure from grouping or removing attributes.
The Courses data set is also accompanied by a manually created mediated
schema. Our mediated schema differs from the referential schema in several
aspects. First, some source attributes occurring in only one source are left
out in the referential schema while our algorithm retains them due to the re-
quirement of completeness. Second, our generated schema is more normalized
than the referential schema, which is probably due to the fact that we follow
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a reduction based approach. Third, since we perform multi-way merging of
five course schemas using only four binary mappings among them, some corre-
spondences of attributes are not transitively captured in the mapping simply
because the intermediate schema in-between does not have an equivalent at-
tribute. An example is course rice and course wsu have no direct mapping
and are mapped independently to course reed. course reed does not have an
attribute for comment. Therefore, comments from the two schemas are not
revealed to be equivalent.
10.4 Runtime of Schema Minimization for Benchmark
Scenarios
The system is implemented using Java SE 6 and SWI-Prolog 5.8.0. A parallel
chase [Deutsch et al., 2008] is implemented in Prolog for reasoning over data
dependencies. A-priori enumeration is implemented in java. The experiments
have been carried out on a 2.5GHz dual core computer. The maximal heap
size is set to 512M, while the initial heap size is 40M. Disk I/O costs are
excluded from profiling, while communication costs between Java and Prolog
are included.
For each scenario of STBenchmark, we generate 10 input mappings of var-
ious sizes. Three strategies of minimizations, project-minimization (P-min),
join-minimization (J-min) and project-join-minimization (P-J-min), are tested
over the generated workload.
Though there are multiple possible minimal mediated schemas, enumerat-
ing all is very costly. There are cases, e.g., project-minimization in the Copy
scenario, that have an exponential number of possibilities. We focus on the
scalability of finding one minimal mediated schema.
The runtime of the minimization process is summarized with respect to the
mapping scenarios of STBenchmark and reported in Figure 10.2 for join min-
imization, Figure 10.3 for project minimization, and Figure 10.4 for project-
join minimization. The horizontal axis is the size of the joint source schema
(i.e., the sum of the number of attributes of all relations in the schema), while
the vertical axis is the time in milliseconds.
A cross comparison among the three minimization strategies reveals that
join minimization is the fastest, while project-join minimization is faster than
project minimization. Join minimization is fastest as it requires only invoking
reasoning procedures in as many times as the number of relations in the in-
put. Furthermore, in all the scenarios in the generated data set, the number
of distinct maximal BINDs is quite small. Project minimization is the most
expensive, as it invokes reasoning procedures in proportional to the number of
attributes in the input. Project-Join minimization is faster than Project min-
imization because the collapsing phase merges attributes and hence decreases
the input size for project minimization.
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Join minimization scales quite well regarding the input schema size. As
shown in Figure 10.2, it is less than 1 second even for the largest input. For
join minimization, the scenarios Copy and SelfJoin require a longer time than
the other scenarios. This is due to two factors: 1) the portion of attributes
identified as overlapping via BINDs in these two scenarios is high; and 2)
they have the longest mapping length for a given size of schema, i.e., the
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reasoning task is more expensive. The scenario AtomicValueManagement also
has a relatively long mapping length, but there is no BIND in this scenario
since values undergo conversions in the form of a function. Therefore, join
minimization for this scenario is faster. The scenario Nesting is slightly more
costly than the rest as, for the same schema size, the number of relations
is larger in this scenario with many nested relations with small arities. As a
contrast, the scenario Flattening is generated using a different parameter set
with larger arities for each relation. Therefore, the number of relations in the
input is smaller with the same overall schema size.
In project minimization the number of invocations of the reasoning proce-
dure is proportional to the schema size, and the complexity of mapping con-
straints is a dominating factor. This explains why the three scenarios Copy,
SelfJoin and AtomicValueManagement with the longest constraint lengths
take more time than others.
Project-join minimization is more scalable than project minimization be-
cause the join minimization phase greatly reduces the input size of the later
project minimization phase. Interestingly, now AtomicValueManagement is
the most expensive scenario. This is because no reduction of the schema is
achieved during join minimization for this scenario and hence the cost is al-
most the same as direct project minimization.
10.5 Discussion
As we have seen in Section 10.2, formal schema mappings in the form of re-
lational data dependencies are able to express unambiguously most practical
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mapping scenarios. There are, nevertheless, two ways to extend the expres-
siveness. The first is to allow arithmetical comparison based constraint over
variables, which we do not yet support. The second is to allow disjunction in
the consequence of a tgd, leading to so-called disjunctive tgds.
A difference between the mappings in data integration/exchange and
the mappings utilized in our experiments is that we make use of bidirec-
tional constraints, i.e., both source-to-target and target-to-source, while most
schema mappings in data exchange and data integration are unidirectional,
i.e., source-to-target. Please note that we are also able to utilize unidirectional
constraints. The difference is due to the nature of schema merging, in which
equivalence is quite effective for identifying redundancies. In data integration
and data exchange, the focus is to migrate data from one or many database(s)
to another target database, in which equivalence does not contribute more to
the task than containment.
We have shown in Section 10.3 that redundancies in real world data sets
can be effectively eliminated by our schema merging algorithms. However, in
practice the automatically generated mediated schema may need to undergo
a pass of human editing. This is because our algorithms are quite strict in the
sense that it aims at retaining answers of all possible queries. In real world
data integration systems, which are built bottom-up from several existing
legacy data sources, the mediated schema may expose only a fraction of all
the underlying data. For instance, the manually crafted mediated schema in
Section 10.3 differs from the automatically generated schema by discarding
some attributes considered to be insignificant by human designers.
We have proved in Chapter 8 that the schema merging problem is in-
tractable in general, if P 6= NP . However, the experiments in Section 10.4
shows that for some mapping scenarios arising in practice, the runtime of the
schema merging process is acceptable. This may be due to the fact that there
are few or even no self-joins in the scenarios. As we know, though CQ con-
tainment is NP-complete in general, containment of CQs without self-join is
in PTIME.

Part V
Beyond the Basics

11
Merging Nested Relational Schemas
While relational schemas are dominating the commercial databases in opera-
tion, XML [Bray et al., 1998] arises as a popular data model for information
exchange and web data. Therefore, it is interesting to see how to extend the
schema merging methods to cover data models for hierarchical data such as
XML.
One challenge of handling XML as a data model is that existing modeling
standards for XML models such as DTD [Bray et al., 1998] and XML Schema
[Wor, 2004] are quite complicated. For instance, DTD allows recursive types,
while XML Schema supports quite advanced modeling constructs such as
inheritance, bags, and lists. In this chapter, we confine ourselves to the nested
relational model, which is a compromise between the simplicity and the ability
to organize data hierarchically.
We first describe the nested relational model in Section 11.1. Simple tree
pattern queries and constraints built upon the nested relational model are
also introduced in Section11.1. We then investigate in Section 11.2 two crite-
ria of information preservation, namely query preservation and invertibility.
Different from the case in relational models, the two do not coincide for nested
relational models. However, there is a class of nested relational schemas, called
Partitioned Normal Form (PNF) [Abiteboul and Bidoit, 1986], for which the
two coincide. We provide an extension of our relational schema merging algo-
rithm to nested relational schemas in PNF in Section 11.3.
11.1 Nested Relational Model and Query Language
A nested relational schema is a relational schema with the added expressive-
ness that the attributes can be either of atomic type or of a relation type. We
follow the syntax proposed in the Clio prototype [Popa et al., 2002].
A nested relational schema is a sequence of top level relations, each with
a label and an associated type. The type can be defined as:
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τ ::= A | SetOf(τ) | < l1 : τ1, . . . , ln : τn >
where A is for an atomic type, SetOf(τ) is a set with each element of type τ
and < l1 : τ1, . . . , ln : τn > is a record type, in which each component labeled
li has an associated type τi. For a type SetOf(τ), τ can be either an atomic
type or a record type. It is worth pointing out that each relational schema is
also a valid nested relational schema.
An instance of a nested relation assigns a value with the corresponding
type. An atomic value is assigned to an atomic type, a set of values is as-
signed to a set type, and a tuple is assigned to a record type with each com-
ponent being a value of the specified type. An instance of a nested relational
schema associates each top level relation a set of values. Since set semantics
is adopted, there are no duplicates in a nested relational instance. Set typed
value is implemented by a set id. When interpreting equalities between set
typed values, e.g., in a key constraint, equality of their set ids is meant. A
nested relational instance can be represented by an unordered node-labelled
tree.
Partitioned Normal Form (PNF) [Abiteboul and Bidoit, 1986; Roth et al.,
1988] is a desirable design goal of nested relational models. Intuitively, a nested
relation is in PNF if all the atomic attributes form a super key of the nested
relation, i.e., grouping of children is fully determined by the atomic values.
Definition 11.1. Let R be a nested relation, i.e., a set of records. Let a1, a2, . . . ,
ak be the atomic attributes of R, and x1, x2, . . . , xl be the attributes in R that
are nested relations. Then R is in partitioned normal form (PNF) if
1. a1, a2, . . . , ak functionally determines x1, x2, . . . , xl
2. for any tuple t of R, any complex attribute xi with 1 ≤ i ≤ l, the nested
relation t[xi] is in PNF.
Another view of the partitioned normal form is that the set-ids of each nested
relation can be seen as a skolem term of all the atomic attributes. It is worth
pointing out that any relational schema is in PNF.
We illustrate in Figure 11.1 a nested relational schema. Project is a top
level relation of arity 2. The first attribute is an atomic attribute jno, which
is also a key. The second attribute is a nested relation Supplier. The nested re-
lation Supplier has a simple atomic attribute sno and another nested relation
Part. Part has two atomic attribute pno and price.
We use in this chapter a query language that is an extension of conjunctive
queries, called simple tree pattern queries.
Definition 11.2. A simple tree pattern query is a conjunction of atoms
Pi(x),
Q(x)← P1(x1), . . . , Pn(xn)
in which Pi is either a top level relation or a nested relation variable. If Pi is
a nested relation variable, then it has already been bounded in some atom Pj
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Project!
!jno!
!!!!Supplier!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part!
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!price!
Fig. 11.1. A Sample Nested Relational Schema
with j < i. The head variables x is a subset of all variables in the body. In
particular, no relation-typed variables is in x.
A simple tree pattern query always starts with top level relations and hence
avoids ambiguity. Given a nested relational schema, a simple tree pattern
query implicitly assigns a type to each variable. A simple tree pattern query
is well-formed if the type assignment is a consistent function:
• each variable in the body has a unique type
• each nested relation variable Pi is assigned a relation type τi with the
same arity
For instance, a well-formed simple tree pattern query over the schema in
Figure 11.1 is:
Q(jno, sno, pno, price)← Project(jno, S), S(sno, P ), P (pno, price)
which navigates the schema from the top relation Project through Supplier all
the way down to the leaf relation Part, and returns all the atomic attributes
on the path. We can see that S is a nested relation variable of type Supplier
and P is a nested relation variable of type Part.
The primary path query for a nested relation R is a simple tree pattern
query in which there is one atom for each ancestor of R (including R itself),
all atoms are joined by the corresponding relation typed variables, and all
atomic attributes along the path are returned. For example, the above query
Q is the primary path query for the nested relation Part.
It is worth pointing out that simple tree pattern queries are closed under
conjunction. Therefore, they form a natural analog of conjunctive queries in
the relational model. Defined as such, simple tree pattern query is a class of
XPATH [W3C] known as XPATH{/,[]}, which only uses child navigation and
branching.
A tuple-generating dependency (tgd) is then an implication:
∀xφ(x)→ ψ(x)
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where φ and ψ are simple tree pattern queries, with the restriction that no
relation typed variables can be shared by the two queries.
An equality-generating dependency is a constraint of the form
P1(x1), . . . , Pn(xn)→ xi = xj
with P1(x1), . . . , Pn(xn) is a query as in the body of a simple tree pattern
query, and xi, xj ∈
⋃
k xk. In egds, relation typed variables can appear on
both sides. For example, in Figure 11.1 the constraint stating sno is a key for
the nested relation Supplier can be expressed as:
Project(jno, S), S(sno, P1), S(sno, P2)→ P1 = P2
where S is a relation typed variable for Supplier, P1 and P2 are two relation
typed variable for Part.
11.2 Information Preservation of Project Views
Fan and Bohannon [2008] have shown that invertibility (feasibility to construct
the original instance from a view instance) and query preservation (ability to
answer all queries by rewriting) do not coincide for an expressive language such
as XPath [W3C] and a complex modeling language allowing recursion. This is
contributed to the fact that structures of XML are not fully captured by the
query language and XPath queries are not composable as relational queries.
Interestingly, Hull has shown in [Hull, 1986] the two coincide for relational
models.
We consider these two criteria for simple tree pattern queries and the
nested relational model. Please note that since both the query language and
metamodel are simpler, the result in [Fan and Bohannon, 2008] on regular
XPath queries over recursive DTDs cannot be applied.
The following proposition shows that for such a simple model and query
language, invertibility is still not implied by query preservation.
Proposition 11.3. Regarding the nested relational model and simple tree pat-
tern queries: query preservation does not imply invertibility.
Proof (sketch). Let us consider a simple nested relational schema T (x,R(y)).
That is, there is a top level relation T , with two attributes. The first attribute
is atomic while the second is a set of atomic values.
We can construct a mapping that is query preserving for all source in-
stances but not invertible. The mapping ensures each source simple tree pat-
tern query can be rewritten into a target simple tree pattern query. But the
mapping is not injective and hence cannot be invertible. We now show the
construction.
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The mapping first copies the source instance to a target replica, and then
for each answer (a, b) in the query Q(x, y) : −T (x,R), R(y), insert into the tar-
get instance a tuple T (a, {b}), with {b} being a singleton set containing only
one value. It is easy to see that the target instance and the source instance
are bisimilar, i.e., there exists a bisimulation [Ramanan, 2003]. For these two
instances, no simple tree pattern queries will be able to distinguish them,
i.e., producing different answer sets. Such non-distinguishability can also be
seen by observing that homomorphisms exist in both directions, which only
rename set-ids but keep atomic values intact. For example, let us consider a
source instance T (a, {b, c}), the above mapping constructs a target instance
{Tˆ (a, {b}), Tˆ (a, {c}), Tˆ (a, {b, c}}. It is straightforward to see that such a map-
ping is not injective, and hence it cannot be invertible.
To see query preservation, for any simple tree pattern query over the
source, we rewrite it to the same query over the target. It can be verified
that the answer is the same as the answer of the original query over the
source. uunionsq
As a consequence, our relational merge algorithms using query rewritability
cannot be carried over directly.
Nevertheless, as we will see, nested relational schemas in PNF enjoy the
property that query preservation implies invertibility. This is because the
grouping in a PNF schema is fully determined by the values. As an exam-
ple, {T (a, {b}), T (a, {c})} is not in PNF, as there are two tuples with the
same atomic attribute, but different nested relations.
The following lemma shows that rewritability of a finite number of simple
tree pattern queries implies already invertibility for PNF schemas.
Lemma 11.4. Let QR denote the primary path query of nested relation R. A
P-view V of a PNF schema is invertible if for each nested relation R ∈ S, QR
is rewritable over V.
Proof (sketch). We provide an algorithm constructing the original instance.
Since the primary path queries of each nested relation are rewritable, we are
able to get exactly the atomic tuples of each primary path from the P-view.
We build the tree top-down and group children based on the atomic values
inherited from ancestors in the primary path, e.g., using a skolem function. It
is straightforward to see that the final output is exactly the original tree. uunionsq
We can also show that rewritability of the primary path queries also implies
rewritability of all simple tree pattern queries. This is because a join via set
ids can be replaced by a join via atomic attributes for PNF schemas.
Lemma 11.5. Let QR denote the primary path query of nested relation R.
Let V be a P-view of a PNF schema. If for each nested relation R, QR is
rewritable over V, then any simple tree pattern query is rewritable over V.
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Proof. Since primary path queries are rewritable, we can enumerate all
branches in a simple tree pattern queries and each branch can be rewrit-
ten. The remaining issue is how to perform joins across branches. There are
two types of joins: either joining atomic attributes or joining set ids (i.e., two
nodes sharing a parent). The former type of join is simply done by equat-
ing the corresponding attributes as all atomic attributes are exposed in the
primary path queries. For the latter type of join, we observe that for PNF
schemas, joining set ids can be replaced by joining all the atomic attributes
along the path from the root to the parent relation of the set ids. The PNF
constraint ensures the correctness. uunionsq
Theorem 11.6. For a P-view V of a PNF schema S, the following two are
equivalent:
1. V is query preserving and invertible.
2. For each nested relation R ∈ S, the primary path query is rewritable over
V.
Proof. Form 1 to 2 is straightforward, as the primary path query of each
nested relation is a simple tree pattern query.
The direction from 2 to 1 follows from Lemma 11.4 and Lemma 11.5. uunionsq
The above theorem suggests that we can test whether a project view is
information preserving by testing a finite number of queries fro rewritability.
11.3 Merging PNF Schemas
In this section, we describe how to extend our relational schema merging
algorithm to nested relational schemas in PNF.
11.3.1 Collapsing Nested Relations
In the setting of nested relational schemas, we consider collapsing of nested
relations, instead of flat relations. Therefore, BINDs are searched between the
primary paths of nested relations. In the terminology of Clio [Fagin et al.,
2009], the primary path is called “structural association”.
Clio also identifies so-called “logical associations” [Fagin et al., 2009] or
“logical entities” [Popa et al., 2002], which is the chase of a primary path
with (nested) foreign key constraints. Though we consider only primary paths
here, we have to point out that BINDs can also be enumerated over logical
associations.
The BIND discovery procedure is quite similar to the relational case (see
Section 5.1.1), with the adaptation that the atomic attributes on the primary
path of a nested relation is taken as a tableau and BINDs are enumerated
between such tableaux.
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Recall that in the relational case, we start with a singleton tuple of a
source relation and search for target relations with overlapping attributes in
its chase result. For the nested relational case, the following modifications are
made in the BIND enumeration procedure:
1. Instead of starting with a singleton tuple, we start with the primary path
of a nested relation.
2. Moreover, instead of searching for other relations sharing attributes, we
search for primary paths of relations that share attributes with the initial
primary path.
We demonstrate the process by an example.
Example 11.7. We now consider a simple example merging two schemas shown
in the following figure: Keys are underlined and nested referential constraints
Project2!
!jno!
!Part2*
!!!pno!
****Supplier2!
!!!!!!sno!
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!price !!
S2:*Project1!
!jno!
!!!!Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!price!
S1:*
Fig. 11.2. A Pair of Nested Relational Schemas
are indicated by arrowed lines. In addition, the following mappings are known:
Project1(jno, S)↔ Project2(jno, Part, S′)
Project1(jno, Supplier), Supplier(sno, Part), Part(pno, price)↔
Project2(jno, Part2, Supplier2), Part2(pno), Supplier2(sno, pno, price)
We have to point out that in the above mappings, Supplier, Part, Supplier2,
Part2, Part, S and S′ are all variables of relation types. We deliberately
use different names from the names of the nested relations. With all the key
constraints, the schemas are definitely in PNF. For clarity we express also the
key and nested referential constraints explicitly:
• Project1(j, S1), P roject1(j, S2)→ S1 = S2
• Project1(j, S1), S1(s, P1), S1(s, P2)→ P1 = P2
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• Project1(j, S1), S1(s, P1), P1(p, pr1), P1(p, pr2)→ pr1 = pr2
• Project2(j, P1, S1), P roject2(j, P2, S2)→ P1 = P2, S1 = S2
• Project2(j, Part, Supplier), Supplier(s, p, pr1), Supplier(s, p, pr2)→
pr1 = pr2
• Project2(j, Part, Supplier), Supplier(s, p, pr)→ Part(p)
Please note that for nested relational models, the keys can be absolute (e.g.,
jno in Project1 and Project2) or relative (e.g., sno in Supplier1).
Similar to the relational case, we try to find maximal BINDs. Different
from relational model, we search for BINDs between the primary paths. The
following two maximal BINDs are found:
Project1(jno, S)↔ Project2(jno, P, S′)
Project1(jno, Supplier), Supplier(sno, Part), Part(pno, price)↔
Project2(jno, Part2, Supplier2), Supplier2(sno, pno, price)
The first BIND is between the primary paths of Project1 and Project2, while
the second BIND is between the primary paths of Part1 and Supplier2. Both
maximal BINDs are over keys. Please note the Supplier1 in S1 has a larger
extension than the Supplier2 in S2 since it may contain suppliers with no
information for parts , while the Part1 in S1 has a smaller extension than the
Part2 in S2 as it contains only parts with supplier and price. Therefore, no
BINDs exist for those two pairs.
Though the discovery of BINDs is quite similar to the relational case.
There is another specialty for nested relational models. That is, collapsing of
nested relations is not always feasible, due to the one-parent constraint in the
metamodel. For instance, in Example 11.7, collapsing Part1 and Supplier2 is
not directly feasible, as they have two different parents.
We can observe two nested relations are feasible to be collapsed, if one
relation’s parent is an ancestor or direct parent of the other relation’s parent.
A top-level relation can be collapsed with any other relation, as its direct
parent is the root. Moreover collapsing a pair of nested relations may be made
feasible by other collapsing between their ancestors. For instance, in Example
11.7, if we collapse Project1 and Project2, then Part1 and Supplier2 can be
collapsed as well.
We say a BIND is conflict-free if the collapsing indicated by it does not
violate the one-parent constraint. We say a collapse configuration is conflict-
free, if the collapsing indicated by all the BINDs in the configuration does not
violate the one-parent constraint. We address such an issue by pruning the
maximal BINDs discovered. The procedure ResolveConflict in Algorithm
14 prunes from a collapse configuration those BINDs leading to infeasible
collapsing.
On line 1 of Algorithm 14, an equivalence relation over nested relations
is initialized to identity, i.e., each equivalence class [R] contains a singleton
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Input : a collapse configuration
Output: a pruned collapse configuration that is conflict-free
1 Initialize equivalence relation over nested relations to identity
2 Initialize conf ′ to ∅
3 repeat
4 if ∃σ ∈ conf − conf ′ s.t. σ is conflict-free then
5 conf ′ ← conf ′ ∪ {σ}
6 Merge the equivalence classes of the two nested relations
7 end
8 until equivalence relation unchanged
9 return conf ′
Algorithm 14: ResolveConflict(conf)
nested relation R. The equivalent classes represent collapsing of nested rela-
tions. On line 2, the result configuration is initialized to the empty set. On
line 4, a feasible collapsing is identified with respect to the current equivalent
class. If such a feasible collapsing is found, it is added to the result configura-
tion on line 5, and the corresponding equivalence classes are merged according
to the collapsing on line 6. Line 8 tests whether there is any change to the
equivalence class. If yes, the procedure goes to line 3 to search for cascading
feasible collapsing. On line 9, only collapsing that is not in conflict with the
one-parent constraint is retained.
Example 11.8 (Example 11.7 cont.). We consider performing the algorithm
ResolveConflict over the collapse configuration consisting of the two max-
imal BINDs discovered in Example 11.7.
1. Each equivalent class contains a single nested relation in the beginning.
2. Suppose we first consider the maximal BIND between Part1 and Supplier2.
Their parents Supplier1 and Project2 are on disjoint paths, and hence
they cannot be collapsed.
3. Now we consider the BIND between Project1 and Project2. Since they
are both top level relations. They are able to be collapsed. We update the
equivalent class by merging the two, resulting in a new equivalent class
[Project1, P roject2].
4. The BIND between Part1 and Supplier2 is considered again. Now the par-
ent of Supplier2 is [Project1, P roject2], which is an ancestor of Supplier1,
the parent of Part1. Therefore, we update the equivalent class.
5. All BINDs are added to the result configuration by now. The result is
returned.
The collapsed schema according to the collapse configuration looks like below:
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Project(Project1,+Project2)+!!jno!
!!!!Part2+
!!!!!!pno!
++++Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!PartSup(Part1,+Supplier2)!
!!!!!!pno!!
!!!!!!price!
As always we put the source relations in parenthesis after a collapsed relation.
11.3.2 Removing Redundant Attributes
The project minimization is similar to the relational case. All sets of atomic
attributes are enumerated and tested for redundancy. A maximal set of re-
dundant attributes represents a minimal invertible view.
We show the process by an example.
Example 11.9. Consider a variant of the merge input in Example 11.7. A pair
of input schemas are illustrated in the following figure. Keys are underlined.
Project3!
!jno!
!Part3*
!!!pno!
********Supplier3!
!!!!!!!!!!sno!
!!!!!!!!!!price!
S3:*Project1!
!jno!
!!!!Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!price!
S1:*
The mapping between the two schemas consists of the following constraints:
Project1(jno, S)↔ Project3(jno, P, S′)
Project1(jno, Supplier1), Supplier1(sno, Part1), Part1(pno, price)↔
Project3(jno, Part3), Part3(pno, Supplier3), Supplier3(sno, price)
The constraints imply two possibilities of collapsing:
• Project1 and Project3
• Part1 and Supplier3
Project1 and Project3 are two top level relations, and hence they can be
collapsed. However, Part1 and Supplier3 cannot be collapsed as they have
incompatible parents. The result of the J-minimization is illustrated in fol-
lowing figure.
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Project(Project1,+Project3)+!
!jno!
!!!!Part3+
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!Supplier3!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!price!
++++Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!!
!!!!!!price!
In the second step, we enumerate all sets of leaves bottom-up, similar to
the relational case. A maximal set of redundant leaves represents a minimal
project view. There are two maximal sets of redundant leaves:
• {Supplier3.sno, Supplier3.price}, and
• {Part1.pno, Part1, price}
The two alternative sets are redundant, because the two primary path queries
of Supplier3 and Part1 are equivalent rewritings of each other under the
mapping.
Each of the maximal redundant sets corresponds to a minimal schema.
The two possible minimal schemas are given in Figure 11.3.
The left schema results from removing the nested relation Supplier3, while
the right schema is a result of removing Part1.
Project(Project1,+Project3)+!
!jno!
!!!!Part3+
!!!!!!pno!
++++Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!!
!!!!!!price!
Project(Project1,+Project3)++
!jno!
!!!!Part3+
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!Supplier3!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!price!
++++Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
Fig. 11.3. Two Possible Minimal Schemas
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11.3.3 Generating the Transformation Mapping
We now show how to generate the transformation mapping from the input
schemas to a minimized schema. Different from the relational case, there are
not only atomic attributes, but also set ids for nested relations. As we have
discussed before, for nested relational schemas in PNF, the set ids can be
generated as a skolem term of the atomic values.
We showcase the mapping generation for Example 11.9.
Example 11.10. The input schemas are
Project3!
!jno!
!Part3*
!!!pno!
********Supplier3!
!!!!!!!!!!sno!
!!!!!!!!!!price!
S3:*Project1!
!jno!
!!!!Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!
!!!!!!price!
S1:*
We consider in this example generating a mapping for the left schema in
Figure 11.3.
Project(Project1,+Project3)+!!jno!
!!!!Part3+
!!!!!!pno!
++++Supplier1!
!!!!sno!!
!!!!Part1!
!!!!!!pno!!
!!!!!!price!
We use skR to denote a skolem function for a target relation R. The transfor-
mation mapping can be specified as:
1. Project1(jno, S), P roject3(jno, P )→
Project(jno, skpart3(jno), sksupplier1(jno))
2. Project3(jno, P3), P3(pno)→
Project(jno, skpart3(jno), sksupplier1(jno)), skpart3(jno)(pno)
3. Project1(jno, S1), S1(sno, P1)→
Project(jno, skpart3(jno), sksupplier1(jno)),
sksupplier1(jno)(sno, skpart1(jno, sno))
4. Project1(jno, S1), S1(sno, P1), P1(pno, price)→
Project(jno, skpart3(jno), sksupplier1(jno)),
sksupplier1(jno)(sno, skpart1(jno, sno)),
skpart1(jno, sno)(pno, price)
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The four mappings correspond to the primary path of the four nested rela-
tions in the target schema: Project, Part3, Supplier1, and Part1. The use of
skolem terms within a tuple denotes generating a set id, while a tuple with
a skolem term as the predicate means inserting a tuple into the set identified
by the skolem term. For instance, mapping 1 above creates a target tuple
for Project using two generated set ids. In the consequence of mapping 2,
skpart3(jno)(pno) denotes adding a tuple of value pno into the set identified
by skpart3(jno).

12
Summary and Outlook
Modern data intensive applications usually need to involve multiple databases
to gather related data. Schema integration is a key technology in allowing data
interoperability among a collection of data sources. Central issues in schema
integration include 1) identification of inter-schema relationships, and 2) rec-
onciliation of heterogeneous schemas to achieve a unified mediated schema.
Nowadays, the two problems have evolved into two separate research areas,
namely schema matching [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001] and schema merging
[Pottinger, 2011]. In this thesis, we focus on the schema merging problem.
In the literature, there exist a considerable number of well-established
schema merging approaches with rich schema transformation capabilities [Ba-
tini et al., 1986; Larson et al., 1989; Spaccapietra et al., 1992; Spaccapietra
and Parent, 1994; Sheth et al., 1993; Ramesh and Ram, 1997; Hayne and Ram,
1990; Rosenthal and Reiner, 1994; Larson et al., 1989; Batini and Lenzerini,
1984; Ma et al., 2005]. Nevertheless, the efforts are centered around alignment
of entity types and reconciliation of the type classification hierarchy. Concept
correspondences are widely employed as the inter-schema mapping languauge.
Though relational databases are pervasive in practice. The formal semantics
of schema merging on relational schemas using logical mappings is relatively
less explored [Batini et al., 1986; Bernstein and Melnik, 2007].
Recent advances in model management have promoted the use of seman-
tically rich schema mappings in the form of formal constraints in various
metadata manipulation operations, such as composing [Fagin et al., 2004,
2005c] and inverting [Fagin et al., 2008; Arenas et al., 2009] schema mappings.
However, probably due to lack of understanding of the formal semantics, con-
straints are still not widely used for the task of schema merging. For example,
the model management prototype Clio employs schema matches to perform
schema merging [Chiticariu et al., 2008; Radwan et al., 2009].
In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of schema merging using
logical mapping constraints. The main contributions include i) the use of
an expressive logical mapping language that is commonly employed in other
model management operators, ii) formal modeling of schema merging seman-
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tics for various application scenarios, iii) minimization-based schema merging
algorithms that eliminate redundancies in the schemas, and iv) complexity
analysis the proposed algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we defined two logical properties of views over a database
schema. The property invertibility indicates whether a view is information
preserving, i.e., containing all information in the database schema. The prop-
erty minimality captures the requirement that no redundancy is present in
the view schema. In Section 6.1, we characterized formal semantics of schema
merging as generating a minimal view that is invertible. The incompleteness
of real world data sources makes it impossible to state logical assertions over
the extensionally stored data. We addressed the challenge in Section 7.1, by
defining information preservation to retain the certain answers of all queries.
In Chapter 5, we proposed algorithms for schema minimization under
expressive constraints. Given a set of constraints in the form of a finitely
chaseable union of tgds and egds over a schema, we are able to find all min-
imal conjunctive views that are invertible. We applied the schema minimiza-
tion algorithm to view integration (Sec. 6.2) and data integration (Sec. 7.2).
We proved that the proposed algorithms satisfy the established semantics. To
further automate the schema integration process, we provided mapping gen-
eration (Sec. 6.2.1) and constraint rewriting (Sec. 6.2.2) algorithms for view
integration , and query answering (Sec. 7.2.3) and query rewriting (Sec. 9.5.2)
procedures for data integration.
In Chapter 8, we have proved that both invertibility and minimality of
views are intractable (if P 6=NP) with respect to the length of the mapping
constraints. Furthermore, we proved that in presence of incomplete data, it
is undecidable whether an arbitrary mapping is retaining certain answers of
CQs or not. Nevertheless, we identified in Section 8.4 syntactical conditions
that ensure our schema merging algorithms are within PTIME.
We implemented the schema merging algorithms and query processing
procedures in our MINIMUM prototype (Chap. 9). We carried out experi-
ments (Chap. 10) over real world data sets, which showed that despite the
high complexities in general, our schema merging algorithms can work with
typical mapping scenarios in practice with an acceptable performance.
We extended our schema merging algorithms in various directions. We
proposed algorithms for indirect merge in Section 6.3 and incremental merge
in Section 6.4. We proved that invertibility and query preservation do not co-
incide for the nested relational model in Section 11.2. Nevertheless, we proved
that the two coincide when the nested relational schemas are in partitioned
normal form (PNF). We gave an algorithm for merging PNF schemas in Sec-
tion 11.3.
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12.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have shown that expressive mappings such as tuple-
generating dependencies can also be made use of in schema merging, as in
other model management operators. No special form of schema mapping is
required solely for schema merging. The uniform use of the same mapping lan-
guage allows inter-operability between Merge and other operators in a model
management runtime. The formal schema mappings do not only allow auto-
matic generation of mediated schema and output mappings, but also allow
fully incorporation of source integrity constraints encoded in input schemas.
Due to the use of a declarative schema mapping language using relational
constraints, the semantics of the schema merging process can be characterized
on the instance level. More specifically, we model the schema merging process
as generating a minimal conjunctive view that is information preserving. Dif-
ferent from most existing approaches, the process is done via global reasoning
over the constraints, instead of consecutive local transformations.
The constraint-driven approach of schema merging is proven to be appli-
cable for major schema integration problems, such as view integration and
data integration. For view integration, we have shown that an information
preserving minimal base schema can be achieved by minimization. For data
integration, query answering is possible over incomplete data sources.
Moreover, our constraint-driven schema merging is quite flexible. Both
binary schema merging and n-ary schema merging can be carried out. It has
also been shown that the merging algorithm can be extended or adapted to
merging schemas using indirect schema mappings and incremental schema
merging.
Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that constraint-driven schema merg-
ing is quite hard. First, the computational complexity of reasoning over data
dependencies is quite high, e.g., it is NP-hard to perform project minimiza-
tion even for full tgds. Nevertheless, our experiments using real world data sets
show that schema merging can be performed with an acceptance performance
for typical schema mapping scenarios in practice. Second, multiple possible
results may co-exist for a given input mapping system. Third, the output
mapping language required may be beyond the language of tuple-generating
dependencies, for instance second order in the case of data integration.
12.2 Further Directions
We have addressed the issue of schema merging using mapping constraints
in this thesis. However, schema integration is a long-lasting topic in database
research. There are still many problems requiring further efforts. We discuss
some future directions in this section.
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12.2.1 Merging Using Disjunctive Mappings
Disjunctive tuple-generating dependencies (disjunctive tgds) is an extension
of tgds by allowing disjunction of conjunctive queries in the consequence of a
constraint rule. For instance, the rule Student(x)→ Undergrad(x)∨Grad(x)
specifies a student is either an undergraduate or a graduate. It allows the
specification that one concept is a union of others. Within the context of
model management, disjunctive tgds are also produced by the Invert operator
inverting schema mappings [Fagin et al., 2008; Arenas et al., 2008]. Therefore,
it can be useful to support disjunctive mappings in schema merging.
12.2.2 Merging Ontologies
Ontology forms the foundation of the semantic web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001],
a vision that web resources can be interlinked and understood by machines.
Nowadays, ontologies in the form of RDFS [W3C, 2004b] or OWL [W3C,
2004a] are a popular mechanism to achieve standardization of taxonomies.
Therefore, when data need to be shared between organizations using different
taxonomies, merging of ontologies represents a process to create a common
standard taxonomy.
Current research on ontology merging [Noy and Musen, 2000] adopts an
interactive process and relies on user decisions intensively to construct the
merged ontology. It is hence quite interesting how the process can be further
automated.
12.2.3 Uncertainties in Schema Merging
Schema matches are pseudo mappings indicating corresponding elements
across schemas. Different from mapping constraints, schema matches do not
have exact semantics, but merely indicate the involved attributes are similar.
Schema matches are promising as input mapping for schema merging due to
several reasons. First, there are quite a lot of automatic schema matching algo-
rithms and tools, which make schema matches rather easy to obtain. Second,
schema matches are simple and schema merging using matches is probably
faster than reasoning with constraints. Third, uncertainties may be inevitable
in reality, as precise mappings are not always available. It would be interesting
to see how to balance uncertain schema matches and rigorous semantics.
Uncertainties in schema merging does not only exist in the input mapping,
but also in the merged results. For a given input mapping, there can still
be multiple plausible mediated schemas. This is not only because the input
mapping may be uncertain, but also because the same piece of information can
be represented in different ways. Therefore, it is helpful to have a mechanism
to select a mediated schema from all the candidates, or rank the candidates
and allow the use to browse the best ones. Radwan et al. [2009] present a
work ranking candidate mediated schemas using the weights and directions of
schema matches.
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12.2.4 Schema Merging in PDMS
Peer Data Management Systems (PDMS) [Gribble et al., 2001; Bernstein
et al., 2002; Bonifati et al., 2010; Halevy et al., 2005b] are a new paradigm of
managing structured databases in a distributed environment. The system is
composed of a collection of loosely coupled local peers. Each peer has map-
pings to one or more other peers. A mediated schema for a set of peers can
help users to investigate the information in the system.
Schema integration in PDMS proposes special challenges. Since partici-
pation in a PDMS is autonomous, peers may join or leave the system arbi-
trarily. Therefore, the schema integration process should be able to update
the mediated schema as new peers join and old peers quit. Our incremental
schema merging algorithm can be used to handle the case when new peers
join a PDMS. However, different from the scenario of consecutively integrat-
ing a large number of schemas, schema integration in PDMS needs to consider
also how to remove information of a peer schema from an existing mediated
schema. The mappings between the mediated schema and the peer schemas
have to be adapted accordingly. Zhao et al. [2011] describe an approach that
is able to adapt mediated schema in PDMS as the peer configuration changes.
Their mapping language mimics the undirected mapping language in [Pot-
tinger and Bernstein, 2008]
12.2.5 Schema Merging For Dataspaces
Dataspaces [Franklin et al., 2005; Dong and Halevy, 2007; Halevy et al., 2006a;
Salles et al., 2007] is an initiative to allow flexible management of a wide range
of data models. In contrast to relational database management systems, datas-
paces allow management of a wide range of data sources, from unstructured
bag of words, semi-structured data, to fully structured relations. Different
from data integration, which follows a schema-first approach, datasapces fol-
low a schema-later approach. That is, a mediated schema does not need to
exist in the beginning. The integration of data sources in dataspaces follows a
so-called pay-as-you-go style: the integration is carried out along the process
of use of data.
Automatic schema integration can be an invaluable service on a dataspaces
platform. The challenges thereof for schema integration include: 1) the schema
integration process should be able to update the mediated schema and map-
pings as the system evolves; 2) incomplete and imprecise mappings should be
made use of; 3) user interactions should be exploited as an important infor-
mation source for integration; and 4) the integration process should take into
consideration not only structured relational schemas, but also semi-structured
schemas.
Sarma et al. [2008] present an approach using uncertain schema mappings
to generate an initial mediated schema in the setting of dataspaces.

AAppendix: Data Sets from Illinois Integration
Archive
In this appendix, we list the real world data set from the Illinois Integration
archive [Doan, 2005]. The conversion from the original XML schemas to rela-
tional schemas are done manually. The mappings are created manually by a
student.
A.1 Courses
%% INPUT_MAPPING
% reed vs. rice
course_reed(_, Subj, Crse, _, Title, _, _, _, _, _, _, _),
concat2(Subj, Crse, Code)->course_rice(Code, Title, _, _).
course_reed(_, Subj, Crse, _, Title, _, _, _, _, _, _, _)<-
course_rice(Code, Title, _, _), concat2(Subj, Crse, Code).
course_reed(_, Subj, Crse, Sect, Title, Units, Instructors, Days,
Start, End, Bldg, Room) <- course_rice(Code, Title, _, _),
section_rice(Code, Sect, Days, Start, End, Bldg, Room, Instructors),
concat2(Subj, Crse, Code).
course_reed(_, Subj, Crse, Sect, Title, Units, Instructors, Days,
Start, End, Bldg, Room), concat2(Subj, Crse, Code) ->
course_rice(Code, Title, _, _), section_rice(Code, Sect, Days,
Start, End, Bldg, Room, Instructors).
invert_functor_helper(concat2, 3).
% rice vs. uwm
course_rice(Code, Title, Credits, _)<->
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course_uwm(_, Code, Title, Credits, _, _).
section_rice(Code, Sect, Days, Start, End, Bldg, Room,
Instructor)<->
section_uwm(Code, _, Sect, Days, Start, End, Bldg, Room,
Instructor, _).
% rice vs. uw
course_rice(Code, Title, Credits, Comments)
<->course_uw(Code, Title).
section_rice(Code, Sect_num, _, _, _, _, _, _)<->
section_uw(Code, _schedule_line, Sect_num, _sect_credits,
_restrictions).
section_rice(Code, Sect_num, Days, Start_time, End_time, Bldg, Room,
Instructor)<->section_uw(Code, Schedule_line, Sect_num, _sect_credits,
_restrictions), session_uw(Schedule_line, Days, Start_time, End_time,
Bldg, Room, Instructor).
% wsu vs. read
course_wsu(_footnote, _sln, Subj, Crse, _lab, Sect, Title, _credit,
Days, Instructor, _limit, _enrolled, Start, End, Bldg, Room) <->
course_reed(_, Subj, Crse, Sect, Title, Units, Instructor, Days,
Start, End, Bldg, Room).
%% NEW_MODEL
% course reed
% place is flattened
% reg_num is a key.
% BTW: (subj, crse, sect) seems to be another key.
course_reed(reg_num, subj, crse, sect, title, units, instructors,
days, start_time, end_time, building, room).
% ICs
key(course_reed, reg_num).
%% NEW_MODEL
% course Rice
% code is a key
% time pairs and places are flattened.
% (code, sect_num) does not make a key.
course_rice(code, title, credits, comments).
section_rice(course_code, sect_num, days, start_time, end_time,
building, room, instructor).
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% ICs
key(course_rice, code).
course_rice(Code, _, _, _) <- section_rice(Code, _, _, _, _, _, _, _).
%% NEW_MODEL
% course UWM
% course_uwm.course is a key
% (course, section) is a key for section_uwm
% hours and bldg_and_rm are flattened
course_uwm(note, course, title, credits, level, restrictions).
section_uwm(course, section_note, section, days, start, end, building,
room, instructor, comments).
% ICs
key(course_uwm, course).
key(section_uwm, course, section).
course_uwm(_, Course, _, _, _, _)<-
section_uwm(Course, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _, _).
%% NEW_MODEL
% course U Washington
% code is a key for course
% schedule_line is a key for section
% Additionally, (course_code, section_code) seems to be a key
% for section, too.
course_uw(code, title).
section_uw(course_code, schedule_line, section_code, credits,
restrictions).
session_uw(schedule_line, days, start_time, end_time, building,
room, instructor).
% ICs
equal(Title1, Title2)<-course_uw(Code, Title1), course_uw(Code, Title2).
section_uw(_, Schedule_line, _, _, _)
<-session_uw(Schedule_line, _, _, _, _, _, _).
course_uw(Code, _) <- section_uw(Code, _, _, _, _).
equal(Course_code1, Course_code2), equal(Section_code1, Section_code2),
equal(Credits1, Credits2), equal(Restrictions1, Restrictions2)
<-section_uw(Course_code1, Schedule_line, Section_code1, Credits1,
Restrictions1), section_uw(Course_code2, Schedule_line, Section_code2,
Credits2, Restrictions2).
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%% NEW_MODEL
% course WSU
%
% (prefix, crs, sect) is a key
%
course_wsu(footnote, sln, prefix, crs, lab, sect, title, credit, days,
instructor, limit, enrolled, start, end, bldg, room).
% ICs
key(course_wsu, prefix, crs, sect).
A.2 Faculty
%%INPUT_MAPPING
%berkeley vs. texas
faculty_berkeley(Name,Room,Building,Phone,Fac_title,Degrees,Research,Award)
<->faculty_texas(Name,Room,Building,Phone,Fac_title,Degrees,Research,Award).
course_berkeley(Name,Title,Year)<->course_texas(Name,Title,Year).
%% NEW_MODEL
%faculty berkeley
%address is flattened
%name is a key
faculty_berkeley(name,room,building,phone,fac_title,degrees,research,award).
course_berkeley(name,title,year).
%ICs
key(faculty_berkeley,name).
faculty_berkeley(Name,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-course_berkeley(Name,_,_).
%% NEW_MODEL
%faculty cornell
%address is flattened
%name is a key
faculty_cornell(name,room,building,phone,fac_title,degrees,research,award).
course_cornell(name,title,year).
% ICs
key(faculty_cornell,name).
faculty_cornell(Name,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-course_cornell(Name,_,_).
%% NEW_MODEL
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%faculty michigan
%address is flattened
%name is a key
faculty_michigan(name,room,building,phone,fac_title,degrees,research,award).
course_michigan(name,title,year).
% ICs
key(faculty_michigan,name).
faculty_michigan(Name,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-course_michigan(Name,_,_).
%% NEW_MODEL
%faculty texas
%address is flattened
%name is a key
faculty_texas(name,room,building,phone,fac_title,degrees,research,award).
course_texas(name,title,year).
% ICs
key(faculty_texas,name).
faculty_texas(Name,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-course_texas(Name,_,_).
%% NEW_MODEL
%faculty washington
%address is flattened
%name is a key
faculty_washington(name,room,building,phone,fac_title,degrees,research,award).
course_washington(name,title,year).
%ICs
key(faculty_washington,name).
faculty_washington(Name,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-course_washington(Name,_,_).
A.3 Inventory
%% INPUT_MAPPING
inventory(Order_id, Unit_price, Quantity, Discount, _, _,
Customer_id, Order_day, Order_month, Order_year, Required_date, Shipped_day,
Shipped_month, Shipped_year, Ship_via, Freight, Ship_name, Ship_country, _,
Employee_id, Name, Last_name, First_name, Birth_day, Birth_month, Birth_year,
Hire_day, Hire_month, Hire_year, City,Region,Postal_code,Country,
Employee_phone_number, Emp_addr,Product_name, Supplier_id, Category_name,
Quantity_per_unit, Units_in_stock, Units_on_order, Reorder_level,
Discontinued, _, _)
<->
employee(Employee_id, Name, Last_name, First_name, Birth_day, Birth_month,
Birth_year, Hire_day, Hire_month, Hire_year, Emp_addr, City, Region,
Postal_code, Country, Employee_area_code, Employee_phone_number),
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order(Order_id, _product_id, Unit_price, Quantity, Discount, _hidden_whole_cost,
_hidden_discount_cost, Customer_id, Employee_id, Order_day, Order_month,
Order_year, Required_date, Shipped_day,Shipped_month, Shipped_year,
Ship_via, Freight, Ship_name, Ship_addr, Ship_city, Ship_postal_code,
Ship_country,Name,Last_name,First_name, Product_name, Supplier_id,
Category_id, Quantity_per_unit, Units_in_stock, Units_on_order,
Reorder_level, Discontinued).
%% NEW_MODEL
inventory(order_id, unit_price, quantity, discount, whole_cost, discount_cost,
customer_id, order_day, order_month, order_year, required_date, shipped_day,
shipped_month, shipped_year, ship_via, freight, ship_name, ship_country,
ship_address, employee_id, name, last_name, first_name, birth_day, birth_month,
birth_year, hire_day, hire_month, hire_year,city,region,postal_code,country,
employee_phone, emp_address,product_name, supplier_id, category_name,
quantity_per_unit,units_in_stock, units_on_order, reorder_level, discontinued,
product_in_stock_cost, product_order_cost).
% ICs
key(inventory, order_id).
%% NEW_MODEL
employee(employee_id, name, last_name, first_name, birth_day, birth_month,
birth_year, hire_day, hire_month, hire_year,address, city, region,
postal_code, country, employee_area_code, employee_phone_number).
order(order_id, product_id, unit_price, quantity, discount,
hidden_whole_cost, hidden_discount_cost,customer_id, employee_id,
order_day, order_month, order_year, required_date, shipped_day,
shipped_month, shipped_year, ship_via, freight, ship_name,
ship_address, ship_city, ship_postal_code,ship_country,emp_name,
emp_last_name,emp_first_name, product_name, supplier_id,
category_id, quantity_per_unit,units_in_stock, units_on_order,
reorder_level, discontinued).
% ICs
key(employee, employee_id).
key(order, order_id).
inclusion(order, (employee_id), employee, (employee_id)).
A.4 Real Estate I
%%INPUT_MAPPING
%homeweekers vs. nky
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house_listing_homeweekers(Id,House_description,Agent_name,_,Office,
_,Firm_name,Phone,_,List_price,Location,_,Mls,_,Baths,Bedrooms,
Levels,_,Garage,_,Type,_,_,Cooling,Heating,Fireplace,_,_,_,Rooms,
_,_,_)
<->
house_listing_nky(Id,Location,List_price,Rooms,Bedrooms,Baths,_,
Levels,Garage,_,_,Mls,Type,Firm_name,Phone,Agent_name,Office,
House_description,_,Heating,Cooling,Fireplace,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_).
%windemere vs homeweekers
house_listing_windermere(Id,Price,Mls,Address,City,St,Bathrooms,
Bedrooms,Sqft,Year_built,Heat,Ac,Exterior,Fireplace,Floors,Interior,
Lot_description,Lot_size,Roof,Site,Taxes,Views,Waterfront,Garage,
Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,Comments,Agent_name,Firm_name,
Firm_location,Office_phone,Cell_phone,Fax,Pager,Email),
concat(Address,City,St,Location)
->
house_listing_homeweekers(Id,house_description,Agent_name,Cell_phone,
Office_phone,Email,Firm_name,phone,Fax,Price,Location,Neighborhood,
Mls,Status,Bathrooms,Bedrooms,Floors,Style,Garage,Lot_size,Type,Sqft,
Year_built,Cooling,Heat,Fireplace,Lot_description,Patio,Pool,Rooms,
Spa,View,Residential_listing_additional_features).
house_listing_windermere(Id,Price,Mls,Address,City,St,Bathrooms,
Bedrooms,Sqft,Year_built,Heat,Ac,Exterior,Fireplace,Floors,Interior,
Lot_description,Lot_size,Roof,Site,Taxes,Views,Waterfront,Garage,
Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,Comments,Agent_name,Firm_name,
Firm_location,Office_phone,Cell_phone,Fax,Pager,Email)<-
house_listing_homeweekers(Id,house_description,Agent_name,Cell_phone,
Office_phone,Email,Firm_name,phone,Fax,Price,Location,Neighborhood,
Mls,Status,Bathrooms,Bedrooms,Floors,Style,Garage,Lot_size,Type,Sqft,
Year_built,Cooling,Heat,Fireplace,Lot_description,Patio,Pool,Rooms,
Spa,View,Residential_listing_additional_features),
concat(Address,City,St,Location).
invert_functor_helper(concat,4).
%windemere vs. yahoo
house_listing_windermere(Id,Price,Mls_id,Address,City,St,Bathrooms,
Bedrooms,Sqft,_,_,_,_,_,_,Interior,_,Lot_size,_,_,_,_,_,Garage,
Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,Description,Agent_name,
Firm_name,_,_,Cell_phone,Fax,Pager,Email),
concat2(Address,City,St,House_location),
concat3(Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,School)
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->
house_listing_yahoo(Id,House_location,Description,Interior,_,_,
Price,Bedrooms,Bathrooms,_,_,Firm_name,Sqft,Lot_size,_,Garage,_,
School,_,Mls_id,_,_,_,Agent_name,Email,_,Fax,Cell_phone,Cell_phone,
Cell_phone,Pager,_,_).
house_listing_windermere(Price,Mls_id,Address,City,St,Bathrooms,
Bedrooms,Sqft,_,_,_,_,_,_,Interior,_,Lot_size,_,_,_,_,_,Garage,
Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,Comments,Agent_name,
Firm_name,_,_,Cell_phone,Fax,Pager,Email)
<-house_listing_yahoo(House_location,Description,Interior,_,_,
Price,Bedrooms,Bathrooms,_,_,Firm_name,Sqft,Lot_size,_,Garage,_,
School,_,Mls_id,_,_,_,Agent_name,Email,_,Fax,Cell_phone,Cell_phone,
Cell_phone,Pager,_,_),concat2(Address,City,St,House_location),
concat3(Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,School).
invert_functor_helper(concat2,4).
invert_functor_helper(concat3,4).
%windemere vs. texas
house_listing_windermere(Id,Price,Mls,House_location,City,St,
Bathrooms,Bedrooms,Sqft,Year_built,Heat,Ac,Exterior,Fireplace,
Floors,Interior,Lot_description,Lot_size,Roof,Site,Taxes,Views,
Waterfront,Garage,Elementary,Middle_school,High_school,Comments,
Agent_name,Firm_name,Firm_location,Agent_office,Agent_mobile,
Agent_fax,Agent_voice_mail,Agent_email)
<-
house_listing_texas(Firm_name,Firm_location,Firm_office,
Firm_voice_mail,Firm_toll_free,Firm_fax,firm_email,Agent_name,
Agent_office,Agent_fax,Agent_voice_mail,Agent_mobile,Agent_email,
Type,Id,Mls,House_location,Country,Price,Bedrooms,Full_baths,
Half_baths,Dining_rooms,Living_rooms,Garage,House_description,
Approx_acres,Lot_size,Approx_spaces,City_sewer,City_water,
Electricity,Fireplace,Gold_course,Gandicapped_equipped,Hot_tub,
Master_bedroom,Move_in_date,New_home,Pool,Resort_property,
Restrictions,School_district,Septic_tank,Stories,Sub_division,
To_be_built,Water_coop,Waterfront,Well,Year_built),
addBath(Full_baths,Half_baths,Bathrooms).
invert_functor_helper(addBath,3).
%%NEW_MODEL
%house_listing homeweekers
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%residential_listing_-_basic_features,residential_listing_-_feature_details
% are flattened
%location is a key
%residential_listing_-_additionla_features
% as residential_listing_additional_features.
house_listing_homeweekers(id,house_description,agent_name,
direct,office,email,firm_name,phone,fax,list_price,location,
neighborhood,mls,status,baths,bedrooms,levels,style,garage,
lot_size,type,square_feet,year_built,cooling,heating,firtplace,
lot_features,patio,pool,rooms,spa,view,
residential_listing_additional_features).
% ICs
key(house_listing_homeweekers,id).
%%NEW_MODEL
%house_listing nky
%entry,living,dining,kitchen,breakfast,family,study,
%recreation_room,laundry,master are flattened
%house_location is a key for house_listing_nky
%(house_location,bedroom_num) is a key for bedroom
%(house_location,bath_num) is a key for bath
house_listing_nky(id,house_location,price,rooms,bedrooms,baths,
basement,levels,garage,suburb,school_dist,mls,house_type,firm,
firm_phone,agent,agent_phone,house_description,construction,
heating,cooling,fireplace,gas,sewer,water,lot_dimensions,
hoa_fee,semiannual_taxes,condo_level,entry_dimension,entry_level,
living_dimension,living_level,dining_dimension,dining_level,
kitchen_dimension,kitchen_level,breakfast_dimension,
breakfast_level,family_dimension,family_level,study_dimension,
study_level,recreation_room_dimension,recreation_room_level,
laundry_dimension,laundry_level,master_dimension,master_level,
directions).
bath_nky(id,bath_num,dimension,level).
bedroom_nky(id,bedroom_num,dimension,level).
% ICs
key(house_listing_nky,id).
key(bath_nky,id,bath_num).
key(bedroom_nky,id,bedroom_num).
house_listing_nky(Id,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)
<-
bath_nky(Id,_,_,_).
house_listing_nky(Id,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)
<-
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bedroom_nky(Id,_,_,_).
%%NEW_MODEL
%house_listing texas
%firm_information,agent_information are flattened
%house_location is a key for house_listing_texas
%sub-division is modified as sub_division,move-in_date as move_in_date.
house_listing_texas(firm_name,firm_location,firm_office,
firm_voice_mail,firm_toll_free,firm_fax,firm_email,agent_name,
agent_office,agent_fax,agent_voice_mail,agent_mobile,agent_email,
type,id,mls,house_location,country,price,bedrooms,full_baths,
half_baths,dining_rooms,living_rooms,garage_spaces,
house_description,approx_acres,approx_lot_size,approx_spaces,
city_sewer,city_water,electricity,fire_places,gold_course,
handicapped_equipped,hot_tub,master_bedroom,move_in_date,
new_home,pool,resort_property,restrictions,school_district,
septic_tank,stories,sub_division,to_be_built,water_coop,
waterfront,well,year_built).
highlights_items_texas(id,item).
financing_options_items_texas(id,item).
% ICs
key(house_listing_texas,id).
house_listing_texas(Id,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)
<-highlights_items_texas(Id,_).
house_listing_texas(Id,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)
<-financing_options_items_texas(Id,_).
%%NEW_MODEL
%house_listing windermere
%amenities,schools,for_more_information are flappened
%(address,city,state) is a key for house_listing_windermere
%e-mail as email
house_listing_windermere(id,price,mls_id_number,address,city,st,
bathrooms,bedrooms,sqft,year_built,heat,ac,exterior,fireplace,
floors,interior,lot_description,lot_size,roof,site,taxes,views,
waterfront,garage,elementary,middle_school,high_school,comments,
agent_name,firm_name,firm_location,office_phone,cell_phone,fax,
pager,email).
feature_windermere(id,item).
% ICs
key(house_listing_windermere,id).
house_listing_windermere(Id,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_)<-feature_windermere(Id,_).
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%%NEW_MODEL
%house_listing yahoo
%house_location is key
%sq._footage is modified as sq_footage
%agency-brokerage is modified as agency_brokerage
house_listing_yahoo(id,house_location,description,home_features,
community_features,date_posted,price,beds,baths,category,
classification,agency_brokerage,sq_footage,lotsize,age,garage,
neighborhood,school,construction_status,mls,architectural_style,
stories,available,contact,email,location,fax,phone,phone_day,
phone_evening,phone_leave_message,other_ads,ad_id).
% ICs
key(house_listing_yahoo,id).
A.5 Real Estate II
%% INPUT_MAPPING
house(Id, House_address, House_price, Agent_name, Target_phone_number,
Agent_email, Firm_name, Firm_addr, Garage,Other_bldg_area,
times_f(0.000023, Lot_dimension1, Lot_dimension2),
sum(Bath_rooms, Bed_rooms, Dining_rooms, Living_rooms),
School, House_description, _, Sewer, Water, Electricity,
Util, Type)
<-
agent(Agent_id, _, Agent_first_name, Agent_last_name,
Agent_area_code, Agent_phone_number, Agent_email),
house_details(Id, House_street, House_city, House_state,
House_zip_code, House_price, _, _,
Agent_id, Firm_name, _, Firm_city, Firm_state,
_, Garage, Building_area, Lot_dimension1, Lot_dimension2,
Bath_rooms, Bed_rooms,Dining_rooms, Living_rooms, School,
House_description, Sewer, Water, Electricity,Heating,
Cooling, Type),concat4(House_street, House_city, House_state,
House_zip_code, House_address), concat2(Agent_first_name,
Agent_last_name, Agent_name), concat2(Agent_area_code,
Agent_phone_number, Target_phone_number),
concat2(Firm_city, Firm_state, Firm_addr),
times(Building_area, Other_bldg_area),
concat2(Heating, Cooling, Util).
house(Id, House_address, House_price, Agent_name,
Agent_phone, Agent_email, Firm_name, Firm_address, Garage,
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Building_area, _, _, School, House_description, _, Sewer,
Water, Electricity, Util, Type), concat2(First_name, Last_name,
Agent_name), concat2(Area_code, Phone_number, Agent_phone),
concat4(Street, City, State, Zip, House_address),
concat2(Firm_city, Firm_state, Firm_address),
concat2(Heating, Cooling, Util),
times(Other_bldg_area, Building_area)
->
agent(Agent_id, _, First_name, Last_name, Area_code,
Phone_number, Agent_email),
house_details(Id, Street, City, State, Zip, House_price,
_, _,Agent_id, Firm_name, _, Firm_city, Firm_state,
_, Garage, Other_bldg_area, _, _, _, _,_, _, School,
House_description, Sewer, Water, Electricity,Heating,
Cooling, Type).
invert_functor_helper(concat2, 3).
invert_functor_helper(concat4, 5).
% in fact it should be times a number
invert_functor_helper(times, 2).
%% NEW_MODEL
% (house_address, agent_name, firm_name) might be a key??
house(id,house_address, house_price, agent_name,
agent_phone, agent_email, firm_name, firm_address,
garage,building_area, lot_area, num_rooms, school,
house_description, fireplace, sewer, water,
electricity,utilities, type).
% ICs
key(house, id).
%% NEW_MODEL
% agent_id is a key
%
agent(agent_id, agent_name, agent_first_name,
agent_last_name, agent_area_code, agent_phone_number,
agent_email).
house_details(id, house_street, house_city, house_state,
house_zip_code, house_price, agent_first_name,
agent_last_name,agent_id, firm_name, firm_street,
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firm_city, firm_state, firm_zip_code, garage, building_area,
lot_dimension1, lot_dimension2, bath_rooms, bed_rooms,
dining_rooms, living_rooms, elementary_school,
house_description, sewer, water, electricity,heating,
cooling, type).
% ICs
key(agent, agent_id).
inclusion(house_details, (agent_id), agent, (agent_id)).
key(house_details, id).

BAppendix: Mapping Scenarios from
STBenchmark
We list in this appendix one example (deliberately small) for each scenario
used in our experiments. The examples are generated by an adapted version
of STBenchmark [Alexe et al., 2008].
B.1 Copy
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:1.
%NestingDepth:3.
%JoinSize:3.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:2.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_co0te0s(Id0, Nut)<->test_co0te0(Id0,Nut).
art_co0te3s(Id0, Id1, Slope)<->art_co0te3(Id0,Id1,Slope).
measure_co0te6s(Id1, Id2, Touch)<->measure_co0te6(Id1,Id2,Touch).
cheese_co0te9s(Id2, Society)<->cheese_co0te9(Id2,Society).
%%NEW_MODEL
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test_co0te0s(id0,nut).
art_co0te3s(id0,id1,slope).
measure_co0te6s(id1,id2,touch).
cheese_co0te9s(id2,society).
%ICs
key(test_co0te0s, id0).
key(art_co0te3s, id1).
inclusion(art_co0te3s,(id0),test_co0te0s,(id0)).
key(measure_co0te6s, id2).
inclusion(measure_co0te6s,(id1),art_co0te3s,(id1)).
inclusion(cheese_co0te9s,(id2),measure_co0te6s,(id2)).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_co0te0(id0,nut).
art_co0te3(id0,id1,slope).
measure_co0te6(id1,id2,touch).
cheese_co0te9(id2,society).
%ICs
key(test_co0te0, id0).
key(art_co0te3, id1).
inclusion(art_co0te3,(id0),test_co0te0,(id0)).
key(measure_co0te6, id2).
inclusion(measure_co0te6,(id1),art_co0te3,(id1)).
inclusion(cheese_co0te9,(id2),measure_co0te6,(id2)).
B.2 Flattening
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:3.
%NestingDepth:2.
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%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:2.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_fl0s(Id0,Nut),art_fl0se0(Id0,Slope,Measure,Touch),
cheese_fl0se2(Id0,Society,Compare,Branch)<->
test_fl0t(Nut,Slope,Measure,Touch,Society,Compare,Branch).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_fl0s(id0,nut).
art_fl0se0(id0,slope,measure,touch).
cheese_fl0se2(id0,society,compare,branch).
%ICs
key(test_fl0s,id0).
inclusion(art_fl0se0,(id0),test_fl0s,(id0)).
inclusion(cheese_fl0se2,(id0),test_fl0s,(id0)).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_fl0t(nut,slope,measure,touch,society,compare,branch).
B.3 Denormalization
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:3.
%NestingDepth:2.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:2.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
nut_mr0comp0(Art, Touch0),slope_mr0comp1(Measure, Touch0)<->
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test_mr0(Art,Measure,Touch0).
%%NEW_MODEL
nut_mr0comp0(art,touch0).
slope_mr0comp1(measure,touchref1).
%ICs
inclusion(slope_mr0comp1,(touchref1),nut_mr0comp0,(touch0)).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_mr0(art,measure,touch0).
B.4 Nesting
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:3.
%NestingDepth:1.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:2.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_ns0fe(Art,Measure,Cheese)<->nut_ns0ne0(Id0,Art),
slope_ns0ne1(Id0,Measure),touch_ns0ne2(Id0,Cheese).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_ns0fe(art,measure,cheese).
%ICs
%%NEW_MODEL
nut_ns0ne0(id0,art).
slope_ns0ne1(id0,measure).
touch_ns0ne2(id0,cheese).
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%ICs
key(nut_ns0ne0,id0).
inclusion(slope_ns0ne1,(id0),nut_ns0ne0,(id0)).
inclusion(touch_ns0ne2,(id0),nut_ns0ne0,(id0)).
B.5 Self Join
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:20.
%NestingDepth:2.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:1.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_sj0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch, Cheese, Society, Compare,
Branch, Demand, Great, Board, Affect, Different, Warn, Tail, Red,
Wrong, Past, Wheel)
<->
test_sj0_b(Nut,Slope,Measure,Touch,Cheese,Society,Compare,Branch,
Demand,Great,Board,Affect,Different,Warn,Tail,Red,Wrong,Past,Wheel).
test_sj0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch, Cheese, Society, Compare,
Branch, Demand, Great, Board, Affect, Different, Warn, Tail, Red,
Wrong, Past, Wheel),test_sj0(Nut2, Nut, Slope2, Measure2, Touch2,
Cheese2, Society2, Compare2, Branch2, Demand2, Great2, Board2,
Affect2, Different2, Warn2, Tail2, Red2, Wrong2, Past2, Wheel2)
<->
test_sj0_j(Nut,Nut2).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_sj0(nut,art,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,compare,branch,
demand,great,board,affect,different,warn,tail,red,wrong,past,wheel).
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%ICs
key(test_sj0, nut).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_sj0_b(nut,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,compare,branch,
demand,great,board,affect,different,warn,tail,red,wrong,past,wheel).
test_sj0_j(nut,work).
%ICs
key(test_sj0_b, nut).
key(test_sj0_j, nut).
inclusion(test_sj0_j,(nut),test_sj0_b,(nut)).
B.6 Surrogate Key
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:10.
%NestingDepth:2.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:1.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_skce0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch, Cheese,
Society, Compare, Branch, Demand)
->test_skce0_b(Nut,Art,Slope,Measure,Touch,Cheese,
Society,Compare,Branch,Demand,Gid,sk(Nut,Art)).
test_skce0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch, Cheese,
Society, Compare, Branch, Demand)
<-
test_skce0_b(Nut,Art,Slope,Measure,Touch,Cheese,
Society,Compare,Branch,Demand,Gid,Skolem).
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%%NEW_MODEL
test_skce0(nut,art,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,
compare,branch,demand).
%ICs
%%NEW_MODEL
test_skce0_b(nut,art,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,
compare,branch,demand,gid,skolem).
%ICs
key(test_skce0_b, gid).
B.7 Value Management
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:10.
%NestingDepth:2.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:2.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:2.
%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_vm0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch0, Touch1, Cheese0,
Cheese1, Society0, Society1, Compare0, Compare1, Branch0,
Branch1, Demand0, Demand1),f0(Nut0,Nut1,Nut),f1(Art0,Art1,Art),
f2(Slope0,Slope1,Slope),f3(Measure0,Measure1,Measure),
concat0(Touch0,Touch1,Touch),concat1(Cheese0,Cheese1,Cheese),
concat2(Society0,Society1,Society),
concat3(Compare0,Compare1,Compare),concat4(Branch0,Branch1,Branch),
concat5(Demand0,Demand1,Demand)
->
test_vm0t(Nut0,Nut1,Art0,Art1,Slope0,Slope1,Measure0,Measure1,
Touch,Cheese,Society,Compare,Branch,Demand).
test_vm0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch0, Touch1, Cheese0,
Cheese1, Society0, Society1, Compare0, Compare1, Branch0,
Branch1, Demand0, Demand1)
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<-test_vm0t(Nut0,Nut1,Art0,Art1,Slope0,Slope1,Measure0,
Measure1,Touch,Cheese,Society,Compare,Branch,Demand),
f0(Nut0,Nut1,Nut),f1(Art0,Art1,Art),f2(Slope0,Slope1,Slope),
f3(Measure0,Measure1,Measure),concat0(Touch0,Touch1,Touch),
concat1(Cheese0,Cheese1,Cheese),concat2(Society0,Society1,Society),
concat3(Compare0,Compare1,Compare),concat4(Branch0,Branch1,Branch),
concat5(Demand0,Demand1,Demand).
invert_functor_helper(f0,3).
invert_functor_helper(f1,3).
invert_functor_helper(f2,3).
invert_functor_helper(f3,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat0,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat1,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat2,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat3,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat4,3).
invert_functor_helper(concat5,3).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_vm0(nut,art,slope,measure,touch0,touch1,cheese0,cheese1,
society0,society1,compare0,compare1,branch0,branch1,demand0,demand1).
%ICs
%%NEW_MODEL
test_vm0t(nut0,nut1,art0,art1,slope0,slope1,measure0,measure1,
touch,cheese,society,compare,branch,demand).
B.8 Vertical Partitioning
%Scenario Generation Configuration:
%#* Set the parameters
%NumOfSubElements:15.
%NestingDepth:2.
%JoinSize:2.
%JoinKind:2.
% # "Star" ----"1"
% # "Chain" ----"2"
% # "Star or Chain" --- "3"
%NumOfJoinAttributes:1.
%NumOfParamsInFunctions:1.
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%%INPUT_MAPPING
test_vp0(Nut, Art, Slope, Measure, Touch, Cheese, Society,
Compare, Branch, Demand, Great, Board, Affect, Different,
Warn)
<->
tail_vp0tt0(Nut,Art,Slope,Measure,Touch,Cheese,Society,
Wrong),red_vp0tt1(Compare,Branch,Demand,Great,Board,
Affect,Different,Warn,Wrong).
%%NEW_MODEL
test_vp0(nut,art,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,
compare,branch,demand,great,board,affect,different,warn).
%%NEW_MODEL
tail_vp0tt0(nut,art,slope,measure,touch,cheese,society,wrong).
red_vp0tt1(compare,branch,demand,great,board,affect,
different,warn,wrongref).
%ICs
key(tail_vp0tt0, wrong).
key(red_vp0tt1, wrongref).
inclusion(tail_vp0tt0,(wrong),red_vp0tt1,(wrongref)).
inclusion(red_vp0tt1,(wrongref),tail_vp0tt0,(wrong)).
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